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Abstract
Structures consisting of G-actin or other filament-forming monomers show a
variety of morphologies with widely different properties in regard to pore size, degree of
isotropy, and extent of cross-linking. These characteristics are primarily determined by
the concentration and feature of proteins which cross-link filaments, but little is known how
the filament-forming monomers and cross-linking proteins are organized in order to
produce various network morphologies. In addition, it's generally known that mechanical
force plays an important role in the physiology of eukaryote cells whose major structural
component in cortex is actin cytoskeleton. Thus, understanding the origin of
viscoelasticity of cross-linked networks should be crucial to figure out the exact role of
cytoskeletal behaviors in many cellular functions.
Here, we introduce a Brownian dynamics (BD) simulation model in three
dimensions in which actin monomers polymerize into a filament and become cross-linked
by two types of cross-linking molecules that constitute either perpendicular or parallel
cross-links. We evaluate the influences of system parameters on the morphology of
resultant networks. Some scaling behaviors that are independent of the specific choice of
most parameters appear. Additionally, the modified model is employed to investigate the
viscoelastic property of actin-like network by tracking the trajectories of filaments. This
method is theoretically more direct and more precise than micro-bead rheology used in
experiments. The viscoelastic property appears to be highly affected by characteristics of
cross-linking molecules, average filament length, and concentration of actin monomers.
Our model has the high potential as a BD model that can be applied for
3
investigating a variety of actin-related phenomena after further refinement and modification.
Thesis Supervisor: Roger D. Kamm
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The constituents of living organisms can be classified in terms of length scale:
organs, tissues, cells, and intracellular components in order of large to small scale. Cells
are the fundamental functional units of life and play an important role in multi-cellular
organisms; they can reproduce, grow, react to external stimuli, process information, and
conduct various chemical reactions [1]. Most of the eukaryotic cells contain cytoskeleton,
which is a highly dynamic structure that retains cell shapes, enables cell motility, and
facilitates cell division and intra-cellular transport. Cells consist of various components
with distinct mechanical characteristics [2], and the major components are the following
three filaments: microfilament (F-actin), intermediate filament, and microtubule. Actin is
the most plentiful intracellular protein in eukaryotic cells, comprising 1-5 percent by
weight of the total cell protein. Actin concentration in the cytosol of nonmuscle cells
ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 mM, but in specific structures, the local concentration of actin is up
to 5mM [1]. Actin plays a central role in the mechanobiology of the cells, including
migration, structural stability, and numerous intracellular processes [3].
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Intermediate filaments Microtubules Microfilaments 
Figure 1-1. Three major cytoskeletal filaments: intermediate filament, microtubule, and microfilament 
(F-actin). They have distinct distributions in cells and play various cellular roles. (Adapted from [1].) 
1.1. G-actin and F -actin 
Monomeric actin or G-actin is a protein having a molecular weight of 42,000 with 
moderate size, and the dimension of actin monomer is approximately 5.5x5.5x3.5 nm [4]. 
In cells, G-actin is encoded by a relatively large and well-conserved gene family [1]. G-
actin self-assembles into polarized double helical filaments or F-actin, 7~9 nm in diameter 
and up to several microns in length [1]. F-actin is classified as a semi-flexible polymer 
chain due to high bending stiffness with relatively large persistence length, Lp ~ 17 Jlm [5, 
6]. In addition, each actin molecule contains an Mg2+ ion complexed with either ADP of 
ATP. 
1.2. Polymerization 
The actin polymerization is governed by a nucleation-elongation process [7] . 
Three G-actin monomers are believed to be required for nucleation that is a rare event [7, 8] . 
Once nucleation is formed, a filament is elongated at its both ends at significantly different 
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Figure 1-2. Structures of monomeric G-actin and F-actin filament. (a) Model of ~-actin monomer from 
a nonmuscle cell shows that it is a plate-like molecule divided by a central cleft. Each G-actin has a 
molecular weight of 42,000 Da. (b) The atomic structure of F-actin shows that subunits (G-actin) form a 
tight double-stranded helix of which a helical tum corresponds to a distance of 74 nm. (Part (a) adapted 
from [1,4]. Part (b) adapted from [9].) 
rates: slow at pointed (-) end and fast at barbed (+) end. Also, G-actin depolymerizes at 
both ends at similar rates. Therefore, the dynamic behavior of F -actin occurs by 
elongation via assembly primarily at the barbed end and by shortening via disassembly 
primarily at the pointed end, in a polarized fashion [3]. In comparison with nucleation, 
elongation is a very quick process with short lag time. 
At a certain concentration of G-actin, the total mass of filaments doesn't change 
despite a continuous exchange of G-actins at both ends because elongation rate at the 
barbed end is balanced by shrinkage rate at the pointed end, which means a steady state. 
At this state, a filament seems to produce a net movement in one direction, which is often 
called "treadmilling." 
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1.3. Cross-linking and Actin Cross-linking Proteins (ACP)
Actin filaments (F-actin) assemble into stable networks and bundles that are highly
dynamic, generating contractile force during cell migration in conjunction with motor
proteins from the myosin family, and the filaments are coupled to membrane proteins that
are critical in the response of cells to external stress [2]. Assembly of filaments is
mediated by actin cross-linking proteins (ACP) such as a-actinin, fascin, fimbrin, and
filamin [1, 10]. Their functional, structural diversity and wide variations among different
organisms [11] indicate that ACPs, together with actin, evolved to meet various mechanical
needs of the cell.
The structural arrangement of actin binding sites in ACPs is a major determinant of
the organization of F-actin [1]. If the binding sites are aligned in tandem, as is true for
fimbrin and fascin, ACPs tend to pack actin filaments into stress fibers as are prevalent in
the extension and adhesion of cells. In contrast, ACPs, such as filamin, have relatively
long, flexible arms and tend to align the filaments into a largely orthogonal network found,
e.g., in cortical regions near a plasma membrane. Consequently, the unique characteristics
of ACPs determine the spacing and orientation between filaments.
1.4. Previous computational approaches investigating actin dynamics
Actin-related phenomena have been extensively modeled by various approaches.
The mechanics of a single actin filament has been studied using molecular dynamics and
coarse-grained models [12, 13]. Actin polymerization has been simulated through the
10
Protein MW Domain Organization Location
Fimbrin 68,000 Microvilli, stereocilia, adhesion
a " plaques, yeast actin cables
ct-actinin 102,000 Filopodia, lamellipodia, stress
fibers, adhesion plaques
AMIL a
Spectrin ci: 280,000 Cortical networks
P: 246,000-275,000
a
Dystrophin 427,000 Muscle cortical networks
Filopodia, pseudopodia, stress
Filamin 280,000 fibers
Fascin 55,000 Filopodia, lamellipodia, stressfibers, microvil, acrosomal
process
Villin 92,000 Microvilli in intestinal and
kidney brush border
Table 1-1. Various kinds of ACPs. Blue color indicates actin-binding domains. The organization of
the actin-binding sites in ACPs determines whether they organize F-actin into bundles (parallel) or
networks (mostly orthogonal). Largely, short and small ACPs (e.g. funbrin, fascin, and a-actinin) tend to
bundle filaments, whereas large and long ACPs (e.g. filamin) have a tendency to cross-link filaments at
right angle. (Adapted from [1].)
combination of free energy calculations, atomically detailed models, and Brownian
dynamics (BD) [7, 14] and by analytic theory and stochastic-growth simulation [15].
Others have studied actin filament bundling computationally using an Ising-like mean-field
model [16], BD [17], and normal-mode approximations [11]. In addition, actin-powered
filopodial extension has been quantified, using Monte Carlo simulation that incorporates F-
actin bundles and membranes [18]. Active micro-bead rheology of semiflexible polymer
solution has been studied by dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) [19, 20]. Nevertheless,
11
a computational investigation of the actin network morphology has not yet been considered.
Additionally, the computational investigation of viscoelastic property of actin cytoskeleton
by micro-rheology measuring the thermal motions of filaments has not been conducted.
12
CHAPTER 2
INVESTIGATION OF MORPHOLOGY OF ACTIN
CYTOSKELETON
2.1. Introduction
This study is motivated by a desire to understand the structure of an actin network
(or a network consisting of similarly organized monomers) based on a minimal set of
factors such as nucleation and elongation rate constants, G-actin concentrations, ACP type,
and mechanical characteristics of component structures. An ability to predict network
morphology based on these parameter values has the potential to provide new insight into
various biological processes (e.g. cell stiffness, migration, and cytoskeletal morphology).
Although we base the model with parameter values that, to the extent possible, correspond
to actin monomers and filaments, our primary objective is to study the factors that influence
the properties of generic "actin-like" networks. Therefore, simplifications are introduced
wherever appropriate to reduce computational cost, while retaining essential features of a
3D polymerized network.
Here, we simulate polymerization of actin monomers and filament cross-linking by
ACPs for a wide range of parameter values. The effects on resultant structures of varying
each parameter including nucleation rate constant, initial concentration of actin monomers
(CA), ratio of the ACP concentration (CACP) to CA, orientation of ACP binding sites,
13
bending stiffness of filament, and size of ACPs are each studied. Their effects are
interpreted in terms of their influence on filament length, mesh size, matrix connectivity,
polymerization time, mean cross-linking angle, and pore size.
Variable Symbol Value
Diameter of actin monomers
Viscosity of medium (water, 300 K)
Friction coefficient of actin monomers
Boltzmann energy (300 K)
Time step
Characteristic energy (LJ)
Spring constant of filaments
Bending stiffness of filaments
Torsional stiffness of filaments
Probability for nucleation
Nucleation rate constant
Elongation rate constant
Depolymerization rate constant
Unbinding rate of ACPs without force
Damkdhler number
Initial concentration of actin monomers
Ratio of CACP to CA
eA
1
CA
kBT
At
E
Ks,f
Kb,f
Kt~f
Pn
kA,fl
kA,e
kA,_
kAcp
Dan
CA
R
7.0x1O- [in]
0.8599x10~3 [kg /m s]
5.673 x10~" [kg /s]
4.142x 10-2 [J]
20.13 x10-" [s] (3.Ox10-5)
4.142x10~2 [J] (1.0)
0.1691 [N / m] (2,000)
1.243 x10-17 [N m] (3,000)
4.142x10- " [N m] (1,000)
2.0x10-8, 1.0x10-7, or 1.0x10-6
2.511 x 101 "xPn [M-1 S-1]
1.413x 9 [Ms' ]
0.4967 [s-1]
0.4967 [s-']
73.53 ~ 7,371
1.51 x10-4, 3.59x10~4, 1.21x 10-3 [M]
0, 0. 125 or 0.5
List of major parameters with their symbols and values. Stiffnesses of two types of ACPs are
Numbers in parentheses are the dimensionless values used in the simulation.
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Table 2-1.
elsewhere.
2.2. Methods
In our BD simulation, actin monomers, F-actin, and ACPs fluctuate thermally and
interact via defined binding probabilities. After a steady state is reached, morphological
properties of the network are analyzed.
2.2.1. Equations of Motion
The underlying equation for BD, the Langevin equation [21]:
d2 r drIF 21M -2 ri= F, -c, ' +Ft (2-1)Idt2 dt
is employed, where mi is the mass of ith molecule (actin monomer or ACP), C; is a friction
coefficient, ri is the position, and t is time. Fj is a net deterministic force as described
below, and F is a stochastic force having zero average and correlations
2kBT~,
(F,B(t)FB(t)) - 6 [22], where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, 6ijAt
is the Kronecker delta, 6 is an unit second-order tensor, and At is the time step. The
friction coefficient of a molecule, C , can be expressed as a function of molecular diameter
a, and medium viscosity /, C = 37rira, [23].
Equation (2-1) is cast in dimensionless form using kBT, CA, and Ua as primary
variables. Recognizing that inertia is negligible on the length scale of interest, equation
(2-1) takes the simplified dimensionless form:
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di
(2-2)
For numerical simulations, explicit Euler integration is used to update the locations
of molecules:
(2-3)
where Al is the simulation time step. We chose Ai =3 x 10- , which corresponds to
20.13 ps with the choice of units shown in Table 2-1.
2.2.2. Interaction Forces
Four interaction potentials describe excluded volume effects, bond stretch, bending,
and torsion.
(1) Truncated Lennard-Jones potential
A shifted Lennard-Jones (U) potential is employed to simulate excluded volume
effects between molecules.
4 2 16
~ 
4s 4 12 r12
0
F2 2116 &
>1 21/ &12
(2-4)
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i + Ai)= (i) + di Ai
d ,
where is a characteristic energy, Fi, is the distance between molecules, 12 = rI -r4,
and 6,2 corresponds to the average of the diameter of the two molecules,
12= -
+21
2
(2) Extensional stiffness of a bond in the chain
A bond between two molecules forming a chain is described by a harmonic potential:
U, =-_)12 0)2 (2-5)2
where i is a spring constant, and F is the bond length at equilibrium, r0 = (71.
In this bead-spring model, higher values of i (thus better-defined bond length)
would require smaller Ai, which would result in higher computational cost. Therefore,
for a filament, we use an intermediate value, kSf = 2,000, producing strains of 0.05 under
a force of 60 pN (Figure 2-1); in experiments, the actual strain under the 60 pN axial force
on a filament has been measured to be approximately 0.002 [24, 25]. The reason we
checked the actual strain by the simulation though it can be theoretically estimated from the
defined spring constant is the entropic spring effect, which means that thermal fluctuation
of filament can induce an increase in effective spring constant. As seen in Figure 2-1, the
actual strain is slightly smaller than that without thermal motion, and if thermal motion of
filament is more allowed by lower bending stiffness, the strain decreases more, indicating
that an entropic spring effect exists.
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0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
n0 0.5
-- no thermal motion
k-- =3,000
b,f
300b,f
1 1.5 2
t (sec) X 1 -
Figure 2-1. Strains of a filament caused by the same force at different conditions. When thermal
fluctuation is turned off, the strain quickly converges to a constant value. On the other hand, in cases with
thermal motions, an entropic spring effect emerges so that the effective strain is smaller then that without
thermal motion, depending on k~f.
(3) Bending stiffness
Bending rigidity is introduced in terms of a bending potential in the form:
b 2Cb = b( - 0)22
(2-6)
where kb is bending stiffiess, 0 is the angle formed by three consecutive molecules and
0 is the equilibrium angle. This bending rigidity is used to simulate the nature of 
semi-
flexible polymer chain of F-actin. In addition, once ACPs bind to filaments, different
values of bending stiffness are assigned to the ACP to maintain the desired orientation of
18
C
L-
binding sites as explained later.
Compared to bond extension, the bending stiffness of filaments, Ibf, is important
for the structural properties of the polymerized network and therefore requires a realistic
value. This can be confirmed by measuring the average correlation function of the
filament orientation [26]:
(C(s)) = (cos[O(s)-0(0)]) = e s"/P (2-7)
where s is the contour length, and Lp is the persistence length of filaments. Simulating a
single 0.9 ptm actin filament undergoing thermal motion (Figure 2-2), Lp was computed to
be approximately 20 pm with
experiments [5, 26].
k, f-3,000, close to values measured for F-actin in
In fact, these values satisfy the following relation:
Kbf 6A
kBT
(4) Torsional stiffness
Torsional rigidity is introduced to maintain the correct angular position of binding
sites along the actin filament:
U, = It ($ - 00) (2-9)
2
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(2-8)
0
0
0
-0.0050 0
0
-0.01 0 0
0
'-0.015 0A Cfl 0
0 -0.020
V 0 0
c -0.025 0
0
0
0-0.03 0
0
-0.035-
0.
-0.0.40 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
s (Im)
Figure 2-2. Average correlation function of 0.9 pm actin filament that thermally fluctuates. After
calculation using this result, it can be known that L, is approximately 20 pm with Fcbf = 3,000 -
where k, is torsional stiffness, and # is the dihedral angle with an equilibrium (zero
torque) value, $0 . The method for defining the binding sites is discussed further below.
Torsional stiffness of actin filaments, kf, is comparable to bending stiffness [27,
28]. We thus use , = 1,000. This parameter, k,, also controls the angular orientation
between two cross-linked filaments, as described below.
2.2.3. Geometry
(1) Actin monomers
Although F-actin forms a double-stranded helix [9], for computational efficiency,
we employ a single-stranded bead-spring model in the simulation (Figure 2-3(a)); a
20
spherical monomer represents two G-actin monomers, and in order to replicate the correct
diameter of F-actin, the diameter of the monomer in the model is set to 7 nm. Thus, 10
monomers comprise one helical turn reported to be approximately 74 nm [1].
(2) Orientation of the ACP binding site
Assuming each G-actin has a single binding site for ACPs, two ACP binding sites
are assigned to each monomer on opposing sides. Also, following the helical nature of F-
actin, the binding sites rotate around the filament in a right-handed manner, making one full
rotation over the length of 10 actin monomers (Figure 2-3(b)). The orientation of these
binding sites is maintained by the torsional stiffness of filament, ktf , as described by
equation (2-9).
(3) Actin cross-linking proteins (ACPs)
Two types of ACPs are tested: relatively short ACPs that bind filaments in a
parallel manner, such as fimbrin, fascin and a-actinin (termed ACPB with B denoting
"bundle"), or long ACPs that form a nearly perpendicular cross-link, such as filamin
(termed ACPC with C denoting "cross"). For simplicity, both types of ACPs are assumed
to have a simple, spherical geometry. In Figure 2-3(c), aACP is the diameter of an ACP,
0, is the angle between two bond axes, 02 is the angle between a bond axis and the axis
of a filament, and 0, is the angle formed by two cross-linked filaments. Additional
harmonic potentials are introduced with extensional, bending, or torsional stiffness
(denoted by s", "b", or "t", respectively), k, as well as an equilibrium values, for ACPB:
21
07ACP =1.5, 0 1,eq = , = - , #1.e =0 (2-10)2
=1,000, k , = 500, kb,, =1,000, kI = 500
and for ACPC
0-ACP 3. 0' 08q =1.158, 0, = -, = =i- (2-11)
I~eq 2 2'2e
k=1,000, k , = 50, kb,2 =1,000, k, = 50
These are chosen by considering structural features of fimbrin and fascin (ACPB)
and filamin (ACPC), where ACPc tends to be longer and more flexible.
2.2.4. Polymerization and cross-linking
(1) Overall simulation setup
A periodic boundary condition is applied to the cubic simulation box. Initially, a
specified number of free actin monomers are uniformly placed within the cube, and ACPs
are positioned in a random manner. Then, BD simulation as described above is performed,
and polymerization is allowed to proceed until only 1% of free actin monomers remain.
At this point, properties of the polymerized network are quantified to elucidate effects of
various parameters.
2')
(2) Nucleation and growth
Nucleation of actin filaments is a slower process than the addition of monomers to
an existing filament [7]. To reflect this, nucleation is restricted by letting dimerization
occur with a probability, Pn, when two free actin monomers are located within the distance,
= 1.1 x 12. On the other hand, filament elongation occurs deterministically when a free
monomer comes within the distance, ' =1.1 x & 2 , from the barbed end, and is
simultaneously aligned along the filament axis. More precisely, the elongation rate
depends slightly on filament length (age) and the nucleotide status of free actin monomers.
However, to a first approximation, we ignore these effects and assume that the elongation
rate constant is fixed.
Here, we need to clarify how to calculate rate constants for nucleation and
elongation. An observable rate constant can be influenced by both diffusion and intrinsic
reaction mechanisms. For those calculations, nucleation is reaction-limited, whereas
elongation is primarily diffusion-limited. From simulation, we obtained empirical
expressions for the nucleation rate constant, kAn, and elongation rate constant, ke.
kAn =2.51x 10' x P (M-'s-') (2-12)
kge = 1.41x 10' (M-s-1) (2-13)
Depolymerization is also allowed according to a specified unbinding rate constant
(kA) but rarely occurs on the time scale of this simulation.
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(3) Cross-linking
Cross-linking of two F-actins by an ACP occurs via the following two steps (Figure
2-3(d)). First, an ACP binds to a monomer of F-actin under the following conditions:
-2, 0.1745FA-ACP .1 X (&A +ACP)2
(2-14)
where FA-ACP is the distance between an actin monomer and an ACP.
Next, a cross-link is formed when the filament-bound ACP binds to a monomer
that is a part of another filament under the conditions in equation (2-14), plus:
(2-15)#10 - 0.1745
Unbinding occurs according to the Bell equation [29]:
kACP,- CReXpr FJ (2-16)
where koCP, is a zero-force unbinding rate constant, y is the mechanical compliance of the
bond between ACP and a monomer of F-actin, and F is the applied force on the ACP-
monomer bond.
24
, 10, - 0,, 1: 0. 1745 (10'), 12 O
( ) 7 Dm.. (b) a .-. Bal'bedend. 
Pointed end ... 
Figure 2-3. (a) (left) The atomic structure of F-actin [9] and (right) the corresponding bead-spring model. 
The true double-stranded helix is approximated by a single row of monomers, each of which corresponds to 
two G-actins. (b) Angular positioning of ACP binding sites. Binding sites rotate by 1t / 5 per monomer 
to account for the helicity of the F-actin. (c) A cross-link viewed from two orthogonal directions. Four 
parameters lTACP , ~ , (h , and tA , determine the geometry of ACPs. (d) Cross-link formation . Bonds 
between one ACP and two monomers are formed only when the distance and angles fall within specified 
ranges. 
2.2.5. Characterization of polymerized structures 
(1) Polymerization time 
Polymerization time, tp, is defined as the time required to incorporate 99% of the 
actin monomers into filaments. As shown below, tp depends on kA,n, provided the 
Damkohler number [30]: 
(2-17) 
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where t, is the nucleation time, and td is the diffusion time over the initial separation
distance between actin monomers, r. = (500 x N x CA) ) ( N AVO is Avogadro's
number).
A dimensionless polymerization time is then:
p = = Is] 
-18)
P A(TA2 /kBT 6.711X 10
(2) Filament length
From equilibrated networks, the distribution of filament length, Lf, is analyzed and
expressed in normalized form, Lf / aA.
(3) Mesh size
Mesh size, Lm, is defined as the distance between two ACPs which cross-link two
filaments, and its corresponding dimensionless form is L, = Lm / UA . In structures
containing ACPC, Lm can be considered an alternative measure of pore size and its variance
as a measure for inhomogeneity. In the case of bundled networks, Lm is determined by the
prescribed spacing between cross-links on bundled filaments. Consequently, the
difference in the distribution of Lm is a useful means of distinguishing the two types of
network.
(4) Cross-linking angle
Angular distributions between two cross-linked filaments, 41 , are measured at the
26
point of cross-linking, which ranges between 0 and z.
(5) Network Connectivity
Connectivity of the actin cytoskeleton is considered an important property for
mechanotransduction and force transmission [31] and is evaluated using the adjacent matrix
technique. If the number of filaments is N, an N x N matrix is created such that all
elements along its diagonal and below are zero, and the value of each (i, j) element above
the diagonal is either one or zero depending on whether or not the ith andjth filaments are
connected. This matrix has the property that, if the matrix is multiplied by itself k times,
the sum of all elements in the resultant matrix indicates how many sets of k + 1 filaments
are cross-linked.
(6) Pore size
Pore size distribution is measured by placing small spheres uniformly within the
network and by increasing their diameters until contacting the surrounding filaments.
Sphere positions are adjusted so that maximum possible growth is achieved within each
pore. Redundant spheres are eliminated, and the diameters of remaining spheres are
regarded as those of pores. Pore size can be expressed in dimensionless form, Lpore / YA.
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2.3. Results
2.3.1. Overall network morphology
Figure 2-4 shows examples of polymerized structures cross-linked by ACPB and
ACPc. Because ACPC links more filaments, the structure appears denser, but otherwise,
the two are not markedly different. Looking closely, the structure cross-linked by ACPC
appears somewhat more homogeneous and random. In addition, cases can be seen in
which ACPB cross-links two filaments in parallel.
In addition, Figure 2-5(a) is an electron microscopy picture showing actin
cytoskeleton in real cells [32], whereas Figures 2-5(b) and (c) are confocal images (with
depth = 140 nm) from simulation results. Similarity seen between them proves that our
BD simulation is able to reproduce real actin networks well.
(a)
Figure 2-4. Examples of polymerized structures: (a) ACPB and (b) ACPc at CA= 151 IM, Da,' 7,371
and R = 0.5; ACPs (red) and filaments (white). To emphasize the cross-linked structures, only the
filaments cross-linked by ACPs are displayed. In addition, simulation boxes are duplicated in each
direction to better visualize the bundles, so the width of the figure is 1.12 Im (560 nm x 2). For
visualization, VMD is used [33].
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Figure 2-5. (a) A picture showing actin cytoskeleton networks taken by cryo-electron microscopy
technique. (Adapted from [32].) The scale bar corresponds to 200 nm. (b) Confocal image (depth = 140
nm) of a polymerized network cross-linked by ACP8 at CA= 151 pM, Da, = 7,371 and R = 0.5. To match
the dimension with (a), the structure is duplicated twice in each direction so that the width of the image is
1.12 gm. (c) Confocal image of a network cross-linked by ACPc at CA= 151 M, Dan = 7,371 and R =
0.5.
2.3.2. Dependence on system size
While the use of a periodic boundary condition should minimize the adverse
consequences of a small computational domain, certain effects, such as bundling into larger
fibers, may not be accurately captured if the domain is too small. In addition, a small
domain can lead to larger statistical variations in the parameters we use to characterize the
network. We used filament length, Lf, to optimize the trade-off between the accuracy of a
large system and the numerical efficiency of a smaller one. As seen in Figure 2-6,
increasing the system size results in more consistent results; (Lf /0A) approaches a well
defined value and exhibits less fluctuation. This corresponds to an increase in the number
of actin monomers from 512 to 27,000. All subsequent simulations are conducted using
the box that contains 8,000 actin monomers.
29
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26-
24
20 30 40 50 60
Domain size /I A
Figure 2-6. Dependence of the mean filament length on the system size at Da, = 73.53 and CA = 1.21
mM, where the domain size means the width of cubical computational domain.
2.3.3. Analysis of polymerized structures
There are many independent parameters in the model. However, we chose and
systematically combined the following values to examine their effect on resulting
structures:
(1) Nucleation rate constant: Dan = 73.53 ~ 7,371 (Pn = 1 x10-', 1 x10-7, or 2x10-8 )
(2) Initial concentration of actin monomers: CA= 151 pM, 359 pM, or 1.21 mM
(3) Ratio of ACP-to-actin concentration: R = CACP / CA 0, 0.125, or 0.5
(4) Type of ACP: pure ACPB, pure ACPC, or half ACPB and half ACPC
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From the above parameter values, we select 51 independent simulations. For plotting
results in dimensionless format, we introduce the volume fraction, D, as a dimensionless
initial concentration of actin monomer:
D = 54.06 x CA [M] (2-19)
(1) Polymerization time
In all conditions tested, 4p is much shorter than the values observed in experiments.
This difference is due to larger kA,n and kA,e used in the simulation for computational
efficiency. However, if the ratio between kA, and kAe is chosen properly, the resultant
polymerized structure in the simulation should be similar to the real one. Differences
might still exist, though, due to "aging" of the network associated with adjustments over
time that would naturally occur as cross-links break and reform.
4p depends on Da, and (D as in Figure 2-7(a), and plotting 4p (D11 versus Da,
results in data collapse (Figure 2-7(b)), which suggests:
1 ~ D-5/6DaI/2 - cA-5/6 k A (2-20)p n A k~ /)C
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Figure 2-7. (a) Ip as a function of Dan. Unless noted otherwise, error bars in all subsequent figures
(Figures 2-8 and 2-12) are obtained from the 51 combinations of the four parameters mentioned in text.
The top line has a slope of 0.5. (b) Same data as in (a), but with Tp multiplied by (D 6.
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(2) Filament length
Distribution of L is shown in Figure 2-8(a), and the mean filament length (Figure
2-8(b)) can be collapsed into a single master curve (Figure 2-8(c)) using the following
scaling relation:
I 1\12 1(Lf / a,) ~ (Danq)"3 ) ~ k 1 12 (2-21)
A,n
11/2
This shows that both (Lf /UA) and i4 scales as kA,n-
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Figure 2-8. (a) Sample distributions of filament length at Da, = 147.4 and CA = 151 pIM. (b) Mean
filament length as a function of Dan. (c) Same data as in (b), but with Da, multiplied by (D"'.
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(3) Mesh size
Mesh size distributions for different ACP types highlight differences in the
resulting networks. The results show that the distribution for networks containing ACPB
has two peaks at about 5YA and 10 aA (Figure 2-9(a)) since bundling cross-linkers can be
located between two filaments every half or full helical turn. This is consistent with
electron microscopy experiments [1, 34]. By comparison, the mesh size distribution for
ACPc is significantly different, decreasing monotonically without any distinguishable peak
(Figure 2-9(b)).
For larger Dan, filaments are longer, leading to an increase in the range of mesh
sizes as large meshes can occur only with long filaments. Also, the number of ACPs that
actually cross-link filaments, NACP Cr, can influence the overall count in the y-axis of Figure
2-9.
(4) Cross-linking angle
Cross-linking angle is an indicator of whether the network consists of filaments
that are largely bundled or are arranged in a more random, homogeneous fashion, and it is
primarily determined by the type of ACP. For ACPB, the average cross-linking angles is -
2.39 ± 3.980 (close to 0), and the standard deviation is relatively narrow because Kti is
large. By comparison, for ACPC, the average is 87.5 ± 10.5' (close to r/2), where the
larger standard deviation is due to the smaller value of Kti.
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Figure 2-9. (a) Mesh size distribution of 12 bundled structures (ACPB). Each of the 12 structures has a
condition that is a set of three parameters: Dan = 73.53 ~ 7,371 (P= 1 x 10-6, 1 x 10-7, or 2x 10-8), CA= 151
ptM or 359 gM, R = 0.125 or 0.5. (b) 12 structures cross-linked by ACPC. Conditions for the structures
are the same as part (a) except that ACPC is used.
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Figure 2-10. Distribution of cross-linking angles, 0,. (a) 12 structures cross-linked by ACPB at Da,,
73.53 ~ 7,371 (all P,), R = 0.125 or 0.5, C= 151 pM or 359 pM (b) 12 structures cross-linked by ACPC at
the same conditions.
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(a)
(5) Connectivity
Connectivity is a measure of the extent to which the network is cross-linked.
Figure 2-11(a) shows an example in which seven filaments are connected by ACPc, which
nearly percolates the simulation box.
Connectivity calculated using the adjacent matrix as described above varies widely
with a change in NACPer, so data are plotted after dividing by the number of clusters with
connectivity 2. It is apparent that the degree of connectivity for networks with ACPC is
greater than that with ACPB (Figures 2-11(b) and (c)). In addition, connectivity of
networks cross-linked by ACPc depends on Dan (Figure 2-11(b)), whereas Dan has little
effect on the network with ACPB. This is because shorter filaments (with ACPc) have
fewer chances for cross-linking.
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Figure 2-11. (a) An example of percolation at Da, = 7,371, CA = 151 ptM, and R = 0.5. Seven cross-
linked filaments are shown, selected from among all filaments in the simulation box whose width is 560 nm.
(b) Distribution of connectivity of networks having ACPB at R = 0.125 or 0.5, CA= 151 pM or 359 pM,
scaled by the number of filaments with connectivity 2. Each color represents a different P, and thus a
different Da, (Dan slightly depends on CA with the same Pa). (c) The same distribution for ACPc.
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(6) Pore size
Mean pore size (Lpore) is proportional to - 1/3 (Figure 2-12(a)), and the relationship
is relatively unaffected by the type of ACP used in the simulation, at least for the range of
conditions tested here. This corresponds to the theoretical derivation that average distance
between polymers, by which semi-flexible solutions are usually characterized, depends
only on concentration [35].
However, differences can be seen in the shapes of the distribution with ACPB
tending to have a broader spread with a lower peak. This suggests, as one would expect,
that ACPc tend to produce networks with more homogeneous pore size, while the broader
distribution with ACPB arises from the fact that pores can exist either near the branchings of
bundled filaments or between bundles. This tendency is most accentuated when filaments
are long (large Dan) compared to the size of the simulation box.
2.3.4. Effect of other parameters on the network structure
Two additional parameters were varied, but less systematically than in the cases
above. Here, we summarize their effects using a baseline case for which all the other
parameter values are held constant.
(1) Bending stiffness
Filament bending stiffness, kb,f, was selected to produce the persistence length
comparable to the actual value. We tested its effect by reducing it tenfold
( b,f = 3,000 -> 300 ) in the following conditions.
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Figure 2-12. (a) Mean values of pore size plotted against (D.
C\ = 151 ptM, and R = 0.5.
(b) Pore size distribution at Da, = 7.371,
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Dan = 1,474, CA = 151 gM (constant), R = 0.125 or 0.5
ACP type = Pure ACPB, pure ACPC, or a mixture with half of each.
Noticeable differences were changes in (Lf /CA) by +10%, ip by -8%, NACPcr
by +38%, and an increase in connectivity (Figure 2-13).
These changes are due to the fact that when the filaments are allowed to fluctuate
more, their barbed ends undergo greater diffusive motions and thus encounter more free
monomers for elongation. Subsequently, quicker elongation causes a reduction in
polymerization time and greater filament length. Furthermore, flexible filaments can
more easily satisfy geometric conditions for cross-linking, resulting in an increase in NACP cr,
and a consequent increase in connectivity.
(2) Size of ACPC
In our simulation, ACPC is three times as large as that of actin monomers,
reflecting their actual relative sizes. It is possible, however, that the large diameter could
influence the nature of the polymerized structures. Therefore, we reduced its diameter
from 3 0A to UA and ran simulations in the following conditions:
Dan = 1,102 (359 pM) or 1,474 (151 pM)
CA = 151 pM or 359 pM
R = 0.125 or 0.5
ACP type = pure ACPC
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Figure 2-13. Variations in (a) NAcpC. and (b) connectivity as a function of bending stiffness. Conditions
on the x-axis in (a) are: (Dan = 1,474 and CA =151 pM for all cases; 1, 3, 5: R= 0.125 and 2, 4, 6: R = 0.5; 1,
2: ACPB, 3, 4: ACPC, and 5, 6: half ACPB and half ACPC).
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This resulted in changes in (Lf / CA) by +8%, t- by -9%, and variations in NACPCr and
connectivity (Figures 2-14(a) and (b))
At high CA and high Dan, (Lf / CA) is affected since filament elongation is
hampered by other filaments and ACPs. Likewise, the original size of ACPC is quite large
compared to actin monomers, so they may induce volume exclusion effects, which can limit
monomer access to the barbed ends of filaments. Thus, ip may be reduced with smaller
ACPs. The variation in NACPCr is more complicated. We expected that NAcpcr would
decrease at all four conditions due to the narrower binding region for filaments. However,
while at R = 0.125, NACPcr is decreased, at R = 0.5, it is increased. One possible
explanation is that the increase at R = 0.5 is caused by the reduced volume exclusion effects.
In other words, the system is too crowded for ACPC to easily bind filaments when larger
ACPs are used. Therefore, reduction in volume exclusion appears to be more important
than the reduction in the filament binding site in ACPC. Connectivity naturally decreases
at R = 0.125 but is enhanced at R = 0.5 due to the changes in NACP,Cr.
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Figure 2-14. Variations in (a) NAcp, and (b) connectivity as a function of the size of ACPC. Conditions
on the x-axis in (a) are: (Dan = 1,102 ~ 1,474 (P,= 10-7) for all cases; 1, 3: CA = 359 ptM and 2, 4: CA = 151
pM; 1, 2: R = 0.125 and 3, 4: R = 0.5).
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2.4. Discussion
It is widely recognized that polymerized actin can take on a variety of
conformations within the cell, controlled by a mix of actin cross-linking, branching,
capping, and severing proteins, among other factors. They range from nearly isotropic
networks to highly aligned filament bundles such as stress fibers. While various structures
have been observed, little is understood regarding their assembly. Here, we use a
minimalistic approach by using only actin monomers and two types of ACPs, and by
simplifying the actin filament structure, all with the intent of examining the factors that
might influence network morphometry. While these simplifications preclude a truly
realistic representation of the actin cytoskeleton, the results should still prove useful for
understanding how the network structure is regulated. Moreover, the present model can
be extended for simulating other essential processes, such as force transmission through
cells, cell migration, and mechanotransduction.
2.4.1. Comparison to mean field theory
An alternative to the present discrete representation of each actin monomer and
ACP is to use mean field theory (MFT) that models the network and free monomers in
solution using a continuum approach. It also provides some insight into the nature of our
findings. This methodology has been used to simulate polymer systems [36, 37] and
actin-related phenomena [16, 38].
For example, it can be shown that, according to MFT, the average filament length
can be expressed as a function of kA, and kA,e [39]. We can formulate the number of free
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actin monomers, Nfee, and the number of filaments, Nfi1a, like the following:
dNfree= free -- N, 2 -k N ,Nm
dt ='Fre - kAn free 2 kA~e free fila
=dN 'fia I ~knNfree 2
dt 2
By the change of variables using Z =1+,8 N3 a , where
N free
the above equations as:
Nfila= N (Z -1)
a = Nfree(Z -1)+ NeeZ
P P
The combination of the two equations yields:
N*ee + ZZ 
= 0
Nfree Z(Z -- 1)+p /2
The above differential relation can be expressed as:
=k^" , we can rewrite
ke
(2-23)
(2-24)
dInN 
+
dt fr*e f dZZ(Z -1)+,9 / 2 I d= -[In Nrdit *
g(Z) can be transformed by the indefinite integral:
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(2-22)
(2-25)
K2Z-1arctan -1
g(Z)= - log(2Z2
2p3-1 2
If we assume Nfree,o and Nma,o are the initial conditions of Nfree and
respectively, average filament length in monomer unit can be derived with the relation led
by equation (2-25), ln Nree + g(Z) = ln NfreeO + g(1):
NFl(L,/o-4)= fre
Nfia
Z- NfreeO
Z -1. N fee
= exp[g(Z)-g(1)]
z-1
Substituing g(Z) and g(1) in equation (2-27) yields the following expression:
arctan arctan 2Z-1
) 2Z - 2Z +p 8J8-(Lf /o)= pexp - exp
Theli Z - fI a-1
The limit for Z - results in the final average filament length:
(Lf / (-A) =
; -2 arctan
exp
2J2p
1
2-1
(2-27)
(2-28)
(2-29)
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Comparison of average filament length predictions from MFT with the present simulation
results. Two results are mostly of one accord at the tested range.
Comparing this prediction to the present results, we note they are very analogous in
the tested range (Figure 2-15).
Another finding from the present simulations is that
I,. 1
(Lf /A -) k 1/2
kA,n
(2-30)
When comparing this to the predictions of MFT, kA,n in the simulation corresponds
to kA,n in MFT because the nucleation is only reaction limited in MFT, and because kAn in
the simulation almost excludes the effect of diffusion. That is, if 8 >> 1, meaning that
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filament nucleation is much slower than elongation, the average filament length from MFT
takes on the following form:
lim (Lf/TA= 2 = 2 k / (2-31)
kAMI k~n'
Thus, with large 8, the relation between kA,n and (Lf / -A) is analogous at both
approaches on the assumption that kAe is constant, which is plausible in that the
polymerization process becomes more reaction limited and therefore fits with MFT (larger
# indicates smaller kA,,, with constant kAe). Although runs at higher P are not examined, it
is expected that the same relation will be sustained at very large p.
2.4.2. Potential refinements of the model
(1) Nucleation
Since one monomer represents two G-actins, a dimer has been assumed to
constitute a stable nucleus in the simulation, whereas it has been demonstrated that a trimer
of G-actins forms a critical nucleus [7, 8]. We find that (Lf /0-A) is independent of CA
because both average nucleation and elongation rates are linearly proportional to CA.
However, this might not be true in experiments. In contrast to the dimer nucleus model, a
trimer nucleus model will have two lag phases, causing the nucleation rate to depend more
strongly on CA, as has been demonstrated by experiments and simulations [7]. In the
event that the two average rates depend differently on CA, (Lf / CA) will likely vary with
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CA. The current model could be more realistic by employing two lag phases or letting the
nucleation probability depend on CA.
(2) Friction coefficient
In the present simulation, the friction coefficient of actin monomers, CA, is assumed
to be (A = 3 ;7UA, according to the simple Stokes-Einstein relation, regardless of whether
they are free in solution or have been incorporated into a filament. In reality, the friction
coefficient differs if the monomers become a part of a filament due to hydrodynamic
interactions, and it also depends on the filament length. Also, hydrodynamic interactions
between filaments can alter frictional drag [40]. In addition, unlike a spherical object, the
friction coefficient of the filament depends on the direction of external flow. These effects
can all be incorporated, but they increase the complexity of the model with a consequent
reduction in computational efficiency.
(3) Electrostatic interaction
Strictly speaking, because actin monomers and filaments have nonzero charge,
electrostatic interactions will be present and should be accounted for in the simulation.
These effects can alter actin dynamics as a result of variations in salt concentration [41, 42].
Again, such effects could be included, but not without incurring enormous computational
costs associated with these long-range interactions.
(4) Validation of parameters
In the present simulation, values of parameters are taken from independent
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measurements wherever possible, or validated by comparison to other experiments. In
some cases, however, no such empirical support could be found, so the values are not
rigorously verified. Further single molecule measurements and molecular dynamics
simulation will aid in more accurate estimation of these parameters, which are currently
being actively pursued.
(5) Computational domain size and attainable time range
Current simulations are restricted to small domains (~560nm) and short times
(1~10 ms). Although we considered the finite size effect, further investigation is
necessary. In particular, no large bundles were observed, involving multiple cross-linked
filaments by ACPB. Since stress fibers in cells can be as large as 500 nm in diameter, it is
unlikely that these could be accurately captured with the small computational domain.
Also, annealing of the network over longer time scales was not investigated in the present
simulation, especially in conjunction with externally applied or internally generated forces
that could lead to filament alignment. To resolve these limitations, parallel processing
schemes would be necessary, which promises the considerable enhancement of the
efficiency of the model.
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CHAPTER 3
CHRACTERIZATION OF VISCOELASTICITY OF
ACTIN CYTOSKELETON
3.1. Introduction
Mechanical force plays an important role in the physiology of eukaryote cells
whose dominant structural constituent in cortex is actin cytoskeleton [43]. Because
mechanical properties of cells is largely determined by the actin matrix [44, 45], F-actin is
considered responsible for the viscoelastic response [46]. Therefore, investigating
rheological properties of actin networks is crucial in order to understand the rheology of
biological systems [47]. Numerous experiments using a variety of techniques have been
performed to probe viscoelastic properties of cells and reconstituted actin gels [43, 48-52].
In many of the experiments, a micro-bead is introduced to a cell or reconstituted actin gel to
trace its thermal motion, which is often called passive micro-bead rheology. Also, more
generally, viscoelastic properties of semi-flexible polymers have been studied theoretically,
computationally, and experimentally [19, 20, 53-56]. However, in contrast to the
extensive experiments, computational approaches have been much less considered. As a
result, we lack a fundamental understanding of the physical processes that give rise to the
observed rheological behavior.
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Also, there are many difficulties and underlying problems in the experiments.
First, discrepancies arise between results obtained by different methods of calculating
viscoelasticity [48]. For example, in reconstituted actin gels having a high concentration
or long filaments, it has been observed using single point passive micro-bead rheology that
the storage shear modulus, G' remains constant over a wide frequency range, 10-4 <f< 101,
[49], whereas this tendency was not observed in experiments measuring the viscoelasticity
of similar gels with the bulk measurement technique [57, 58] or 2 point passive micro-bead
rheology [49]. Also, the magnitude of viscoelastic moduli significantly varies depending
on the type of measurement [58]. Second, reconstituted actin gels of in vitro experiments
exhibit viscoelastic properties different from those observed in cells. At high frequency,
G' enters a regime where it increases as f314 due to entropic effects of single filaments, as
predicted by theoretical predictions [48, 51, 55, 59], but this frequency dependence has not
yet been observed in the living cells, which might be caused by prevalent pre-stressed
conditions and various, abundant actin binding proteins in the cells [49, 52, 59, 60].
Though we can adjust initial conditions and components in experiments, it is difficult to
reconstitute actin structures that are closely analogous to those existing in living cells.
If we have a computational model simulating actin cytoskeleton realistically, the
hardships mentioned above can be easily resolved. We will be able to postulate reasons
for the discrepancies between results using different measuring methods and between in
vivo and in vitro measurement methods. Furthermore, it is possible to systematically
investigate the origins of viscoelastic properties of cells contributing to various cellular
functions in that we can control most parameters and the matrix morphology in simulation.
Here, although various methods can be employed computationally, we use passive micro-
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rheology and the accompanying theoretical models in order to figure out which parameters
affect overall viscoelasticity of actin-like networks as the first step. The influences of
filament length, concentration of actin monomers, and type of ACPs are each studied.
DO
3.2. Methods
Need for modifying previous models
The length and time scales in typical experiments probing viscoelastic properties
are much greater than those attainable by the model used in chapter 2, so that it is a
challenging prospect to validate computational results by comparison with those from
experiments. In addition, the typical size of eukaryote cells is the order of 10 pm, and
their physiologically meaningful time scale is the order of 1 sec. Thus, the previous
model in chapter 2 seems not to be appropriate for our objectives pursued here. To make
the two more compatible, we make several modifications to the model by way of coarse-
graining the actin filaments.
Cylindrical segments for LJ potential computation
A significant increase in computational efficiency was realized by modifying the
methods of implementing the truncated U potential. While we used a spherical segment
representing two G-actin monomers in chapter 2 for the U potential calculation, a
cylindrical segment is employed here. In other words, the centers of monomers (actin)
and ACPs still thermally fluctuate following the Langevin equation and previous force
models, but a cylindrical geometry is applied for U potential evaluation, which enables us
to avoid artificially redundant volume exclusion effects originating from the cylindrical
segment approximation. As seen in Figure 3-1, the centers of two adjacent monomers on
the same filament determine the ends of one cylindrical segment representing Nc actin
monomers of chapter 2, so the degree of coarse-graining can be changed by Nc; accordingly,
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Figure 3-1. A schematic diagram showing a method for cylindrical segment approximation. The
concept of cylindrical segments is used only for U potential computation.
the diameter of the segment, ac, is the same as 0 A, and its length, Lc, is NC'UA. In addition,
the centers of one monomer and ACP determine the end points of each arm of the ACP,
indicating that ACPs have a structure with two cylindrical arms rather than a spherical
shape in terms of U potential. Here, we set Nc to 10; the value is valid in that the length
of segments, LC = 7.0 x 10-8 m, is still much shorter than Lp.
Networks to be evaluated
In chapter 2, polymerized networks under all 51 conditions were analyzed and
quantified. Some of the resultant network data are adapted for the evaluation of
viscoelastic properties. If we use cylindrical monomers to obtain the polymerized
network from an initial condition, complex computational schemes are required to account
-17
LUC =TA
Lc NCA
for the rotational motion and anisotropic diffusivity of the monomers. Therefore, on the
assumption that the morphology of the polymerized networks obtained in chapter 2 is not
significantly different from that which we obtain using the cylindrical monomers, the
network data are reused here.
Moreover, to prevent unnecessary volume exclusion effects caused by free
monomers and unbound ACPs, they are eliminated from the network data at the beginning.
Unlike the previous model, neither depolymerization of filaments nor unbinding of ACPs
from filaments is allowed in this modified model for simplicity. This assumption can be
relaxed at a later time. Therefore, the number of monomers constituting filaments and
NACP,cr are constant during each run. Additionally, filaments longer than the width of the
simulation box are severed to prevent artificial self-repulsion that can disturb true
viscoelastic properties although the self-repulsion was not considered in chapter 2 on the
assumption that it may not significantly affect the resulting morphology. Consequently, at
Dan=3,677-7,371 (P,=10-8), several long filaments are severed at CA = 3.55 ptM and 1.49
ptM, causing (L) to depend on CA even with the same P"=10 8 .
Adjustment of parameter values
If we assume a situation in which one filament is placed within the simulation box,
the total number of actin monomers increases Nc times after the filament is treated through
cylindrical segment approximation as seen in Figure 3-1. On the other hand, the entire
volume of the simulation box increases as Nc3 since each width grows as Nc. Additionally,
as mentioned before, free monomers are eliminated from structures obtained in chapter 2,
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which means that 1% of actin monomers are deleted in view of the fact that the simulation
was terminated when only 1% of actin monomers were left in a free state. Therefore, the
effective concentration of actin monomers decreases after the cylindrical segment
approximation is imposed, to:
0.99ol
CA = 0.9 CAd (3-1)
In addition, some of the parameter values are required to change according to the
altered length scale. For example, kb,, dimensionless bending stiffness used for three
consecutive actin monomers forming filaments must decrease to yield the same persistence
length; in equation (2-8), bending stiffness of F-actin, bf, can have a different value
depending on the length scale although bf with the unit [N m2 ] is independent of the
scale. In the model using cylindrical segment approximation, ac (= Nc UA) should
substitute for A in that the variable needs to be a current length scale. Thus, the adjusted
Kf is:
1 '~
bf = -- is(3-2)
Nc
Furthermore, ',f is slightly tuned again, resulting in more realistic persistence
length, L= 17 tm [5, 6], because the previous one in chapter 2 was Lp = 20 tm. On the
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other hand, the spring constant, s,,f ought to increase to maintain the same physical strain
with a force:
ks,f = NC Ksf (3-3)
The friction coefficient used in chapter 2, A4, is no longer valid since it is suitable
for a spherical object, and thus the general form of friction coefficient of an ellipsoidal
object for case that external flows stream in the direction of the short axis is implemented
for monomers and ACPs:
c = 6tirrt - 3 + 2 ring /rshort (34)
5
where rshort is a shorter radius of an ellipsoid, and riong is a longer one. Considering that
large ksf highly restricts the motion of monomers in the direction of the long axis, and
that on the other hand, small kf easily allows movement in the direction of the short axis,
it might be better to employ equation (3-4).
Other parameters are also adjusted according to the altered scale as listed in Table
3-1.
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Table 3-1. List of adjusted parameters. Numbers
simulation.
in parentheses are the dimensionless values used in the
Overall simulation setup
Using a new model modified in a manner explained above, influences of three
parameters on viscoelastic properties are investigated: filament length, concentration of
actin monomers, type of ACPs. Each simulation begins from polymerized structures
adapted from chapter 2, and then all molecules in the structures are allowed to thermally
fluctuate during entire run. The simulation is stopped when the time corresponds to 0.1
sec; it usually takes about 2~3 days with a single processor of Intel* Xeonim 2.8GHz.
During each run, the thermal motions of monomers chosen at the beginning are record for
calculating MSD.
Method to calculate viscoelastic properties
Unlike experiments using the passive micro-bead rheology in which a micro-bead
is injected for a traceable optical marker, we directly record thermal motions of monomers
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Variable Symbol Value
Diameter of cylindrical segments ac 7.0x I0~9 [m]
Length of cylindrical segments Lc 7.Ox 10- [m]
Friction coefficient of monomers Cc 2.610x 1010 [kg / s]
Time step At 6.174x10~' [s] (2.0 x10~')
Spring constant of filaments Ks,f 0.01691 [N / m] (20,000)
Bending stiffness of filaments Kb,f 1.056x104-8 [N m] (255.0)
Concentration of actin monomers CA 1.49x10-6, 3.55x10-6, 1.20x10-5 [M]
constituting filaments. It is theoretically known that this direct methodology can provide
correct information about viscoelasticity [61].
Several approaches that evaluate the viscoelastic moduli of complex networks from
recorded thermal motions of the micro-bead have been developed. One method uses
fluctuation-dissipation theorem to convert power spectral density (PSD), S(/), acquired
from thermal motions to the imaginary part of the complex response function, a "(f), that
relates the bead displacement to the force acting on the monomer [52]:
a ") f .S(f) (3-5)2kBT
Using a Kramers-Kronig relation, the real part of response function, a'(f), is
calculated so that the whole response function is obtained, a(f) = a'(f) + i a "(f) .
Assuming that the complex shear modulus, G(f)= G'(f)+iG"(f), can be related to the
response function by the generalized Stokes-Einstein relation, G(f) is:
G(f) = (3-6)6rrba(f)
where rb is the bead radius. Rather than the above method, Mason's method is
implemented here [47, 62]. This method was applied for the multiple-particle-tracking
micro-rheology in which the overall viscoelastic moduli of cells were calculated from
thermal motions of multiple beads injected in the cells [63]. Likewise, by averaging data
representing thermal motions of numerous monomers, the viscoelasticity of whole
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networks can be evaluated. Employing the monomer rheology, which refers to the direct
measurement of thermal motions of monomers used in this simulation, with Mason's
method in computational simulation has many advantages compared to the micro-bead
rheology. First, we need the ensemble mean square displacement (MSD) in Mason's
method for reliable viscoelastic moduli. From each run in the micro-bead rheology
simulation, only one set of traced thermal motion can be obtained, which indicates that
multiple runs should be performed so that the procedure is computationally expensive. On
the other hand, multiple data sets can be collected from a single run in the monomer
rheology because the number of monomers in the simulation box is large enough, resulting
in computational efficiency. Second, the insertion of a micro-bead in networks can disrupt
the native local viscoelastic properties, but the potential side-effect doesn't exist in the
monomer rheology.
Calculating viscoelastic moduli is performed by the following procedures (Figure
3-2). First, the simulation codes select NMSD monomers at the beginning, where NMSD is
the number of monomers whose thermal motions are traced during entire run. NMSD is set
to a cubic number, and the simulation box is divided into a cubic lattice whose width has
NMSD1/ 3 cells respectively. The codes try to choose one monomer per each cell for
uniformity, but if a cell having no monomer exists, they select a monomer in another cell
chosen randomly. Second, the trajectories of chosen monomers are recorded at a specified
interval during entire run. Then, Mason's method is applied to compute viscoelastic moduli
using the ensemble MSD converted from the recorded thermal motions [62]:
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Figure 3-2. A schematic diagram showing procedures to calculate viscoelastic moduli. Using MSD
computed from recorded thermal motions of monomers, the viscoelastic moduli can be calculated by
Mason's method.
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G*(a) /Zrb (zr2(I))F[I (co)
G'(a)= G* (w) cos(7rX(a)) /2) (3-7)
G "(o)= G*(w) sin(;rX(o))/2)
where X(w) is the power law exponent describing the logarithmic slope of (Ar2(t)) at
C0=1tX(O) -dIn (Ar2I(t))
dlInt
t=I/a)
Since the above equation is designed on the assumption that the micro-bead has a
spherical shape, the method is required to be slightly modified with monomers having a
cylindrical shape. Therefore, a control simulation was conducted; we connect an elastic
spring with specified ',(= 8.453x 10-5 N/m) to a free monomer that thermally fluctuates,
and MSD is computed from its thermal motion. The resulting G' from the MSD can be
compared to G' calculated from K by the following relation:
G'(f) - s = 278.5 Pa (3-8)
4c / r7
As expectation, G' evaluated from the MSD was smaller than the above one due to
the discrepancy of geometry of traced particles, and hence we multiply a factor to match
both G' values with each other (Figure 3-3).
1 0 3
102
a-f10
10 rM(
S
pure viscous G"
100 -a--computed G
-a-computed G"
--o--adjusted G'
--. -- adjusted G"
10 - 1 ' ' ' ' '777 '412 3 4310 10 10
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 3-3. Control simulation is performed to tune Mason's method for cylindrical segment
approximation. The computed G" corresponds well to the theoretical G" of a spherical probe particle in
purely viscous water (thin dash line), G "= 2rfq [52], and the computed G' is independent of frequency.
However, the G' computed from MSD is quite different from G' calculated from Ks (thin solid line) by
equation (3-8) due to the discrepancy of geometry, so a factor is multiplied to both viscoelastic moduli to
match both G's. (G" is quite noisy since only a few data were used to calculate MSD.)
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3.3. Results
3.3.1. Validation of cylindrical segment approximation
The approximation using cylindrical segments needs to be validated due to possible
underlying artifacts that can result in wrong viscoelastic properties. Therefore, we ran two
simulations using networks without ACPs, which are approximated by different Nc (4 and
10) so that the two structures come to have similar physical values for filament length,
(L,), and concentration of actin monomers, CA, after the approximation with each Nc; one
network coarse-grained by Nc = 4 has (L,) = 1.7 pm and CA = 12.0 pM after
approximation, and the other network approximated by Nc = 10 has (Lf) 1.3 pm and CA
= 9.34 pM. As can be seen in Figure 3-4, two sets of viscoelastic moduli have similar
values, and it is natural that a network with larger (Lf) and higher CA has greater
magnitudes of G' and G", causing a slight difference between viscoelasticity of the two
networks. Thus, the approximation using cylindrical segments seems to be able to provide
correct information about viscoelastic properties even with much greater time and length
scales.
3.3.2. Effects of parameters on viscoelastic moduli
There might be several parameters that can influence overall viscoelastic properties
of cells. Filament length and concentration of actin monomers are highly related to the
entanglement effect that contributes to the frequency independence of G' at low frequency
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Figure 3-4. Validation of cylindrical segment approximation. Simulation with Nc = 4 is run until 0.01
sec. Simulations using different values for Nc yield similar viscoelastic moduli, indicating that the
approximation works well to make a model more coarse-grained to achieve greater time and length scales.
range, and they have been also considered important factors influencing overall viscoelastic
properties [49, 50, 53, 60]. In addition, characteristics of ACPs are known to substantially
affect viscoelasticity in various ways [43, 60]. Thus, we focus on three parameters:
average filament length, type of ACPs, and concentration of actin monomers.
(1) Average filament length, (L,)
As seen Figures 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7, large (Lf) leads to an increase in the
magnitude of G' and G". The interesting behavior of G' in the case of networks with no
ACP and ACPB is that when (Lf) is small, the slope of G' is greater than 0.75 at f> 103
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Hz, yet converges to 0.75 at f < 103 Hz in all figures, whereas for networks with
intermediate and large (Lf) and at high CA (12.0 jM), the slope is consistently close to
0.75 over the entire frequency range (Figures 3-5(a) and 3-6(a)). On the other hand, at
low CA (1.49 jiM), the slope is slightly larger than 0.75 at high frequency, but the transition
of the slope to 0.75 occurs at f~ 102 - 103 Hz (Figures 3-5(c) and 3-6(c)). For networks
cross-linked by ACPC, the difference in magnitudes of G' and G" between small and
intermediate (Lf) (Figure 3-7) is larger than those in networks without ACP and with
ACPB despite similar values of (Lf).
(2) Type of ACPs
For networks with small (Lf) (Figure 3-8), ACPs cause a slight increase the
magnitude of G' and G" but do not affect the slope. On the other hand, for networks with
intermediate (Lf) (Figure 3-9), ACPs not only increase the magnitude but also change the
slope of G' and G". In both figures, an increase of the magnitudes at high CA ((a) and (b)
in each figure) by ACPs is greater than that at low CA (((c) and (d) in each figure)).
(3) Concentration of actin monomers, CA
As seen Figures 3-10, 3-11, and 3-12, higher CA generally increases the magnitude
of G' and G". However, the effect of CA on the magnitude in networks with small (Lf)
((a) and (b) in each figure) is weaker than those with intermediate (Lf) ((c) and (d) in
each figure).
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3.4. Discussion
3.4.1. Comparison with experiment results
The frequency range that this model covers, 101 <f < 105 Hz, is still quite different
from that used in experiments, so a precise comparison of the computational results with
experimental one is not possible. However, we can compare general behaviors of
viscoelastic properties at the overlapping frequency range. In Figure 3-13, one
experimental result using both 1P (particle) and 2P micro-bead rheology [50] is compared
to computational results for which the parameters have similar values to those of
experiments. As can be seen in the boxed regions in (a) and (b) having the same
frequency range, viscoelastic moduli calculated by the simulation seem to more similar to
the result using 2P micro-bead rheology, indicating that our computational model provides
more accurate viscoelasticity.
In addition, the proportionality of G' to j/4 at high frequency corresponds to what
has been observed in experiments [48, 50, 64]. Also, the flattening of G' (smaller slope)
caused by ACPc is similar to the tendency induced by ACPs which cross-link filaments at
right angle, such as scruin, filamin, and heavy meromyosin (HMM) at a rigor state [51, 65,
66].
3.4.2. Effects of (Lf) and CA on viscoelasticity
As seen above, networks with large (Lf) or higher CA tend to have greater G' and
G". With large KLf), effective diffusivity of filaments decreases,
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Figure 3-13. Comparison of a computational result with an experimental one (Adapted from [50].). (a)
The second subplot from the top shows viscoelasticity of networks with (L,) = 2 pm and at CA= 23.8
[M. IP (triangle): G' (filled) and G" (open), 2P (square): G' (filled) and G" (open). (b) Viscoelasticity
of a network with (L,) = 1.9 ptm and at CA = 12.0 pM. The boxed regions in (a) and (b) cover the same
frequency range, and an orange solid line is the extrapolated line of curves representing G' by the 2P micro-
bead rheology.
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so their MSD also decrease over the entire time range, resulting in an overall increase in a
magnitude of G' and G". In networks with high CA, the transverse thermal motion of
filaments might be restrained more due to steric effects acted by other filaments, causing a
magnitude of G' and G" to increase.
Also, (Lf) and CA can affect slopes of G' and G". In semi-flexible solutions,
mesh size (different from what was used in chapter 2) can be theoretically estimated [35]:
S=0.3 CA (3-9)
where is mesh size in microns, and CA is actin concentration in mg/mL. Considering 1
mg/mL = 23.81 pM, mesh size for each concentration is: = 1.2 ptm for CA = 1.49 pM, =
0.78 pm for CA = 3.55 pM, and = 0.42 pm for CA = 12.0 pM. In addition, the
entanglement length, Le, is also theoretically known [59]:
Le ~ 4/L (3-10)
Therefore, with LP = 17 pm, Le ~ 2.0 pm for CA = 1.49 pM, Le - 1.4 pm for CA -
3.55 pM, and Le 0.88 pm for CA = 12.0 pM. If (Lf) is much longer than Le that is
determined only by CA with the same Lp, thermal motion of the filaments becomes
sterically hindered, and thus the entanglement of filaments is probable, resulting in G' ~f".
On the other hand, if filaments are not entangled due to short average length or low
concentration, the exponent off is greater than 0.75 at high frequency range, indicating that
the solution is closer to Newtonian fluid. However, it becomes converged to 0.75 at low
frequency range in that the thermal motion of filaments is ultimately hindered it diffuses at
enough distance to contact other surrounding filaments.
3.4.3. Difference of effects between ACPB and ACPC
ACPB bundle filaments in parallel, resulting in an increase in effective diameter
and length of filaments. In other words, by ACPB, several short, thin filaments are cross-
linked into a long, thick one. It will cause effective diffusivity of filaments to lessen and
the possibility of entanglement to increase, resulting in an increase of magnitudes of G' and
G". However, the relatively large filaments can still fluctuate freely with lower diffusivity
in networks, so MSD will be smaller but not stalled even at long time range so that a slope
of G' is not affected much. On the other hand, ACPc can cross-link many of the filaments
altogether into elastic structures. In this case, the bulky structures will hardly move
around due to large volume and high connectivity, causing MSD to be stalled at long time
range. Thus, ACPc might change slopes of G' and G".
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
Actin plays a significant role in mechanical and biological functions of cells, so a
variety of research is underway to figure out many phenomena related to actin. Though
some underlying mechanisms are revealed by experiments and simulations, the
understanding is not enough yet to figure out the precise role of actin cytoskeleton in cells.
This thesis has investigated two actin-related phenomena using a Brownian dynamics
model: the morphology of polymerized structures and the viscoelastic properties of actin-
like networks.
In chapter 2, we studied how several parameters affect the properties of resultant
networks. For all results, the reasonable size of computational domain after examining
size effects was determined. Scaling behaviors emerge that are independent of the
specific choice of model parameters. For example, average filament length and
polymerization time scale as the nucleation rate constant to the -1/2 power, where the latter
also varies inversely with the actin monomer concentration. In addition, the distributions
of cross-linking angle and mesh size are strongly influenced by type of ACPs, and network
connectivity is largely determined by nucleation rate constant and type of ACPs. Lastly,
average pore size depends only on initial concentraion of actin monomers, but the overall
distribution of pore size can be different according to type of ACPs. We showed that a
result from the simulation corresponds to that obtained by a totally different methodology
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(MFT) well. However, the model still has many limitations that need to be refined to
simulate more realistic actin dynamics.
In chapter 3, the viscoelastic properties of actin-like networks were investigated.
Using a modified model with cylindrical segment approximation, the length and time scales
highly increased, and by directly measuring thermal motions of monomers constituting
filaments, more exact evaluation of viscoelasticity became possible. We tested the effects
of average filament length, type of ACPs, and concentration of actin monomers on the
viscoelastic moduli of networks. Networks with longer filaments tend to have greater G'
and G" because of entanglement effects and lower diffusivity. At higher concentration of
monomers, G' and G" seem to have higher values since filaments are more easily entangled
with smaller mesh size. In addition, ACPc increases the magnitude of viscoelastic moduli
and can make networks more elastic (lower slopes of G' and G"), whereas ACPB only
increases the magnitude with little effect on the slopes.
Besides the analysis of network morphology in chapter 2 and the evaluation of
viscoelastic properties of actin-like networks in chapter 3, our model has more potential to
be used to simulate a variety of other actin-related phenomena. New insights into cell
motility and lamellipodium protrusion are possible. As a long-term goal, the simulation of
mechanotransduction through focal adhesions and cell-cell junctions can be performed by
adding membranes and transmembrane proteins, such as integrin and talin. These have
the potential as a multi-scale model for elucidating the mechanism of force transduction in
vivo.
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APPENDIX
SIMULATION CODES
1. Header.h
This file includes commonly used header files, user-defined parameters, function prototypes, and
global variables.
avoided.
//7
//
//
//
//
//7
Because each cpp file includes this header file, the redundant repetition can be
##################################################
# header.h - finally revised on May 18, 2007 #
# coded by Tae Yoon Kim #
# Copyright (C) 2005 - 2007, Tae Yoon Kim, #
# All rights reserved. #
##################################################
// =============== =INCLUDED HEADER FILES
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
// USER-DEFINED
// Parameters governing the condition of
#define NATOM
#define NACP
#define GAP
#define KIND_ACP
#define PNUCLE
#define PDEPOLY
#define NUMTOTALRUNS
// Toggle switching conditions
#define TOGGLEPBC
#define TOGGLEDEPOLY
#define TOGGLERESUME
#define TOGGLESORTLIST
#define TOGGLE_ INITTRAJMONO
#define TOGGLEACPBOND
#define TOGGLEAUTOSHUTDOWN
// General constants and parameters
#define KT
#define LAMBDA
#define PI
PARAMETERS
the system
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10
3.0
0
le-6
le-10
I
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
N_A, Number of actin mono (must be cube)
N_ACP, Number of ACPs
r_0, Initial separation between monomers
Type of ACP, 0:ACP_C, 1:ACPB, 2:C & B
P_n, Nucleation probability
P_A-, Depolymerization Rate
Total number of runs
Toggle Period. Bound. Cond. - 1:on, 0:off
0 off, 1 : on
0 new data, 1 : resume from old data
0 : off, 1 : on
0 : off, 1 : on
0 : off, 1 : on
1.0 /7 Boltzmann Energy
1.0 /7 Epsilon/kT
3.141592 // PI
39
==============================
=============================
NDIM
MAGFORCEUNSTABLE
DATAFOLDER
DISTNLUPDATE
DISTNLUPDATEBUF
NUMFILAFORBUNDLE
NUMKINDACP
FREQSORTLIST
REALMIN
3
10000
"data"
0. 8
0. 1
2
2
100000
le-10
// This code works only in 3D
// Allowable max. mag. of forces
/7 Name of folder where data are stored
/7 Distance for updating neighboring list
/7 Buffer for neighboring list
/ Min. number of filaments considered bundle
// How many kinds of ACPs?
// How often chain lists are sorted
// Stiffness
#define STIFFMONOBEND
#define STIFFMONOSPR
7/ Common Geometric parameters
#define ANGDEVACPCIR
#define ANGDEVACP_90
#define ANGDEVMONOBEND
#define DIAMONOREALSCALE
#define DISTMONOBOND_L
#define DISTMONOBOND_H
#define DISTACPBOND_L
#define DISTACPBOND_H
#define LENG_FILAFORCROSS
#define NUMMONOPERTURN
#define DUR_ACP_DIS
/7 Stiffness for ACP_C
#define STIFFACPCI R_CR
#define STIFFACP_90_CR
#define STIFFACPSPRCR
#define STIFFACPCROCR
#define STIFFACPBENDCR
7/ Geometric parameters for ACP_C
#define DIA_ACPCR
#define ANGACPCROCR
#define ANGDEVACPCROCR
#define ANGDEV_ACP_BEND_CR
7/ Stiffness for ACP_B
#define STIFFACPCI R_BU
#define STIFFACP_90_BU
#define STIFFACPSPRBU
#define STIFFACPCROBU
#define STIFFACPBENDBU
7/ Geometric parameters for
#define DIA_ACPBU
#define ANGACPCROBU
#define ANGDEVACPCROBU
#define ANGACPBENDBU
#define ANGDEV_ACP_BEND_BU
ACP_B
3000. 0 7/ kappa-b, f
2000.0 // kappa-s, f
10.0
10.0
10.0
7.0
0. 9
1. 1
0. 9
1. 1
5
10
2e-9
//7
//7
//
//7
//
//
//
//
//
//7
//7
1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
50.0
50.0
3.0
90.0
10.0
10. 0
1000.0
1000. 0
1000. 0
500. 0
500. 0
1.5
0. 0
10.0
0. 0
10.0
Dev. of phi f for bonding
Dev. of theta_2 for bonding
Dev. of thetaf for bonding
Diameter of monomer in real scale
Min. dist. for bonding b/w monomers
Max. dist. for bonding b/w monomers
Min. dist. for bonding b/w mono and ACP
Max. dist. for bonding b/w mono and ACP
Min. length of filament for bonding
Number of monomers making 1 helical turn
Duration of unbinding
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
kappat, f
kappab, 2
kappas, 1
kappat, 1
kappab, 1
7/ sigmaACP
// phi_1, eq
// Dev. of phi_1 for bonding
/7 Dev of theta_1 for bonding
////
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
//7
kappat, f
kappab, 2
kappas, 1
kappat, 1
kappab, 1
s i gmaACP
phi_1, eq
Dev of phiifor bonding
theta_1, eq
Dev of theta_1 for bonding
// Degree of the detail of arrays
#define DEGARRLJFORCE
#define DEGARRPACPDIS
#define DEGARRACOS
#define DEGARRFBOND
pre-assigned
10000
1000
10000
10000
for better speed
7/ Alternative form of arrays in C languages
#define P1(a, b) a[b]
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#define
#define
#define
#def i ne
#def i ne
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define P2(a,b,c) a[(b)*NDIM+(c)]
#define P2A(a, b, c, d) a[(b)*(d)+(c)]
#define KACP(a) chAcp[(a)*3+2]
// ======================FUNCTION PROTOTYPES ================================
/7 main.cpp
void UpdateList(void), MoveParticles (void):
// init.cpp
void AllocArrays (void), InitCoords (void), AssignDiffValues (int):
void InitRecFiles (void), InitRandSeed (void);
void AssignlnitialValues(void), AssignFileName (void);
// forces.cpp
void ComputeLJForces (void);
void ComputeSpr ingForces (void), ComputeBrownianForces (void)
void ComputeFilamentBendingForces (void), ComputeCrosslinkAngleForces(void);
void UpdateAcpDepo ly (void), ComputeAcpOr i entForces (void), UpdateFi laDepo ly (void):
void UpdateChains (int, int, double), CheckLargeForce(double, int) ;
void CalCosine(double *, double *, double *, double *, double *, double *, double *)
void NLUpdate(void), UpdateRpre(void), MeasureDisp(void)
// record.cpp
void RecordCrossIi nkingAngle (void), RecordMeshSize(void), RecordConnectivity (int)
void RecordFi lamentLength(void), RecordPoreSize (void), RecordEnergy(void)
void RecordError (int), RecordProgress(void), RecordAlI Coord (char *)
void RecordVMD (void), RecordVMDmovie (void);
// tools.cpp
void CrossProd(double *, double *, double *);
void AppBound(double *), ApplyBoundaryCond(void):
double SignR(double, double), DotProd (double *, double *);
double Myacos(double), Sqr (double);
char * MakeFileName(char *), * Litoa (int, int);
// rng.cpp
void init _genrand(unsigned long), genrand-gauss(double *, double *)
double genrandreal3(void);
// ==================GLOBAL VARIABLES
// Parameters related to the condition of the system
extern double region, regionH, cellWid;
extern double deltaT, pNucle, pAcpDis, pAcpDis2, pAcpAsso
extern double rCut;
extern int cntfreeM, cells, nAtomPerWid, nAcp, widACP;
// Pre-prepared arrays for faster computation
extern double *arrfLj, *arr-pAcpDis, *arracos, *arrfBond;
/7 Parameters related to force models
extern double dtLjMA[NUMKINDACP], invDtLjMA[NUMKINDACP];
extern double maxfBr, max-fBrAcp[NUMKINDACPI;
extern double *lngAcpBond:
extern int *cellList, *chkBondForce
extern int cntPntEndL, *pntEndL:
extern int *delList, *timer_AcpDis, timeNotBond, cntTimerAcpDis;
// Neighboring list update
extern int *NL, cntNL, cnt_BfoNLU, minCntBfoNLU;
extern double *rPrev;
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// Arrays having chain information
extern int *chMono, *chAcp:
extern int *acpTL, *monoCL, *acpSCL, *acpDCL;
extern int cnt_MonoCL, cntAcpSCL, cntAcpDCL, cnt-AcpTL;
extern int *cross90L, cntCross90L
extern double *acpTA:
// Geometric parameters related to monomers and ACPs
extern double diaAcp[NUMKINDACP], inv DiaAcp[NUMKINDACP];
extern double angAcpCir, angLMonoBend, angDCIR, angL_Acp90*
extern double angAcpBend[NUM_KIND_ACP], angAcpCr[NUMKINDACP];
extern double angLAcpBend_H[NUM_KINDACPI, angLAcpBendL[NUMKINDACPI
extern double angLAcpCr_H[NUMKI NDACP], angLAcpCr_L[NUMKINDACP]
extern double ANGACPBENDCR;
extern int nMonoPerTurnH, nMonoPerTurn;
// Stiffness of forces
extern double stfAcpCir[NUMKINDACP], stfAcp9O[NUMKINDACP];
extern double stfAcpCr [NUMKINDACP], stfAcpBend[NUMKINDACP]
extern double stfAcpSpr[NUMKINDACPI, stfMonoBend
// Running Condition
extern int nRun;
// General Parameters
extern int stepCount:
extern int cntnotAcpDC, cntAcpDis:
extern int cntFileL, cntRecVMDmov, cntDepoly;
extern int stopSignal, stopJobSignal;
// Information related to particles
extern double *rMono, *fMono, *fBrMono
extern double *rAcp, *fAcp, *fBrAcp:
extern double rMonolnit[NDIM];
extern int *filaldx, cntFilaldx:
// Variables whose type is neight double nor int
extern char fileName[100, *fileList[20];
extern timet timenow, initTime;
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2. Main.cpp
This file is main parts that handle overall procedures. In addition, this file processes the loading of
previouis data file for resumption.
2. Ma i n. cpp
// ##################################################
// # main.cpp - finally revised on May 18, 2007 #
// # coded by Tae Yoon Kim #
// # Copyright (C) 2005 - 2007, Tae Yoon Kim, #
// # All rights reserved. #
// ##################################################
#include "header.h"
#include "init.cpp"
#include "forces.cpp"
#include "record.cpp"
#include "rng.cpp"
#include "tools.cpp"
#include <string.h>
//-========================= GLOBAL VARIABLES
// Parameters related to the condition of the system
double region, regionH, cellWid;
double deltaT, pNucle, pAcpDis, pAcpDis2, pAcpAsso;
double rCut;
int cnt freeM, cells, nAtomPerWid, nAcp, widACP:
// Pre-prepared arrays for faster computation
double *arr-fLj, *arr-pAcpDis, *arr-acos, *arr-fBond;
// Parameters related to force models
double dtLjMA[NUMKINDACP], invDtLjMA[NUMKINDACP];
double max-fBr, maxjfBrAcp[NUMKINDACP];
double *lngAcpBond;
int *cellList, *chkBondForce;
int cntPntEndL, *pntEndL;
int *delList, *timerAcpDis, timeNotBond, cntTimerAcpDis;
// Neighboring list update
int *NL, cntNL, cntBfoNLU, minCntBfoNLU;
double *rPrev:
// Arrays having chain information
int *chMono, *chAcp;
int *acpTL, *monoCL, *acpSCL, *acpDCL;
int cntMonoCL, cnt-AcpSCL, cntAcpDCL, cntAcpTL;
int *cross90L, cntCross90L;
double *acpTA;
// Geometric parameters related to monomers and ACPs
double diaAcp[NUMKINDACP], invDiaAcp[NUMKINDACP];
double angAcpCir, angLMonoBend, angD_CIR, angL_Acp90;
double angAcpBend [NUMKINDACP], angAcpCr [NUMKINDACP];
double angLAcpBendH[NUMKI NDACP], angLAcpBendL[NUMKI ND-ACP]:
double angLAcpCr H[NUM_KINDACP], angL_AcpCr _L[NUMK INDACP]:
9 3
double ANGACPBENDCR;
int nMonoPerTurnH, nMonoPerTurn;
// Stiffness of forces
double stfAcpCir[NUMKINDACP], stfAcp90[NUM-KIND-ACP];
double stf.AcpCr [NUMKINDACP], stfAcpBend[NUMKINDACPI;
double stfAcpSpr[NUMKIND-ACP], stf_MonoBend;
// Running Condition
int nRun;
// General Parameters
int stepCount;
int cnt-notAcpDC, cntAcpDis:
int cnt-FileL, cntRecVMDmov, cntDepoly;
int stopSignal, stopJobSignal;
// Information related to particles
double *rMono, *fMono, *fBrMono;
double *rAcp, *fAcp, *fBrAcp;
double rMonolnit[NDIM];
int *filaldx, cntFilaldx;
// Variables whose type is neight double nor int
char fileName[100], *fileList[20];
time-t timenow, initTime;
// ==FUNCTION PROTOTYPES-========================
void SortList(void);
void TaskAfterPoly(void), CloseJob(void), LoadDataFromFileo;
void InitializeRun (void), InitStep (void), SingleStep (void);
void Polymer ize(void), VoidCenter(void):
inline void CheckInPolymerize(void);
int main (void)
{
InitRandSeedo;
Al locArrayso;
AssignFileNameo;
time(&initTime);
// Put a random seed into the engine of random numbers
// Define necessary variables
// Assign file the names of data files
// Check the time at the beginning
for (nRun = 0; nRun < NUMTOTALRUNS; nRun++) {
AssignDiffValues(nRun); // According to nRun, assign values to variables
InitializeRun 0 ; // Run the additional initialization
if ( TOGGLERESUME
Polymerize();
TaskAfterPoly();
CloseJob 0;
if (stopJobSignal == 1)
}
return 0;
1 ) { LoadDataFromFileo; }
// Polyemerize process
// Measure properties of networks
// Finish a run
{ break: } // If errors occur, stop the simulation
// Initialize a run by assigning values and conduting functions
void InitializeRun (void)
{
cntjfreeM = NAI
cnt-notAcpDC =
cntMonoCL = 0:
cntAcpDCL = 0:
nAcp;
cntAcpSCL = 0;
cntAcpTL 0:
// Number of free monomers
// Number of free ACPs
// Chain lists
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}
cntCross90L 0;
cntPntEndL 0;
minCntBfoNLU = 10000;
InitRecFileso; // Delete existing data files
InitCoords 0; // Locate monomers into the initial places
stepCount = 0; // The intialization of stepcount
cntFilaldx 0; // Number of filaments
cntAcpDis = 0; // Number of unbinding events
cntDepoly = 0; // Number of depolymerization events
cntTimerAcpDis = 0;
cntRecVMDmov = 0;
memset(filaldx, -1, sizeof(int) * NATOM);
memset(timerAcpDis, -1, sizeof(int) * nAcp * 2 * 3 );
NLUpdate(; // Neighboring list update
UpdateRpre(); // Store the current positions of molecules}
// Single step performed at each time step
void SingleStep (void){
InitStep (;
UpdateAcpDepoly();
if (TOGGLEDEPOLY == 1) { UpdateFilaDepoly(); }
MeasureDisp();
ComputeLJForces(; // This function should be above ComputeBondForces()
ComputeSpringForces();
ComputeFilamentBendingForces(;
ComputeBrownianForces();
ComputeCrosslinkAngleForces();
ComputeAcpOrientForces();
MoveParticles 0;
ApplyBoundaryCond (;
if (TOGGLESORTLIST == 1 && stepCount % FREQSORTLIST 0) { SortList(;}}
// Initiate each single step
void InitStep (void)
{
double *ip;
stepCount ++;
// Al I forces are set to zero
ip = fMono;
while (ip < fMono + NATOM * NDIM) { *ip = 0.; ip++; }
ip = fAcp;
while (ip < fAcp + nAcp * NDIM) { *ip = 0.; ip++; }}
// Perform thing to finish each run
void CloseJob (void)
{
timejt now;
now = time(NULL);
FILE *fpRec;
fpRec = fopen (MakeFileName("Progress"), 'a");
fprintf (fpRec, "WnWn%sWn", ctime(&now));
fprintf (fpRec, "WnLast Step Count = %dWn", stepCount):
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fpr intf (fpRec, 'The number of unbound ACPs = %dWn", cnt-notAcpDC):
fprintf (fpRec, 'The number of unbound monomers = %dWn", cnt-freeM):
fclose(fpRec);
// Polymerization process
void Polymer ize(void) {
printf("------ Begin the polymerization from
while (cntfreeM > 0.01 * NATOM) {
SingleStep ();
ChecklnPolymer ize();
if (stopJobSignal == 1) { break; }
}
pr intf("Polymer izat ion is done!Wn");
}
now ------- Wn");
// Things that the simulation checks every time step
inline void ChecklnPolymerize(void) {
if ( stepCount % 100000 == 0 ) {
printf("%d %d %d %d %d %dWn", stepCount,
cntjfreeM, cntAcpSCL, cntAcpDCL, cntAcpDis, cntDepoly);
}
// Record Intermediate data
if ( stepCount % 100000 == 0 ) {
RecordProgress(;
RecordEnergy();
RecordVMDO;
RecordAl lCoord(MakeFileName("Al ICoord"));
}
// Codes kill the simulation if time is expired
// This function is required in the cluster in which there
// is time limitation.
if ( TOGGLEAUTOSHUTDOWN == 1) {
if ( stepCount % 10000 == 0) {
if ( time(NULL) - initTime > 430000 ) {
RecordAl ICoord(MakeFileName("Al ICoord"));
RecordProgress(;
RecordVMDO;
stopJobSignal = 1;
}
i f
}
}
}
If errors occur, the code goes back to the
stopSignal == 1 ) {
stopSignal = 0;
printf("ERROR!!!! : %dWn", stepCount);
RecordVMDO;
exit(-1);
LoadDataFromFileo;
check point
// Measure properties of networks
void TaskAfterPoly(void) {
RecordVMDO;
RecordAl lCoord(MakeFileName("Al ICoord"));
RecordAl lCoord("IntermCoord");
RecordCrosslinkingAngleo
RecordConnectivity(0):
RecordConnectivity(1):
RecordFilamentLengtho:
RecordMeshSizeo:
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}
}
RecordPoreSize(;
}
// Read stored data
void LoadDataFromFile(void) {
int n, NATOMCom, nAcpCom, KINDACPCom, stepCountPre;
int cntAcpDisPre, cntDepolyPre, temp[NDIM];
double GAPCom;
FILE *fpAllCoord:
// The file containing old data is "IntermCoord".
fpAl ICoord = fopen(" IntermCoord", "r");
// Read the previous data from the file
fscanf(fpAllCoord, "NATOM %dWn", &NATOMCom);
fscanf(fpAllCoord, "nAcp %dWn", &nAcpCom);
fscanf(fpAllCoord, "GAP %IfWn", &GAPCom);
fscanf(fpAllCoord, "KINDACP %dWn", &KINDACPCom);
fscanf(fpAl lCoord, "stepCount %dWn", &stepCountPre);
fscanf(fpAl lCoord, "cnt-AcpDis %dWn", &cntAcpDisPre);
fscanf(fpAl ICoord, "cntDepoly %dWn", &cnt-DepolyPre);
// Compare the validity of data in the file
if ( (NATOMCom != NATOM) ) {
printf("ERROR NATOM is different!!Wn"); exit (-1);
}
if ( nAcpCom != nAcp) {
printf("ERROR nACP is different! !Wn"); exit (-1);
}
if ( GAPCom != GAP) {
pr intf("ERROR GAP is different!!Wn"); exit (-1);
}
if ( KIND-ACPCom != KINDACP) {
pr intf("ERROR : KINDACP is different!!Wn"); exit (-1);
}
stepCount = stepCountPre;
cntAcpDis = cnt.AcpDisPre;
cntDepoly = cntDepolyPre;
for (n = 0 ; n < NATOM ; n++) {
fscanf(fpAllCoord, "%fWt%lfWt%If", &P2(rMono,n,0),
&P2(rMono,n,1), &P2(rMono,n,2) );
}
fscanf(fpAllCoord, "Wn");
for (n = 0 ; n < nAcp ; n++) {
fscanf(fpAllCoord, "%IfWt%IfWt%If", &P2(rAcp,n,0),
&P2(rAcp,n,1), &P2(rAcp,n,2) );
}
for (n = 0 ; n < NATOM : n++) {
fscanf(fpAl lCoord, "%dWt%dWt%dWt%d", &P2A(chMono,n,O,4),
&P2A(chMono,n,1,4), &P2A(chMono,n,2,4), &P2A(chMono,n,3,4) );
I
fscanf(fpAllCoord, "Wn");
for (n = 0 ; n < nAcp ; n++) {
fscanf(fpAl ICoord, "%dWt%dWt%d", &P2A(chAcp,n,0,3),
&P2A(chAcp,n,1,3), &P2A(chAcp,n,2,3) );
}
fscanf(fpAllCoord, "Wn");
fclose(fpAl ICoord);
// Update neighboring list and chain lists
UpdateList():
9-1
NLUpdateo;
UpdateRpreo;
}
// Update the lists of bound monomers and bound ACPs
void UpdateList(void) {
int n, k, num, curr, CS, prevA, prevM, dist, side, mono, filal, fila2, temp;
cntMonoCL = 0;
cntAcpSCL = 0;
cntAcpDCL = 0;
cntAcpTL = 0;
cntCross90L 0:
cntPntEndL = 0;
cntjfreeM = NATOM;
// Update the lists of pairs of monomers on the same filament for phi-f
num = 0;
for (n = 0; n < NATOM: n++) {
if ( P2A(chMono,n,1,4) < 0 && P2A(chMono,n,0,4) > -1 ) {
dist = 0;
curr = n;
CS = 0;
P1(pntEndL,cntPntEndL) =n;
cntPntEndL++:
while(P2A(chMono,curr,0,4) > -1) {
if (CS == 1) { dist++; }
for(k 0: k < 2: k++) {
if (P2A(chMono,curr,k + 2,4) > -1) {
if (CS == 0) {
prevA = P2A(chMono,curr,k + 2,4);
prevM = curr;
CS = 1;
dist = 0;
side = k;
}
else {
P2A(acpTL,cntAcpTL,0,6) = prevA;
P2A(acpTL,cntAcpTL,1,6) = P2A(chMono,curr,k + 2,4);
P2A(acpTL,cntAcpTL,2,6) = prevM;
P2A(acpTL,cntAcpTL,3,6) = curr;
P2A(acpTL,cntAcpTL,4,6) = -dist;
P2A(acpTL,cntAcpTL,5,6) = (side == k) ? 0 : 1;
P1(acpTA,cnt-AcpTL) -(PI / 5.);
P1(acpTA,cntAcpTL) *= (side == k) ? (double)(dist % 10)
: (double)((dist + 5) % 10);
prevA = P2A(chMono,curr,k + 2,4);
prevM = curr;
side = k;
dist = 0;
cntAcpTL++;
}
}
}
P1(filaldx,curr) = num;
curr = P2A(chMono,curr,0,4):
}
P1(filaldx,curr) = num;
num++:
}
}-
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cntFilaldx = num:
// Update the lists of pairs of filaments crosslinked by ACPC
for (n = 0; n < nAcp; n++) {
if ( P2A(chAcp,n,2,3) == 0 && P2A(chAcp,n,0,3) > -1
&& P2A(chAcp,n,1,3) > -1 ) {
filal = P1(filaldx,P2A(chAcp,n,0,3));
fila2 = P1(filaldx,P2A(chAcp,n,1,3));
if ( filal > f ila2 ) {
temp = filal; filal = fila2; fila2 = temp;
}
P2A(cross9OL,cntCross9OL,0,2) = fila1;
P2A(cross9OL,cntCross90L,1,2) = fi ia2:
cnt-Cross90L++;
}
}
// Update the list of monomers constituting filaments
for (n = 0; n < NATOM; n++) {
if (P2A(chMono,n,0,4) > -1 11 P2A(chMono,n,1,4) > -1) {
cntjfreeM--;
P2A(monoCL,cntMonoCL,0,5) = n;
for (k = 0; k < 4; k++) {
P2A(monoCL,cntMonoCL,k + 1,5) = P2A(chMono,n,k,4);
}
cntMonoCL++;
}
}
for (n 0; n < nAcp; n++) {
// Update the list of ACPs bound to two monomers
if (P2A(chAcp,n,0,3) > -1 && P2A(chAcp,n,1,3) > -1) {
P2A(acpDCL,cntAcpDCL,0,4) = n;
for (k = 0; k < 3; k++) {
P2A(acpDCL,cntAcpDCL,k + 1,4) = P2A(chAcp,n,k,3);
}
cntAcpDCL++;
}
// Update the list of ACPs bound to one monomer
else if ( ( P2A(chAcp,n,0,3) > -1 && P2A(chAcp,n,1,3) < 0) |
( P2A(chAcp,n,0,3) < 0 && P2A(chAcp,n,1,3) > -1) ) {
P2A(acpSCL,cntAcpSCL,0,4) = n;
for (k = 0; k < 3; k++) {
P2A(acpSCL,cntAcpSCL,k + 1,4) = P2A(chAcp,n,k,3);
}
cntAcpSCL++;
}
cnt notAcpDC = nAcp - cntAcpDCL;
// funtion needed for sorting
int compare(const void *argl, const void *arg2)
{
return *(int *)argl - *(int *)arg2;
}
// Sort chain lists for better computational efficiency
void SortList(void) {
qsort(acpSCL, cntAcpSCL, 4 * sizeof(int), compare);
qsort(acpDCL, cntAcpDCL, 4 * sizeof(int), compare);
qsort(monoCL, cntMonoCL, 5 * sizeof(int), compare):
}
// In this function, the positions of monomers, ACPs and the microbead are
// updated by the explicit Euler equation.
void MoveParticles (void){
int k, n, count:
for (n = 0: n < NATOM * NDIM: n++) {
// Check too large forces of monomers
if ( P1(fMono,n) > MAGFORCEUNSTABLE ) {
stopSignal = 1;
RecordError(6);
}
// Calculate new positions of monomers by the Euler equation
P1(rMono,n) += ( P1(fMono,n) + P1(fBrMono,n) ) * deltaT:
}
count = -1:
for (n = 0: n < nAcp * NDIM; n++) {
if ( n % NDIM == 0 ) { count++; }
// Check too large forces of ACPs
if ( P1(fAcp,n) > MAGFORCEUNSTABLE ) {
stopSignal = 1:
RecordEr ror(7):
}
// Calculate new positions of ACPs by the Euler equation
P1(rAcp,n) += ( P1(fAcp,n) + P1(fBrAcp,n) )
* P1(inv-DiaAcp,KACP(count)) * deltaT:}}
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3. Init.cpp
This file includes all initializations in which specified values are assigned to variables, and arrays
are defined.
// ##################################################
// # init.cpp - finally revised on May 18, 2007 #
// # coded by Tae Yoon Kim #
// # Copyright (C) 2005 - 2007, Tae Yoon Kim, #
// # All rights reserved. #
// ##################################################
#include "header.h"
#include <string.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <unistd.h>
double TrimAng(double);
// Allocate all arrays. This function is performed only once at the
// beginning of simulation
void AllocArrays (void){
int i;
double rr;
AssignlnitialValueso;
// Arrays related to LJ potential computation
cellList = (nt *)malloc( sizeof(int) * ( NATOM + nAcp + cells * cells * cells) );
arrfLj = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * 6 * DEGARRLJFORCE);
for(i = 0; i < 6 * DEGARRLJFORCE; i++) {
rr = ( 0.1 / (double)DEGARRLJFORCE ) * ( (double)i + 1. ) + 0.55;
P1(arr-fLj,i) = 48. * LAMBDA * ( pow(rr, -13.) - 0.5 * pow(rr, -7.) );
}
// Array of pre-determined variables for better efficiency
arr-pAcpDis = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) *5 * DEGARRPACPDIS);
arr-acos = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * 2 * DEGARRACOS + 1);
arrjfBond = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * 9 * DEGARRFBOND);
chkBondForce = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * NATOM * 2);
for (i = 0; i < 2 * DEGARRACOS + 1; i++) {
rr = (1. / (double)DEGARRACOS) * (double)i - 1.;
if (rr > 1.) { rr = 1.; }
if (rr < -1.) { rr -1.; }
P1(arr-acos,i) = acos(rr);
}
for (i = 0; i < 9 *DEGARRFBOND; i++){
rr = ( 0.1 / (double)DEG ARRFBOND ) * (double)i + 0.55;
P1(arr-fBond,i) = (rr - 1.) / (1.- ( (1. - rr) * (1. - rr) * 4.)
I
NL = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * 2 * (NATOM + nAcp) * 10):
rMono = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * NDIM * NATOM):
fMono = (double *)mal loc(sizeof(double) * NDIM * NATOM):
fBrMono = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * NDIM * NATOM):
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rAcp = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * NDIM * nAcp);
fAcp = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * NDIM * nAcp):
fBrAcp (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * NDIM * nAcp);
acpTA = (double *)malloc(sizeof (double) * 2 * nAcp);
IngAcpBond = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * 2 * NATOM):
rPrev = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * NDIM * (NATOM + nAcp) );
acpTL = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * 2 * nAcp * 6 );
monoCL = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * NATOM * 5);
acpSCL = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * 2 * nAcp * 4);
acpDCL = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * 2 * nAcp * 4):
chMono = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * NATOM * 4):
filaldx = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * NATOM):
chAcp = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * nAcp * 3);
delList = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * 2 * nAcp);
timerAcpDis = (int *)malloc(sizeof(int) * 2 * nAcp * 3);
cross90L (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * (nAcp + 1) * 2);
pntEndL (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * NATOM);}
double TrimAng(double angle) {
if (angle < 0.) { angle 0.; }
else if (angle > 180.) { angle = 180.; }
return angle;
}
// Assign initial values for variables. This function is performed at each run.
void AssignlnitialValues(void) {
int k;
double ang, big-diaACP = 0.;
t ime(&initTime);
nAcp = NACP;
deltaT = 0.00003; // one time step (scaled)
stopSignal = 0; // Signal for stepping back in the case of errors (0:normal, 1:error)
stopiobSignal = 0;
rCut = pow (2., 1./6.); // Cutoff radius for soft-sphere potential (min of L-J curve)
max-fBr sqrt(2.0 / deltaT);
widACP = (int)( pow(NATOM, 1. / 3.) + 0.5 ) - 1;
// the number of atoms per one edge // 0.5 is added for rounding to int
nAtomPerWid = (int) (pow ( (double)NATOM, 1. / 3.) + 0.5);
// Edge length of the simulation box
region = (double) GAP * nAtomPerWid;
regionH = 0.5 * region; // The half length of region
nMonoPerTurn NUMMONOPERTURN;
nMonoPerTurnH nMonoPerTurn / 2;
// Assign angles and stiffness for orientation of binding sites
angDCIR = ANGDEVACPCIR * PI / 180.;
angAcpCir = PI / (double)nMonoPerTurnH;
ANGACPBENDCR 180. - ( (acos( 1. / (DIAACPCR + 1.)
* (DIAACPKCR - 0.5) )) * 180. / PI + 15. );
// ACPC
P1(stfAcpCir,0) = STIFFACPCIRCR;
P1(stfAcp90,0) = STIFFACP_90_CR;
P1(stfAcpSpr,0) = STIFFACPSPR_ CR:
P1(stfAcpBend,0) = STIFFACP_BENDCR
P1(stfAcpCr ,0) = STIFFACPCROCR;
P1(diaAcp,0) = DIA_ACP_CR;
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P1(ang.AcpCr,0) = ANG-ACPCROCR * PI / 180.:
Pl(angL-AcpCrL,0) = cos( TrimAng(ANGACPCROCR + ANGDEVACPCRO CR ) *
P1(angLAcpCr-H,0) = cos( TrimAng(ANG-ACPCRO-CR - ANGDEVACPCROCR ) *
P1(angAcpBend,0) = ANGACPBENDCR * PI / 180.;
P1(angLAcpBendL,0) = cos( TrimAng(ANGACPBEND_CR + ANGDEVACP_BEND_CR
P1(angLAcpBendH,0) = cos( TrimAng(ANG-ACPBENDCR - ANGDEV_ACP_BEND_CR
// ACPB
P1(stfAcpCir,1) = STIFFACP_CIRBU;
P1(stf_Acp90,1) = STIFFACP_90_BU;
P1(stfAcpSpr,1) = STIFFACP_SPR_BU;
P1(stfAcpBend,1) = STIFFACPBENDBU;
P1(stfAcpCr,1) = STIFFACPCRO BU:
P1(diaAcp,1) = DIA_ACPBU:
P1(angAcpCr,1) = ANGACPCROBU * PI / 180.;
P1(angLAcpCrL,1) = cos( TrimAng(ANGACPCROBU + ANGDEVACPCROBU ) *
P1(angLAcpCr_H,1) = cos( TrimAng(ANGACPCROBU - ANGDEV_ACP_CROBU ) *
P1(angAcpBend,1) = ANGACPBENDBU * PI / 180.;
P1(angLAcpBend_L,1) = cos( TrimAng(ANGACPBENDBU + ANGDEVACPBENDBU
P1(angLAcpBendH,1) = cos( TrimAng(ANGACPBENDBU - ANGDEV_ACP_BEND_BU
if (KIND.ACP
for (k
I
P1 / 180. ):
P1 / 180. );
* PI / 180. );
* PI / 180. );
P1 / 180. );
P1 / 180. );
* PI / 180. );
* PI / 180. );
2) {
0; k < NUM_.KIND_- ACP; k++) {
if ( P1(diaAcp,k) > big-diaACP ) { big-diaACP = P1(diaAcp,k); }
}
else {
big-diaACP = P1(diaAcp,KINDACP);
}
cells = (int)(region / ( (( (big-diaACP > 1.) ? big-diaACP
cellWid = region / (double)cells; // The width of one cell
: 1. ) + DISTNLUPDATE) * 1.2) );
which is equal to gap here
for (k = 0; k < NUMKINDACP; k++) {
P1(dtLjMA,k) = 0.5 * ( 1.0 + P1(diaAcp,k) ):
P1(invDiaAcp,k) = 1. / P1(diaAcp,k):
P1(max-fBrAcp,k) = max-fBr * sqrt( P1(diaAcp,k) );
P1(invDtLjMA,k) = 1. / P1(dt-LjMA,k);}
angLAcp90 = cos(PI / 2. - ANGDEV_ACP90 * PI / 180.);
angLMonoBend = cos(0. + ANGDEV_MONOBEND * PI / 180.);
// Time duration of ACP unbinding
timeNotBond = (int)(DURACPDIS / (deltaT * pow(DIAMONOREALSCALE*le-9,
/ 4.142e-21 * 3. * PI * 0.8599e-3)):
// Check errors
if ( ( (NUMMONOPERTURN % 2) != 0 ) I (NUMMONO-PERTURN <= 4) ) {
printf("The number of monomers per each turn is wrong!!!Wn");
exit(-1);
}
3.)
if (cells == 1) { // If the cells is one, the simulation can't be run
printf( "WARNING! One cell only: the code will not work." );
exit(-1);
}
if ( pow( (pow(NATOM, 1. /3. ) -1), 3) <= nAcp ) { // Prevent too many ACPs
printf("Too many actin crosslinking proteins!!!Wn");
exit (-1):
}
if ( GAP * sqrt(3.) < big-diaACP + 1.) {
printf("The diameter of ACPs is too large !!!Wn");
exit(-1):
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}}
// Allocate positions of actin monomers and ACPs in simulation box
void InitCoords (void)
{
int nX, nY, nZ, nn, nnr, k, n;
double nXX, nYY, nZZ, dist:
int nxyz[NDIM];
int *ACP:
ACP = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * widACP * widACP * widACP):
memset(ACP, -1, sizeof(int) * widACP * widACP * widACP):
// Initialize the positions of the actin monomers
for (nZ = 0; nZ < nAtomPerWid; nZ ++) {
for (nY = 0; nY < nAtomPerWid; nY ++) {
for (nX = 0; nX < nAtomPerWid; nX ++) {
// Atom currently being placed
nn = (nZ * nAtomPerWid + nY) * nAtomPerWid + nX:
nXX ( (double)nX + 0.5) * GAP;
nYY = ( (double)nY + 0.5) * GAP;
nZZ ( (double)nZ + 0.5) * GAP:
P2(rMono,nn,0) = nXX:
P2(rMono,nn,1) = nYY:
P2(rMono,nn,2) = nZZ:
}}}
// Initialize chain lists to 0
memset(chMono, -1, sizeof(int) * NATOM * 4);
memset(monoCL, -1, sizeof(int) * NATOM * 5);
memset(chAcp, -1, sizeof(int) * nAcp * 3);
memset(acpSCL, -1, sizeof(int) * 2 * nAcp * 4):
memset(acpDCL, -1, sizeof(int) * 2 * nAcp * 4);
// Assign type of ACPs
for (n = 0; n < nAcp; n++) { // 0: Crossliker, 1: Bundler
switch(KINDACP) {
case 0:
P2A(chAcp,n,2,3) = 0;
break;
case 1:
P2A(chAcp,n,2,3) = 1:
break;
case 2:
if ( n < nAcp / 2 ) { P2A(chAcp,n,2,3) 0; }
else { P2A(chAcp,n,2,3) = 1; }
break;
}}
// Initialize the positions of the ACPs
for (n = 0: n < nAcp; n++) {
while(1) {
for(k = 0: k < NDIM: k++ ) {
nxyz[kI =(int)(genrand-real3()
if ( nxyz[k] == -1 ) { nxyz[k]
}
nXX =
nYY =
nZZ =
(double)P1(nxyz,0)
(double)P1(nxyz,1)
(double)P1(nxyz,2)
* (double)widACP+0.5) - 1:
= 0; }
+ 1) * GAP:
+ 1) * GAP:
+ 1) * GAP:
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(
(
nnr (P1(nxyz,0) * widACP + P1(nxyz,1)) * widACP + P1(nxyz,2):
if ( ACP[nnr] == -1) {
ACP[nnr] = 1:
P2(rAcp,n,0) = nXX:
P2(rAcp,n,1) = nYY;
P2(rAcp,n,2) = nZZ;
break;
}
}
}
free(ACP);
}
// Feed the random seed from the timer information
void InitRandSeed (void)
struct timeval tval;
int seed;
FILE *fpSeed;
gettimeofday(&tval, NULL);
srand(tval.tv-usec / 1000);
seed = (int)rand();
init-genrand ( seed ); // Initialize the seed for RNG
fpSeed = fopen("SeedNumber", 'w");
fprintf(fpSeed, "SeedNumber : %dWn", seed):
fclose(fpSeed);
}
// Initialize record files required during the process
void InitRecFiles (void)
{
FILE *fpRec;
char DF[1001;
time-t now;
int i;
now = time(NULL);
strcpy(DF, DATAFOLDER);
strcat(DF, Litoa(nRun + 1, 10));
if (access(DF, 0) == -1) {
mkdir(DF, 0755);
}
else if ( TOGGLERESUME == 0 ) {
for(i = 0; i < cntFileL; i++) {
if ( access(MakeFileName( P1(fileList,i) ), 0 ) 0 ) {
remove(MakeFileName( P1(fileList,i) ) );
}
}
//Initialize summary file with infor
if ( TOGGLERESUME == 0 ) {
fpRec = fopen(MakeFi IeName("Progress"), "w");
fprintf (fpRec, "%sWnWn", ctime(&now));
fprintf(fpRec, "stepCount cntjfreeM cnt-notAcpDC ACPCurS");
fprintf(fpRec, "ACPCur-D ACPCurTWn"):
fclose(fpRec);
}
}
// Assign the names of data files
void AssignFileName(void) {
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fileList[] = "vmdmovie.pdb":
fileList[1] = "Progress";
fileList[2] = "Energy";
fileList[3] = "Alichain";
fileList[41 = "Error";
fileList[5] = "CountBeforeNLU";
cntFileL = 6;
}
// Assign different values for each run (if needed)
void AssignDiffValues(int nRun) {
double Im = 1.2, rr;
int i;
pAcpDis = le-10;
pAcpDis2 = 20. / ( (Im - 1.) / (1. - ( (1. - Im) / 0.5 * (1. - Im) / 0.5) ) );
pAcpAsso = 1.0;
for(i 0; i < 5 * DEG_- ARR_- PACPDIS; i++) {
rr = ( 0.1 / (double)DEGARRPACPDIS ) * ( (double)i ) + 1.;
P1(arr-pAcpDis,i) = pAcpDis * exp( p.AcpDis2 * (rr - 1.)
/ (1. - (1. - rr) * (1. - rr) * 4.) );
}
p_.Nucle = PNUCLE;}
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4. Forces.cpp
This file is responsible for calculating various kinds of forces: LJ repulsive force, spring force,
bending force, Brownian force, and torsional force. Functions listed in this file are the most
complicated.
// ##################################################
// # forces.cpp - finally revised on May 18, 2007 #
// # coded by Tae Yoon Kim #
// # Copyright (C) 2005 - 2007, Tae Yoon Kim, #
// # All rights reserved. #
// ##################################################
#include "header.h"
#include <string.h>
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
CalCosine(double *,double *,double *,double *,double *,double *,double *)
CalCosN90Force(double *, double *, int, int, int, int);
InsertMono(int, int);
DeleteMono(int):
InsertACP(int, int *, int *);
DeleteACP(int *, int, int *, int *);
InsertACP-T(int, int, double, int, int, int, int, int);
DeleteACPT(int, int, int, int);
// Update neighboring list
void NLUpdate (void) {
int j1, j2, m1C[NDIM], m2C[NDIMI, offset, c, ml, m2, k1, k2, i, k, CS, CS2;
int iofX[] = {0,1,1,0,-1,0,1,1,0,-1,-1,-1, 0, 1};
int iofY[] = {0,0,1,1, 1,0,0,1,1, 1, 0,-1,-1,-1};
int iofZ[1 = {0,0,0,0, 0,1,1,1,1, 1, 1, 1 ,1, 1};
double dr[NDIM], shift[NDIM], rr, *r-j1, *r-j2, dist jl1, dist-j2, dist;
cntNL = 0;
// initialize the cellList matrix to all -1
memset(cel List, -1, (NATOM + nAcp + cells * cells * cells) * sizeof(int) );
// Assigns particles and ACPs to cells
for (i = 0; i < NATOM; i ++) {
c = ( (int) (P2(rMono,i,2) / cellWid) * cells
+ (int) (P2(rMonoi,1) / cellWid) ) * cells
+ (int) (P2(rMono,i,0) / cellWid) + NATOM + nAcp;
P1(cellList,i) = Pl(cellList,c);
Pl(cellList,c) = i:}
// Calculate the LJ repulsive forces between the microbead and particles
for (i = 0; i < nAcp; i ++) {
c ( (int) (P2(rAcp,i,2) / cellWid) * cells
+ (int) (P2(rAcp,i,l) / cel IWid) ) * cells
+ (int) (P2(rAcp,i,0) / cellWid) + NATOM + nAcp;
P1(cellListi + NATOM) = Pl(cellList,c):
P1(cellList,c) = i + NATOM:}
// Find possible pairs of monomers that experience LJ repulsive force
// by the cell list method (quicker)
for (i = 0; i < cells * cells * cells; i++) {
P1(m1C,0) = i % cells:
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P1(m1C,1) = (i / cells) % cells;
Pl(mlC,2) = (i / cells) / cells:
ml = i + NATOM + nAcp;
ji = Pl(cellList,ml);
while (j1 > -1) {
if ( ji >= NATOM ) {
rnj1 = rAcp + (jl - NATOM) * NDIM;
dist-j1 = P1(diaAcp,KACP(jl - NATOM)):}
else {
r-jl = rMono + j1 * NDIM;
dist-jl = 1.;}
for (offset = 0; offset < 14; offset++) {
CS = 1; j2 = -1;
Pl(m2C,O) = P1(m1C,0) + Pl(iofX,offset):
P1(m2C,1) = P1(m1C,1) + Pl(iofY,offset);
Pl(m2C,2) = Pl(mlC,2) + P1(iofZ,offset);
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) { Pl(shift,k) = 0.: }
if (TOGGLEPBC
for (k
}
e Ise
}
1) {
0; k < NDIM: k++) {
if (Pl(m2C,k) >= cells) {
P1(m2C,k) = 0:
Pl(shift,k) = region:}
else if (Pl(m2C,k) < 0) {
P1(m2C,k) = cells - 1:
Pl(shift,k) = -region:}
if (Pl(m2C,O) >= cel
P1(m2C,1) < 0 11
CS = 0;
(CS == 1) {
m2 = ( Pl(m2C,2)
+ NATOM
j2 = Pl(cellList
Is 11 P1(m2C,0) < 0 11 P1(m2C,1) >= cells 1|
Pl(m2C,2) >= cells 11 Pl(m2C,2) < 0 ) {
* cells + P1(m2C,1) * cells + P1(m2C,0)
+ nAcp:
,m2);
while (j2 > -1 & CS == 1) {
CS2 = 1;
if ( !(ml l= m2 (ml == m2 && j2 < jl) ) ) { CS2 = -1; }
if (j1 < NATOM && j2 < NATOM) {
if (P2A(chMono,jl,0,4) == j2
11 P2A(chMono,jl,1,4) == j2) {
CS2 = -1;
}
else if
}
if
}
( ( (P2A(chMono,jl,0,4) == P2A(chMono,j2,1,4) )
&& P2A(chMono,jl,0,4) >-1) i ((P2A(chMono,jl,1,4)
P2A(chMono,j2,0,4)) && P2A(chMono,jl,1,4) > -1)) {
CS2 = -1:
(1 >= NATOM && j2 < NATOM)
11 (11 < NATOM && j2 >= NATOM) ) {
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}
if
}
if (i1 >= NATOM) { k1 j1 - NATOM: k2 = j2; }
else { k1 = j2 - NATOM: k2 = j1; }
if (P2A(chMono,k2,2,4)
== k1 11 P2A(chMono,k2,3,4) == k1) {
CS2 = -1;}}
if (CS2 == 1) {
if ( j2 >= NATOM ) {
for (k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(dr,k) = Pl(r-jl,k)
- P2(rAcp,j2 - NATOM,k)
- P1(shift,k);}
dist-j2 = P1(diaAcp,KACP(j2 - NATOM));}
else {
for (k 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(dr,k) = P1(r-jl,k) - P2(rMono,j2,k)
- P1(shift,k);}
dist-j2 = 1.;}
AppBound(dr);
rr = DotProd (dr, dr);
dist = ( distil + distj2 ) * 0.5;
if (rr < (dist + DISTNLUPDATE)
* (dist + DISTNLUPDATE)) {
P2A(NL,cntNL,0,2) = ji;
P2A(NL,cntNL,1,2) = j2;
cntNL++;}}
j2 = Pl(cellList,j2);}}
11 = P1(cellList,jl);}}}
// Compute LJ repulsive force for the pairs in neighboring list
void ComputeLJForces (void){
int n, k, nln[2];
double dr[NDIM], f, fcVal, rr, rr-r, dist, *r-j[2], *f-j[2], dist-j[21;
// Search neighboring list
for (n = 0; n < cntNL; n++) {
for (k = 0; k < 2; k++) {
P1(nIn,k) = P2A(NL,n,k,2);
if ( P1(nln,k) >= NATOM ) {
Pl(r-j,k) = &P2(rAcp,P1(nIn,k) - NATOM,0);
Pl(f-j,k) = &P2(fAcp,P1(nIn,k) - NATOM,D);
Pl(dist-j,k) = P1(diaAcp,KACP(P1(nln,k) - NATOM)):}
else {
P1(r-j,k) = &P2(rMono,P1(nn,k),0);
Pl(f-j,k) = &P2(fMono,P1(nIn,k),0);
Pl(dist-j,k) = 1.;}
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}
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
P1(dr,k) = r-j[0][k] - rj[1][k;
}
AppBound(dr);
rr = DotProd (dr, dr);
dist = ( dist-j[0] + dist-j[1] ) * 0.5;
rr sqr t(rr);
// If two molecules are too close, LJ is exerted
if ( rr < dist ) {
rrr rr - dist + rCut;
fcVal = P1(arr-fLj,(int)((rr r - 0.55) * 10.
* (double)DEGARRLJFORCE - 1.) );
cVal /= rr;
for (k 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
f = fcVal * P1(dr,k);
f-j[0][k] += f;
f-j[1][k] -= f;
}
}
// Check whether they can bind each other
if (P1(nln,0) < NATOM 1| P1(nln,1) < NATOM) {
UpdateChains(P1(nln,0), P1(nln,1), rr):
}
}
}
// Measure the displacement since the codes update neighboring list.
// This is required for Heuristic update scheme.
void MeasureDisp(void) {
double max, rr, dr[NDIM]:
int n, k;
FILE *fpNLrec;
cnt-BfoNLU ++;
max = -1.;
for(n = 0: n < NATOM; n++) {
for(k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(dr,k) = P2(rMono,n,k) - P2(rPrev,n,k);
}
AppBound(dr);
rr = DotProd (dr, dr);
if (rr > max) { max = rr; }
}
for(n = 0; n < nAcp; n++) {
for(k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
P1(dr,k) = P2(rAcp,n,k) - P2(rPrev,n + NATOM,k);
}
AppBound(dr);
rr = DotProd (dr, dr);
if (rr > max) { max = rr; }
}
if (max > ( (DISTNLUPDATE - DIST_NLUPDATEBUF) * (DISTNLUPDATE
- DISTNLUPDATEBUF) * 0.25) ) {
if (cntBfoNLU < minCntBfoNLU) { minCntBfoNLU = cntBfoNLU: }
NLUpdateo;
UpdateRpre(:
}
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// When neighboring list is updated, the reference positions are also
// updated.
void UpdateRpre(void) {
int n;
for (n = 0; n < NATOM * NDIM; n++) {
P1(rPrev,n) = P1(rMono,n);
}
for (n = 0; n < nAcp * NDIM; n++) {
P1(rPrev,n + NATOM * NDIM) = P1(rAcp,n);
}
cntBfoNLU = 0;
}
// Check possible pairs which can bind each other.
// If the conditions are met, they bind. At this function, every bond is
// formed.
inline void UpdateChains (int j1, int j2, double rr)
{
double rdm, cosAngle, drl[NDIM], dr2[NDIM], dr3[NDlM];
double dp, dp2, cp[NDIMI, ang, dcd;
int nChl = 0, nCh2 = 0, *a, *b, j3;
int k, m, n, ACP, mono, len, anglebase, distbase, db, db2, dist;
int CC, CC3, CC4, pa, sideop, curr, oppo, side, filal, fila2;
// If two molecules are all monomers
if ( <1  NATOM && j2 < NATOM) {
if ( rr >= DISTMONOBONDL && rr <= DISTMONOBONDH ) {
for ( k = 0 k < 2 ; k++ ) {
if ( P2A(chMono,jl,k,4) < 0 ) nChl ++;
if ( P2A(chMono,j2,k,4) < 0 ) nCh2 ++;
// Nucleation process
if ( nCh1 == 2 && nCh2 == 2 ) {
rdm genrand-real3 (;
if ( rdm <= p-Nucle) {
if ( genrand-real3 () > 0.5 ) {
P2A(chMono,j1,1,4) = j2;
P2A(chMono,j2,0,4) = j1;
P1(pntEndL, cnt-PntEndL) j2;
}
else {
P2A(chMono,jl,0,4) = j2;
P2A(chMono,j2,1,4) = j1;
P1(pntEndL, cntPntEndL) = j1;
}
cntPntEndL++;
InsertMono(jl, 0);
InsertMono(j2, 0);
cnt-freeM -= 2;
P1(filaldx,j1) = cntFilaldx;
P1(filaldx,j2) = cntFilaldx;
cntFilaldx++;
}
}
else if ( (nChl == 1 && nCh2 == 2 && P2A(chMonojl,0,4) -1 ) H
(nChl == 2 && nCh2 == 1 && P2A(chMono,j2,0,4) == -1) ) {
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if ( nChl < nCh2 ) { a = &jl:
else { b = &jl; a = &j2; }
j3 = P2A(chMono,*a,1,4); // Monomer
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
P1(drl,k) = P2(rMono,*a,k)
P1(dr2,k) = P2(rMono,*b,k)
AppBound(dr1):
AppBound(dr2);
cosAngle = fabs( DotProd (dr1, dr2)
/ sqrt (DotProd (d
if (cosAngle > angLMonoBend) {
P2A(chMono,*b,1,4) = *a;
P2A(chMono,*a,0,4) = *b:
cnt-freeM --*
InsertMono(*a, 1);
InsertMono(*b, 0);
P1(filaldx,*b) = P1(filaldx,*a);
}
next to the fiber tip
- P2(rMono,j3,k):
- P2(rMono,*a,k);
ri, dr1) * DotProd (dr2, dr2)) );
}
}
}
// If one is actin monomers, and if one is ACP
else if ( ((j1 >= NATOM && j2 < NATOM) |i (j1 < NATOM && j2 >= NATOM))
&& TOGGLE-ACPBOND == 1) {
ACP =( i >= NATOM ) ? ( ji - NATOM ) ( j2 - NATOM );
if ( rr >= DISTACPBONDL * P1(dtLjMA,KACP(ACP))
&& rr <= DIST-ACPBONDH * P1(dtLjMA,KACP(ACP))
mono = ( ji >= NATOM ) ? j2 : j1;
//
if
Check whether the contact point between monomer and ACP is placed
within the reaction radius.
( ( P2A(chMono,mono,0,4) > -1 && P2A(chMono,mono,1,4) > -1 ) &&
( ( P2A(chMono,mono,2,4) < 0 I P2A(chMono,mono,3,4) < 0)
&& ( P2A(chAcp,ACP,0,3) < 0 || P2A(chAcp,ACP,1,3) < ) )
len = 1;
anglebase = -1;
CC3 0:
CC 1;
for (n = 0; n
if (
< 2; n++) {
P2A(chMono,mono,n + 2,4) > -1 ) {
anglebase = mono;
distbase = 0;
pa = n + 2:
CC = 0;
}
}
for (k = 1 : k >= 0 : k--) {
curr = mono;
dist = 0;
while ( P2A(chMono,curr,k,4) > -1 ) {
len ++;
curr = P2A(chMono,curr,k.4):
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b = &j2; }
)
if ( CC 1 ) {
if (k 0) { dist--;:
else { dist++; }
for ( n =0; n <2; n++) {
if ( P2A(chMono,curr,n + 2,4) >
anglebase = curr;
distbase dist;
CC = 0;
-1 && CC == 1 ) {
}
if
sideop = P2A(chMono,curr,((n == 0) ? 3 : 2),4);
If ( sideop > -1 ) {
for (m = 0; m < cntAcpTL: m++) {
if (P2A(acpTL,m,0,6) == P2A(chMono,curr,n+2,4)
&& P2A(acpTL,m,1,6) == sideop) {
pa = (dist > 0) ? ((n == 0) ? 3 : 2 ) n + 2;
break;
I
else if (P2A(acpTL,m,1,6) == P2A(chMono,curr,n + 2,4)
&& P2A(acpTL,m,0,6) == sideop) {
pa = (dist > 0) ? n + 2 ( (n == 0) ? 3 :2 );
break;
}}
else { pa = n + 2; }
(CC = 0 && len > LENGFILAFORCROSS) { break; }}}
if (CC == 0 && len > LENGFILA-FORCROSS) { break; }
}
If (CC == 0 && len > LENGFILAFORCROSS) { break; }
if (anglebase >
for (k -1) {= 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(drl,k) P2(rAcp,P2A(chMono,anglebase,pa,4),k)
- P2(rMono,anglebase,k);
P1(dr2,k) = P2(rAcp,ACP,k) - P2(rMono,mono,k);
P1(dr3,k) P2(rMono,mono,k) - P2(rMono,anglebase,k);
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(dr2);
AppBound(dr3);
dp2 = DotProd(drl, dr2) / sqrt( DotProd(drl, dr1)
* DotProd(dr2, dr2) );
CrossProd(drl, dr2, cp);
db distbase % nMonoPerTurn;
ang angAcpCir * (double)db;
dcd DotProd(cp, dr3) * (double)distbase;
db2 = (db < 0) ? (db + nMonoPerTurn) : db;
if ( db2 == 0 ) {
if ( dp2 >= cos(0. + angDCIR) ) { CC3 = 1:}
else if ( dp2 <= cos(PI - angDCIR) ) { CC3 2: }
}
else if ( db2 == nMonoPerTurnH ) {
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}
}
}
else
}
e Ise
if ( dp2 <= cos(PI - angDCIR) ) { CC3 1; }
else if ( dp2 >= cos(0. + angDCIR) ) { CC3 = 2; }
if ( db2 > 0 &&
if (dcd > 0
&&
if (dod < 0
&&
db2 < nMonoPerTurnH ) {
&& dp2 > cos( ang + angDCIR
dp2 < cos(ang - angDCIR) ) { CC3 = 1;
&& dp2 < cos( ang + angDCIR )
dp2 > cos(ang - angDCIR) ) { CC3 = 2;
if ( db2 > nMonoPerTurnH && db2 < nMonoPerTurn ) {
if (dcd < 0 && dp2 < cos( ang + angDCIR
&& dp2 > cos(ang - angDCIR) ) { CC3
else if (dcd > 0 && dp2 > cos( ang + angDCIR
&& dp2 < cos(ang - angDCIR) ) { CC3
}}
else {
pa = ( genrand-real3() < 0.5 ) ? 2 : 3;
CC3 3:
}
if ( CC3 == 1) {
if ( P2A(chMono,mono,pa,4) > -1 ) { CC3 = 0; }
if ( CC3 == 2 ) {
ang angAcpCir * (double)( (db
+ (nMonoPerTurn + nMonoPerTurnH)
if ( P2A(chMono,mono,((pa == 2) ? 3 : 2),4)
}
}
1; }
2; }
% nMonoPerTurn );
> -1 ) { CC3 = 0;
(n = 0; n < cntTimerAcpDis; n++) {
if (P2A(timer-AcpDisn,0,3) == ACP
&& P2A(timerAcpDis,n,1,3) == mono
&& (stepCount - P2A(timerAcpDis,n,2,3))
{ CC3 = 0; }
}
<= timeNotBond )
if (stepCount - P2A(timerAcpDis,n,2,3) > timeNotBond) {
for(m n; m < cntTimerAcpDis - 1; m++) {
for(k = 0; k < 3; k++) {
P2A(timerAcpDis,m,k,3)=P2A(t imerAcpDis,m
}}
cntTi merAcp0 is--;
Check the condition
90 degree
for binding sites
for (k =0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(drl,k) P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,mono,0,4),k)
- P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,mono,1,4),k);
P1(dr2,k) P2(rMono,mono,k) - P2(rAcp,ACP,k);
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(dr2);
dp = fabs( DotProd(drl, dr2) / sqrt(DotProd(drl, dr1)
* DotProd(dr2, dr2)) );
// Begin to separate into two cases depending on the considered ACP
// is already bound to another filament.
if (len >= LENGFILAFOR CROSS && ( genrand-real3() <= p.AcpAsso
&& dp < angLAcp90 && CC3 > 0) {
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}
else
}
for
1,k,3);
}
}
//1//
+
=
)
=
// Let ACP bind to filament if conditions are met
if ( P2A(chAcp,ACP,0,3) < 0 && P2A(chAcp,ACP,1,3) < 0 ) {
P2A(chAcp,ACP,0,3) = mono:
if (CC3 == 2) { P2A(chMono,mono,((pa==2) ? 3 : 2),4) = ACP: }
else { P2A(chMono,mono,pa,4) = ACP: }
InsertMono(mono, 1);
InsertACP(ACP, acpSCL, &cntAcpSCL);
if (CC3 == 1 11 CC3 ==2) {
if (distbase < 0) {
lnsertACPT(ACP, P2A(chMono,anglebase,pa,4),
ang, mono, anglebase, distbase, CC3 - 1, 0);
}
else {
lnsertACPT(P2A(chMono,anglebase,pa,4), ACP,
-ang, anglebase, mono, -distbase, CC3 - 1, 1);
}}
CC4 = 1;
// Check whether the two filaments form the desired angle
oppo = P2A(chAcp,ACP,0,3);
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
P1(drl,k) = P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,mono,0,4),k)
- P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,mono,1,4),k);
P1(dr2,k) = P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,oppo,0,4),k)
- P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,oppo,1,4),k);
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(dr2);
dp = DotProd(drl, dr2) / sqrt(DotProd(drl,
* DotProd(dr2, dr2));
if ( KACP(ACP) == 1 ) { dp = fabs(dp); }
if ( dp < P1(angLAcpCrL,KACP(ACP)) II dp
> P1(angLAcpCrH,KACP(ACP)) )
{ CC4 = 0; }
P2(rAcp,ACP,k);
P2(rMono,oppo,k);
}
//
if
dr1)
if ( CC4 1 ) {
// Check whether monomers and ACP are at
// the configuration of a certain angle
for (k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(drl,k) = P2(rMono,mono,k)
P1 (dr2,k) P2(rAcp,ACP,k)
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(dr2);
dp DotProd(drl, dr2) / sqrt(DotProd(drl, dri)
* DotProd(dr2, dr2));
if ( dp < P1(angLAcpBend-L,KACP(ACP)) || dp
> P1(angLAcpBend-H,KACP(ACP))
{ CC4 = 0: }
Prevent the same filament is crosslinked by PBC
( CC4 == 1 ) {
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else {
if (P1(filaldx,mono) == P1(filaldx,oppo)) { CC4 = 0; }}
if ( CC4 == 1 && KACP(ACP) ==0 ) {
if ( P1(filaldx,mono) > P1(filaldx,oppo) ) {
filal = P1(filaldx,oppo); fila2 = P1 (filaldx,mono);}
else {
filal = P1(filaldx,mono); fila2 = P1(filaldx,oppo):}
for (n = 0; n < cntCross90L: n++) {
if ( filal == P2A(cross90L,n,0,2)
&& fila2 == P2A(cross90L,n,1,2) ) {
CC4 = 0;
break;
}}}
// Form cross-link if conditions are met
if ( CC4 == 1 ) {
if (CC3 2) {
P2A(chMono,mono,((pa 2) ? 3 : 2),4) = ACP;}
else {
P2A(chMono,mono,pa,4) = ACP:}
cnt-notAcpDC--:
P2A(chAcp,ACP,1,3) = mono:
InsertMono(mono, 1):
InsertACP(ACP, acpDCL, &cntAcpDCL);
DeleteACP(&ACP, 0, acpSCL, &cntAcpSCL);
if (CC3 == 1 11 CC3 =2) {
if (distbase < 0) {
InsertACPT(ACP, P2A(chMono,anglebase,pa,4), ang
,mono, anglebase, distbase, CC3 - 1, 0);}
else {
InsertACP_T(P2A(chMono,anglebase,pa,4), ACP,
-ang, anglebase, mono, -distbase, CC3-1, 1);}}
if ( KACP(ACP) ==0 ) {
if ( P1(filaldx,mono) > P1(filaldx,oppo) ) {
P2A(cross90L,cntCross90L,0,2) = P1(filaldx,oppo);
P2A(cross90L,cnt-Cross90L,1,2) = P1(filaldx,mono):}
else {
P2A(cross90L,cntCross90L,0,2) = P1(filaldx,mono);
P2A(cross90L,cnt-Cross90L,1,2) = P1(filaldx,oppo):
}
cntCr oss9OL++;}}}}
}}}
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// Calculate spring force that maintains a specified distance between molecules
// kappa s
void ComputeSpringForces (void)
{
double dr[NDIM], f, fcVal, rr, rrjrs;
int m, n, k, jI, j2, CS;
memset(chkBondForce, 0, sizeof(int) * NATOM * 2);
for (n = 0; n < cntMonoCL; n++) {
i1 = P2A(monoCL,n,0,5);
for(m = 1; m < 5 ; m++) {
CS = 1;
j2 = P2A(monoCL,n,m,5);
if (m < 3 && j2 > -1) {
if ( P2A(chkBondForce,jl,m - 1,2) 0 ) { CS = 0; }
}
if ( j2 > -1 && CS == 1) {
if (m >= 3) {
for (k 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(dr,k) = P2(rMono,jl,k) - P2(rAcp,j2,k);
}
}
else {
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
P1(dr,k) = P2(rMono,j1,k) - P2(rMono,j2,k);
}
}
AppBound(dr);
rr = sqrt( DotProd(dr, dr) );
if (m >= 3) { rr-rs rr * P1( invDtLjMA,KACP(j2) ); }
else { rrrs = rr; }
fcVal = -( (m >= 3) ? P1(stfAcpSpr,KACP(j2)) : STIFF_MONOSPR );
fcVal *= P1(arrjfBond,(int)((rr-rs - 0.55) * 10.
* (double)DEGARRFBOND - 1.));
if (m >= 3) { P2A(IngAcpBond,jl,m - 3,2) = (rr > 1.) ? rr : 0.; }
if (m < 3) { P2A(chkBondForce,j2,2 - m,2) = 1; }
// CheckLargeForce(fcVal, ( ( m >= 3 ) ? 4 : 3 ) );
fcVal /= rr;
for (k 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
f = fcVal * P1(dr,k);
P2(fMono,jl,k) += f;
if (m >= 3) { P2(fAcp,j2,k) -= f; }
else { P2(fMono,j2,k) -=f; }
}
}
}
}
}
// Apply bending potential on filaments so that they have a certain persistence
// length: kappa-b,f
void ComputeFilamentBendingForces (void)
{
double drl[NDIMI, dr2[NDIM], c, f, fl, f2, ff1, ff2:
double c1l, c22, c12, cD, fe1[NDIM], fe2[NDIM], magI, mag2:
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double cl2cll, c12c22;
int k, n, n1, n2, nn;
// Bending forces for straightening actin filaments
for (n = 0; n < cntMonoCL; n++) {
if (P2A(monoCL,n,1,5) > -1 && P2A(monoCL,n,2,5) > -1) {
nn = P2A(monoCL,n,0,5);
n1 = P2A(monoCL,n,1,5);
n2 = P2A(monoCL,n,2,5);
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
P1(drl,k) = P2(rMono,nn,k)
P1(dr2,k) = P2(rMono,n2,k)
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(dr2);
- P2(rMono,nl,k);
- P2(rMono,nn,k);
CalCosine(drl, dr2, &c11, &c12, &c22, &cD, &c);
f = STIFFMONOBEND * Myacos(c);
c12c11 = c12 / c1l;
c12c22 = c12 / c22:
for (k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(fel,k) = c12c11 * P1(drl,k) - P1(dr2,k);
P1(fe2,k) = P1(drl,k) - c12c22 * P1(dr2,k);
}
mag 1
mag2
if (
= sqrt(c11 * DotProd(fel, fel));
= sqrt(c22 * DotProd(fe2, fe2));
mag1 > REALMIN && mag2 > REALMIN) {
ff1 = f / mag1;
ff2 = f / mag2;
for (k 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
fl = ff1 * P1(fel,k);
f2 = ff2 * P1(fe2,k);
P2(fMono,nl,k) += f1;
P2(fMono,nn,k) -= fl + f2;
P2(fMono,n2,k) += f2;
}
// Calculate all forces that contribute to the orientation
void ComputeAcpOrientForces (void)
{
of binding sites
double drl[NDIM], dr2[NDIM], dr3[NDIM], dr1_Q(NDIM], dr1l1[NDIM];
double cp[NDIM], dr2-0[NDIM], dr2l1[NDIM],fe1[NDIM], fe2[NDIM];
double f, f1, f2, ang, sig, mag1, mag2, ff1, ff2, stiff, cl2cll, c12c22;
double c, c1l, c12, c13, c22, c23, c33, cA, cD, cR1, cR2, cB1, cB2;
int k, n, n1, n2, nn, nnl, nn2, adj1_G, adj1_1, adj2_0, adj2_1;
int distbase, db, kind, curr, next, cb[NDIM];
FILE *fpRec;
// Bending forces for straightening the line: kappa-b,1 & theta_1
for (n = 0; n < cntAcpDCL; n++) {
nn = P2A(acpDCL,n,0,4);
n1 = P2A(acpDCL,n,1,4):
n2 = P2A(acpDCL,n,2,4):
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}
}
}
}
P2A(chMono,n1,0,4);
P2A(chMono,nl,1,4);
P2A(chMono,n2,0,4);
P2A(chMono,n2,1,4);
for(k = 0; k < NDIM;
P1(drl,k) =
P1(dr2,k) =
k++) {
P2(rAcp,nn,k) - P2(rMono,n1,k);
P2(rMono,n2,k) - P2(rAcp,nn,k);
P1(drlO,k) = P2(rMono,nl,k) - P2(rMono,adjl_0,k);
P1(dr1_1,k) = P2(rMono,nl,k) - P2(rMono,adjll,k);
P1(dr2- ,k) = P2(rMono,adj2_O,k) - P2(rMono,n2,k);
P1(dr2_1,k) = P2(rMono,adj2_l,k) - P2(rMono,n2,k);
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(drlO);
AppBound(dr2_0);
AppBound(dr2);
AppBound(dr1_1);
AppBound(dr2_1);
CalCosine(drl, dr2, &c11, &c12, &c22, &cD, &c);
f = P1(stfAcpBend,KACP(nn)) * ( Myacos(c) - P1(angAcpBend,KACP(nn)) );
c12c11 = c12 / c1l;
c12c22 = c12 / c22;
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k ++) {
P1(fel,k) = c12c11 * P1(dr1,k)
P1(fe2,k) = P1(drl,k) - c12c22
}
mag 1
mag2
if
}
- P1(dr2,k);
* P1(dr2,k);
= sqrt(cll * DotProd(fel, fel));
= sqrt(c22 * DotProd(fe2, fe2));
mag1 > REALMIN && mag2 > REALMIN ) {
ff1 = f / mag1;
ff2 = f / mag2;
for (k 0; k < NDIM; k ++) {
f1 = ff1 * P1(fel,k);
f2 = ff2 * P1(fe2,k);
P2(fMono,nl,k) += fl;
P2(fAcp,nn,k) -= fl + f2;
P2(fMono,n2,k) += f2;}
// The line between ACP and monomer and the line formed by three consecutive
// monomers are should be perpendicular each other: kappa-b,2 & theta_2
CalCosN90Force(dr1_O, dr1, adjlO, n1, nn, 1);
CalCosN90Force(dr1_1, dr1, adj1_1, n1, nn, 1);
CalCosN90Force(dr2, dr2_O, nn, n2, adj2_O, 0);
CalCosN90Force(dr2, dr2l1, nn, n2, adj2_1, 0);
// The same force on monomers and ACPs
for (n = 0; n < cntAcpSCL; n++) {
nn = P2A(acpSCL,n,0,4);
n1 = P2A(acpSCL,n,1,4);
adjil0 = P2A(chMononl1,04):
adj1_1 = P2A(chMono,n,1,4):
for(k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
in the acpSCL
adj10
adj 11
ad j 20
ad j 21
}
1K)
P1(drlk) =
P1(dr1_0,k)
P1(drll,k)}
AppBound(dr1):
AppBound(drlO);
AppBound(dr1_1);
P2(rAcp,nn,k) - P2(rMono,nl,k);
= P2(rMono,nl,k) - P2(rMono,adj1-0,k);
= P2(rMono,nl,k) - P2(rMono,adj1_1,k):
CalCosN90Force(dr1_O, dri, adj1_G, n1, nn, 1);
CalCosN90Force(dr1_1, dr1, adj1-1, n1, nn, 1);
}
// Forces which maintain the correct
// on filaments: kappajt,f & phijf
for (n = 0; n < cntAcpTL; n++) {
n1 = P2A(acpTL,n,0,6);
n2 = P2A(acpTL,n,1,6);
nnl = P2A(acpTL,n,2,6);
nn2 = P2A(acpTL,n,3,6):
distbase = P2A(acpTL,n,4,6);
kind = P2A(acpTL,n,5,6):
ang = P1(acpTA,n);
sig = (double)(1 - 2 * kind);
if (ang < 0.) { ang += PI * 2.
if (ang > P) { ang = PI * 2.
ang = PI - ang;
for(k = 0: k < NDIM: k++) {
P1(drl,k) = P2(rMono,
P1(dr3,k) = P2(rAcp,n
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(dr3);
circumferential position of binding sites
- ang; }
nnl,k) - P2(rAcp,nl,k);
2,k) - P2(rMono,nn2,k);
stiff = ( P1(stfAcpCir,KACP(n1)) + P1(stfAcpCir,KACP(n2)) ) * 0.5;
// Using the concept of dihedral angle, determine the binding sites
if (nnl != nn2) {
if ( (double)abs(distbase) * 1.3 < regionH ) {
for(k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(dr2,k) = P2(rMono,nn2,k) - P2(rMono,nnl,k);
}
AppBound(dr2);
}
else {
memset(cb, 0, sizeof(int) * NDIM):
curr = nnl;
while( curr != nn2 ) {
next = P2A(chMono,curr,0,4);
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
if ( fabs( P2(rMono,next,k) - P2(rMono,curr,k) ) > regionH ) {
P1(cb,k)+=(P2(rMono,next,k) > P2(rMono,curr,k)) ? -1 : 1;}}
curr = next:}
for (k 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(dr2,k) = P2(rMono,nn2,k) - P2(rMono,nnl,k)
+ (double)P1(cb,k) * region;}}
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c1l = DotProd(drl, dr1);
c13 = DotProd(drl, dr3);
c23 = DotProd(dr2, dr3);
cA = c13 * c22 - c12 * c23;
cB1 = c1l * c22 - c12 * c12;
cD = sqrt(cBl * cB2);
c = cA / cD;
f = stiff
cR1 = c12
cR2 = c23
*
/
/
( Myacos(c) - ang
c22;
c22;
c12 =
c22 =
c33 =
DotProd(drl, dr2);
DotProd(dr2, dr2);
DotProd(dr3, dr3);
cB2 = c22 * c33 - c23 * c23;
/ sqrt( c22 );
db abs( distbase % nMonoPerTurn );
if ( db != 0 && db != nMonoPerTurnH) {
CrossProd(drl, dr3, cp);
for(k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) { P1(cp,k) *= -1.;}
if ( db > 0 && db < nMonoPerTurnH ) {
if (DotProd(cp, dr2) * sig < 0) {
f = f - 2. * (PI - ang) * stiff;
}
}
else if ( db > nMonoPerTurnH &&
if (DotProd(cp, dr2) * sig >
f = f - 2. * (PI - ang) *
}
}
}
ff1 = f * c22 / (cD * cB1);
ff2 = f * c22 / (cD * cB2);
db < nMonoPerTurn ) {
0) {
stiff;
for (k 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
f= ff1 * (cA * P1(drl,k) + (c11 * c23 - c12 * c13)
* P1(dr2,k) - cB1 * P1(dr3,k));
f2 = ff2 * (cB2 * P1(drl,k) + (c13 * c23 - C12 * c33)
* P1(dr2,k) - cA * P1(dr3,k)) ;
P2(fAcp,nl,k) += f1;
P2(fAcp,n2,k) += f2;
P2(fMono,nnl,k) += -(1. + cR1) * f1 + cR2 * f2;
P2(fMono,nn2,k) += cR1 * fl - (1. + cR2) * f2;
}
}
/I f two ACPs are on the same monomer, the code uses
// instead of dihedral angle.
else {
bending potential
CalCosine(drl, dr3, &c11, &C12, &c22, &cD, &C);
f = stiff * Myacos(c);
c12c11 = c12 / c1l;
c12c22 = c12 / c22;
for (k = 0: k < NDIM; k ++) {
P1(fel,k) = c12c11 * P1(drl,k)
P1(fe2,k) = P1(drlk) - c12c22
}
magl = sqrt(c11 * DotProd(fel, fel));
mag2 = sqrt(c22 * DotProd(fe2, fe2));
if ( mag1 > REALMIN && mag2 > REALMIN
- P1(dr3,k);
* P1(dr3,k);
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ff1 = f / mag1;
ff2 = f / mag2:
for (k 0: k < NDIM; k ++) {
f1 = ff1 * P1(fel,k);
f2 = ff2 * P1(fe2,k):
P2(fAcp,n1,k) += fl;
P2(fMono,nnl,k) -= fl + f2;
P2(fAcp,n2,k) += f2;
}}}
// Forces that maintain crosslinking angle: kappa-t,1 & phi_1
void ComputeCrosslinkAngleForces (void) {
double drl[NDIM], dr2[NDIMI, c, cD, c11, c12, c22, f, fl, f2;
double fel[NDIM], fe2[NDIMI, mag1, mag2, ff1, ff2, c12c11, c12c22;
int k, n, n1, n2, CS, mBO, mB1, mTO, mT1, nn
for (n = 0; n < cntAcpDCL; n++) {
CS = 1;
nn = P2A(acpDCL,n,0,4):
mBO = P2A(chMono,P2A(acpDCL,n,1,4),0,4);
mB1 = P2A(chMono,P2A(acpDCL,n,1,4),1,4);
mTO = P2A(chMono,P2A(acpDCL,n,2,4),0,4):
mT1 = P2A(chMono,P2A(acpDCL,n,2,4),1,4);
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k ++) {
P1(drl,k) = P2(rMono,mB1,k) - P2(rMono,mBO,k);
P1(dr2,k) = P2(rMono,mTl,k) - P2(rMono,mTO,k);
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(dr2):
CalCosine(drl, dr2, &c11, &c12, &c22, &cD, &c);
if ( c < 0 ) {
for (k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
P1(dr2,k) *= -1.;
I
CalCosine(drl, dr2, &c11, &c12, &c22, &cD, &c);
CS = 0;}
f = P1(stfAcpCr,KACP(nn))* ( Myacos(c) - P1(angAcpCr,KACP(nn)) );
c12c11 = c12 / c1l;
c12c22 = c12 / c22;
for (k = 0; k < NDIM; k ++) {
P1(fel,k) = cl2c11 * P1(drl,k) - P1(dr2,k):
P1(fe2,k) = P1(drl,k) - c12c22 * P1(dr2,k);
I
magI = sqrt(c11 * DotProd(fel, fel));
mag2 = sqrt(c22 * DotProd(fe2, fe2));
if ( magi > REALMIN && mag2 > REALMIN ) {
ff1 = f / magi:
ff2 = f / mag2;
for (k = 0: k < NDIM: k ++) {
fi = ff1 * P1(fel,k):
f2 = ff2 * Pl(fe2,k):
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P2(fMono,mBl,k) -= fl;
P2(fMono,mBO,k) += f1;
P2(fMono,((CS 1) ? mT1: mTO),k) += f2;
P2(fMono,((CS 1) ? mTO mT1),k) -= f2;
}
}
}
}
// Compute Brownian forces representing thermal motions
void ComputeBrownianForces (void)
{
double *ip, r1, r2;
int dedu, n:
ip = fBrMono;
dedu = (NATOM * NDIM) % 2;
while (ip < fBrMono + NATOM * NDIM - dedu) {
genrand-gauss(&r1, &r2);
*ip = r1 * maxjfBr; ip++;
*ip = r2 * max-fBr; ip++;
if (dedu == 1) {
genrand-gauss(&rl, &r2);
*ip = r1 * maxjfBr;
}
dedu = nAcp % 2;
for (n = 0; n < nAcp - dedu; n += 2) {
genrand-gauss(&r1, &r2);
P2(fBrAcp,n,0) = r1 * P1(max-fBrAcp,KACP(n));
P2(fBrAcp,n,1) = r2 * P1(max-fBrAcp,KACP(n));
genrand-gauss(&rl, &r2);
P2(fBrAcp,n,2) = r1 * P1(maxjfBrAcp,KACP(n));
P2(fBrAcp,n + 1,0) = r2 * P1(max-fBrAcp,KACP(n + 1));
genrand-gauss(&rl, &r2);
P2(fBrAcp,n + 1,1) = r1 * P1(maxjfBrAcp,KACP(n + 1));
P2(fBrAcp,n + 1,2) = r2 * P1(max-fBrAcp,KACP(n + 1));
if (dedu = 1) {
n = nAcp - 1;
genrand-gauss(&r1, &r2);
P2(fBrAcp,n,0) = r1 * P1(maxjfBrAcp,KACP(n));
P2(fBrAcp,n,1) = r2 * P1(max-fBrAcp,KACP(n));
genrand-gauss(&rl, &r2);
P2(fBrAcp,n,2) = r1 * P1(maxjfBrAcp,KACP(n));
}
}
// Delete filament numbers in the list of filaments crosslinked by ACPC
void DeleteCross90List(int n1, int n2) {
int filal, fila2, n, k;
if ( P1(filaldx,nl) > P1(filaldx,n2) ) {
filal = P1(filaldx,n2);
fila2 = P1(filaldx,nl):
}
else {
filal = P1(filaldx,nl):
fila2 = P1(filaldx,n2);
}
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for (n = 0; n < cntCross90L; n++) {
if ( P2A(cross90L,n,0,2) == filal
&& P2A(cross90L,n,1,2) == fila2) {
for (k = n; k < cntCross90L - 1; k++) {
P2A(cross90L,n,0,2) = P2A(cross90L,n + 1,0,2);
P2A(cross90L,n,1,2) = P2A(cross90L,n + 1,1,2);
}
cntCross90L--;
break;
}}}
// This function examines the depolymerization of filaments
void UpdateFilaDepoly(void) {
int n, k, m, curr, next, acp, acpSide, CS, oppo;
FILE *fpAll:
for (n 0; n < cntPntEndL; n++) {
// If the generated random number (0-1) is smaller than pre-defined small
// number, a monomer is unbound from pointed end.
if ( genrand-real3() < PDEPOLY ) {
cnt-Depoly++;
curr = P1(pntEndL,n);
next = P2A(chMono,curr,0,4);
if ( P2A(chMono,next,0,4) > -1 ) {
for (k = 0; k < 2; k++) {
CS 1;
if ( P2A(chMono,next,k + 2,4) > -1 ) {
acp = P2A(chMono,next,k + 2,4);
P2A(chMono,next,k + 2,4) = -1;
P2A(IngAcpBond,next,k,2) = 0.;
acpSide = ( P2A(chAcp,acp,0,3) == next ) ? 0 1:
DeleteACPT(acp, acpSide, next, k + 2);
if ( acpSide == 0 ) {
if ( P2A(chAcp,acp,1,3) > -1 ) {
P2A(chAcp,acp,0,3) = P2A(chAcp,acp,1,3);}
else {
P2A(chAcp,acp,0,3) = -1;
DeleteACP(&acp, 0, acpSCL, &cntAcpSCL);
CS = -1;
}}
if ( CS 1 ) {
cntnotAcpDC++;
oppo = P2A(chAcp,acp,0,3);
P2A(chAcp,acp,1,3) = -1;
InsertACP(acp, acpSCL, &cntAcpSCL);
DeleteACP(&acp, 0, acpDCL, &cntAcpDCL);
if ( P2A(chAcp,acp,2,3) == 0 ) {
DeleteCross90List(next, oppo);}}
// Prevent the immediate re-binding between ACP and mono
// by putting them in a list
P2A(timer-AcpDis,cntTimerAcpDis,0,3) = acp;
P2A(timerAcpDis,cntTimerAcpDis,1,3) = next;
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P2A(timerAcpDis,cntTimerAcpDis,2,3) = stepCount;
cntTimerAcpDis++;
// Update neighboring list
P2A(NL,cnt-NL,0,2) = next;
P2A(NL,cntNL,1,2) = acp + NATOM;
cntNL++;
cntAcpDis++;
}
}
P2A(chMono,next,1,4) = -1;
InsertMono(next, 1);
P1(pntEndL,n) = next;
P2A(NL,cntNL,0,2) = curr;
P2A(NL,cntNL,1,2) = P2A(chMono,next,0,4):
cntNL++;
}
else {
P1(filaldx,next) = -1;
P2A(chMono,next,1,4) = -1:
DeleteMono(next):
cntfreeM++;
for (m = n; m < cntPntEndL - 1; m++) {
P1(pntEndL,m) = P1(pntEndL,m + 1);
}
cntPntEndL--;
}
P1(filaldx,curr) = -1:
P2A(chMono,curr,0,4) = -1;
DeleteMono(curr);
cntjfreeM++;
// Update neighboring list
P2A(NL,cntNL,0,2) = curr;
P2A(NL,cntNL,1,2) = next;
cntNL++;
}
}
}
// This function exmaines unbinding of ACP from filaments
void UpdateAcpDepoly(void)
{
int i, n, k, m, I, mono, ACP, CC, count, side, filal, fila2;
int *till, *ACPChainList, ind, oppo;
double rr, Pacp;
// Check both chain lists
for(i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
ACPChainList = (i == 0) ? acpDCL : acpSCL:
till (i == 0) ? &cntAcpDCL : &cntAcpSCL;
count 0;
for (n = 0; n < *till; n++) {
CC = 1:
ACP = P2A(ACPChainList,n,0,4):
for (k = 0: k < 2 - i; k++) {
mono = P2A(ACPChainList,n,k + 1,4);
side = (ACP == P2A(chMono.mono.2,4)) ? 0 1:
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ind = 0;
rr P2A(IngAcpBond,mono,side,2) / (0.5 + 0.5 * P1(diaAcp,KACP(ACP)));
if ( rr > 1. ) { ind = (int)( (rr - 1.) * 10.
* (double)DEGARR-PACPDIS ); }
Pacp = (rr > 1.) ? P1(arr-pAcpDis,ind) p-AcpDis;
if ( genrandjreal3() < Pacp ) {
cntAcpDis++;
P2A(chMono,mono,side + 2,4) = -1;
P2A(IngAcpBond,monoside,2) = 0.;
InsertMono(mono, 1);
if ( = 0) {
if (k == 0) { P2A(chAcp,ACP,0,3) = P2A(chAcp,ACP,1,3)
: CC = 0: }
P2A(chAcp,ACP,1,3) = -1;
if ( P2A(ACPChainList,n,3,4) == 0 ) {
oppo = P2A(ACPChainList,n,abs(1 - k) + 1,4);
DeleteCross90List(mono, oppo);}}
else {
P2A(chAcp,ACP,0,3) = -1;}
P1(delList,count) = ACP;
count++;
DeleteACPT(ACP, k, mono, side + 2);
if (i == 0) {
cnt_notAcpDC++;
InsertACP(ACP, acpSCL, &cntAcpSCL);}
// Prevent the immediate re-binding
P2A(timer-AcpDis,cntTimerAcpDis,0,3) = ACP;
P2A(timerAcpDis,cntTimerAcpDis,1,3) = mono;
P2A(timerAcpDis,cntTimerAcpDis,2,3) = stepCount;
// Update neighboring list
cntTimerAcpDis++;
P2A(NL,cntNL,0,2) = mono;
P2A(NL,cntNL,1,2) = ACP + NATOM;
cntNL++;}
if (CC == 0) { break; }}}
if (count > 0) {
DeleteACP( delList, count, ACPChainList, till );}}}
// Insert a monomer in the list of bound actin monomers
// kind - 0: new, 1: old
void InsertMono(int ind, int kind) {
int n, k, m;
if ( kind == 1 ) {
for (n = 0; n < cntMonoCL; n++) {
if (nd == P2A(monoCL,n,0,5)) {
for (k = 0; k < 4; k++) {
P2A(monoCL,n,k + 1,5) P2A(chMono,ind,k,4);
}
break;
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}
}
}
else {
P2A(monoCL,cntMonoCL,0,5) = ind;
for (k = 0; k < 4; k++) {
P2A(monoCL,cntMonoCL,k + 1,5) P2A(chMono,ind,k,4);
I
cntMonoCL++;
}
}
// Delete a monomer in the list of bound actin monomers
void DeleteMono(int ind) {
int m, n, k;
for (n = 0; n < cntMonoCL; n++) {
if (nd == P2A(monoCL,n,0,5)) {
for (m = n; m < cntMonoCL - 1; m++) {
for (k = 0; k < 5; k++) {
P2A(monoCL,m,k,5) P2A(monoCL,m + 1,k,5);
}
}
cntMonoCL--;
break;
}
}
}
// Insert ACP in the list of ACP chain lists
void InsertACP(int ind, int *ACL, int *ac) {
int n, k, CC;
P2A(ACL,*ac,0,4) = ind;
for (k = 0; k < 3; k++) {
P2A(ACL,*ac,k + 1,4) = P2A(chAcp,ind,k,3);
}
(*ac)++;
}
// Delete ACP in the list of chain lists
void DeleteACP(int *dI, int count, int *ACL, int *ac) {
int n, m, k;
if (count == 0) {
for (n = 0; n < *ac; n++) {
if (*dl == P2A(ACL,n,0,4)) {
P2A(ACL,n,0,4) = -1;
break;
}
}
}
else {
for (n 0; n < count; n++) {
for (m = 0; m < *ac; m++) {
if (P1(dl,n) == P2A(ACL,m,0,4)) {
P2A(ACL,m,0,4) = -1;
break;
}
}
}
}
for (n = *ac - 1; n >= 0; n--) {
if ( P2A(ACL,n,0,4) == -1 ) {
for (m = n: m < *ac - 1: m++) {
}
(*ac)--;
for (k = 0; k < 4; k++) {
P2A(ACL,m,k,4) = P2A(ACL,m + 1,k,4);
}
}
}
// Insert a pair in the list of relative circumferential positions of ACPs
void InsertACPT(int ind, int ind2, double angle, int monol, int mono2
, int distbase, int kind, int rn) {
FILE *fpTor;
int n, k, temp, dt, CS, CS2, sideop;
P2A(acpTL,cntAcpTL,0,6) = ind;
P2A(acpTL,cntAcpTL,1,6) = ind2;
P2A(acpTL,cnt-AcpTL,2,6) = monol;
P2A(acpTL,cnt-AcpTL,3,6) = mono2;
P2A(acpTLcntAcpTL,4,6) = distbase:
P2A(acpTL,cntAcpTL,5,6) = kind;
P1(acpTA,cntAcpTL) = angle;
cntAcpTL++;
if (in == 1) {
CS = 1;
temp = mono2;
dt = 0;
while ( P2A(chMono,temp,0,4) > -1 ) {
temp = P2A(chMono,temp,0,4);
dt++;
for(k = 0; k < 2; k++) {
if ( P2A(chMono,temp,k + 2,4) > -1 ) {
for (n 0; n < cntAcpTL - 1; n++) {
if ( P2A(chMono,temp,k + 2,4) == P2A(acpTL,n,1,6)
&& ind == P2A(acpTL,n,0,6) && temp == P2A(acpTL,n,3,6))
{
P2A(acpTL,n,0,6) = ind2;
P2A(acpTL,n,2,6) =mono2;
P2A(acpTL,n,4,6) = -dt;
P2A(acpTL,n,5,6) = abs(P2A(acpTL,n,5,6) - kind);
P1(acpTA,n) -angAcpCir;
P1(acpTA,n) *= ( P2A(acpTL,n,5,6) == 0 )
? (double)(dt % nMonoPerTurn) : (double)( ((dt % nMonoPerTurn)
+ (nMonoPerTurn + nMonoPerTurnH)) % nMonoPerTurn);
CS = 0;
break:
(CS == 0) { break; }
}
}
if ( P2A(chMono,temp,2,4) > -1 11 P2A(chMono,temp,3,4) > -1 ) { break; }
}
}
}
// Delete a pair in the list of relative circumferential positions of ACPs
void DeleteACP T(int ACP, int ACPside, int mono, int monoside) {
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}
}
}
if
int i, n, k, m, I, temp, CC, CC2, dist, monoOP;
int al, a2, *at0, *atl, *at2, *at4, *at5;
double *ang;
FILE *fpTor;
CC2 = 0;
for (k = 0; k < 2; k++) {
for (n = 0; n < cntAcpTL; n++) {
atO = &P2A(acpTL,n,k,6);
at1 = &P2A(acpTL,n,1 - k,6);
at2 = &P2A(acpTL,n,k+2,6);
if ( ACP == *at0 && mono == *at2 && CC2 == 0) {
CC 1;
at4 = &P2A(acpTL,n,4,6);
at5 = &P2A(acpTL,n,5,6);
ang = &P1(acpTA,n);
monoOP = P2A(chMono,*at2,(( monoside 2 ) ? 3 2),4);
if ( *at4 != 0 && monoOP > -1) {
*at0 = monoOP:
*at5 = (*at5 == 0) ? 1 0;
*ang = fmod(*ang + PI, 2. * PI);
CC = 0;
CC2 = 1;
}
if (CC == 1) {
temp = *at2;
dist = 0;
do {
dist--;
temp = P2A(chMono,temp,1 - k,4);
al = P2A(chMono,temp,2,4); a2 = P2A(chMono,temp,3,4);
if ( al > -1 && a2 < 0) {
*at0 = al;
*at2 = temp;
*at4 = *at4 + dist;
*ang = fmod(*ang + dist * angAcpCir, 2. * PI):
if (monoside 3) {
*ang = fmod(*ang + PI, 2. * PI);
*at5 = 1 - *at5;
}
CC2 = 1;
break;
}
e Ise
}
if (al <
*at0
*at2
*at4
*ang
if (
0 && a2 > -1) {
= a2;
= temp;
= *at4 + dist;
= fmod(*ang + dist * ang-AcpCir, 2.
monoside 2) {
*ang fmod(*ang + PI, 2. * PI);
*at5 = 1 - *at5:
}
CC2 = 1:
break;
* PI):
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else if (al > -1 && a2 > -1) {
for (m 0; m < cntAcpTL; m++) {
if ( P2A(acpTL,m,k,6) == a1 && P2A(acpTL,m,1 -
== a2) {
*at0 = a2:
*at2 = temp;
*at4 = *at4 + dist;
*ang = fmod(*ang + dist * ang-AcpCir, 2. * PI);
if (monoside == 2) {
*ang = fmod(*ang + PI, 2. * PI);
*at5 = 1 - *at5;
}
CC2 = 1;
break;}
else if ( P2A(acpTL,m,k,6) == a2
&& P2A(acpTL,m,1 - k,6) == al) {
*at0 al;
*at2 = temp;
*at4 = *at4 + dist;
*ang = fmod(*ang + dist * angAcpCir, 2. * P1);
if (monoside == 3) {
*ang = fmod(*ang + PI, 2. * PI);
*at5 = 1 - *at5;
}
CC2 = 1;
break:
}}
break:
}
} while (P2A(chMono,temp,1
if (CC2 == 0) {
*at0 = -1;
}
}}
else if ( ACP == *at0 && *at2 == mono
*at0 = -1; *atl = -1;
}
- k,4) > -1);
*at1 = -1;
&& CC2 == 1) {
for (n = cntAcpTL - 1; n >= 0; n--) {
if ( P2A(acpTL,n,0,6) < 0 && P2A(acpTL,n,1,6) < 0) {
cntAcpTL -- ;
for (m = n; m < cntAcpTL; m++) {
}
for (I = 0; I < 6; 1++) {
P2A(acpTL,m,1,6) =
}
P1(acpTA,m) = P1(acpTA,m + 1);
P2A(acpTL,m + 1,1,6);
// If a force is too large, it leaves error messages, and it stops
// simulation.
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k, 6)
}
}
}
}
}
void CheckLargeForce(double fcVal, int KIND) {
if (fcVal > MAGFORCEUNSTABLE) {
fcVal = 1000.;
stopSignal = 1;
RecordError(KIND);
}
if (isnan(fcVal) != 0) {
printf("%dWn",stepCount);
exit(-1);
RecordVMDO;}}
void CalCosine(double *dl, double *d2, double *cc11, double *cc12, double *cc22,
double *ccD, double *cc) {
*cc11 = DotProd (d1, d1l);
*cc12 = DotProd (d1, d2);
*cc22 = DotProd (d2, d2);
*ccD = sqrt (*ccll * (*cc22) ):
*cc = (*cc12) / (*ccD); // cosine
}
void CalCosN90Force(double *drl, double *dr2, int n1, int nn, int n2, int kind) {
double f, fl, f2, c1l, c12, c22, cD, c, fel[NDIM], fe2[NDIM];
double ff1, ff2, c12c11, c12c22, magi, mag2;
int k, acp;
CalCosine(drl, dr2, &c11, &c12, &c22, &cD, &);
acp = ( kind == 0 ) ? n1 : n2;
f = P1(stfAcp90,KACP(acp)) * (Myacos(c) - PI * 0.5);
c12c11 = c12 / c1l;
c12c22 = c12 / c22;
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k ++) {
P1(fel,k) = c12c11 * P1(drl,k) - P1(dr2,k);
P1(fe2,k) = P1(drl,k) - c12c22 * P1(dr2,k);
}
magI = sqrt(cll * DotProd(fel, fel));
mag2 = sqrt(c22 * DotProd(fe2, fe2));
if ( mag1 > REALMIN && mag2 > REALMIN ) {
ff1 = f / mag1;
ff2 = f / mag2;
for (k 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
f1 = ff1 * P1(fel,k);
f2 = ff2 * P1(fe2,k);
P2(fMono,nn,k) -= fI + f2;
if ( kind == 0 ) {
P2(fAcp,nl,k) += fl;
P2(fMono,n2,k) += f2;}
else {
P2(fMono,n1,k) += f1;
P2(fAcp,n2,k) += f2;
}}}~
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5. Record.cpp
This file records required information into data files. At the end of polymerization, the analysis of
properties of polymerized networks is performed here, and the progress of simulation is also
recorded here.
// ##################################################
// # record.cpp - finally revised on May 18, 2007 #
// # coded by Tae Yoon Kim #
// # Copyright (C) 2005 - 2007, Tae Yoon Kim, #
// # All rights reserved. #
// ##################################################
#include <string.h>
void CalCosine(double*, double*, double*, double*, double*, double*, double*):
// Record curr information about positions and chain lists
void RecordAl lCoord(char *FileName) {
int n;
FILE *fpAllCoord;
// basic information
char temp[100="";
strcpy (temp, FileName);
fpAllCoord = fopen(temp, "w");
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "NATOM %dWn", NATOM);
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "nAcp %dWn", nAcp);
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "GAP %lfWn", GAP);
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "KINDACP %dWn", KINDACP);
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "stepCount %dWn", stepCount);
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "cntAcpDis %dWn", cntAcpDis);
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "cntDepoly %dWn", cntDepoly);
// Positions of actin monomers
for(n = 0 ; n < NATOM ; n++) {
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "%IfWt%IfWt%IfWn", P2(rMono,n,0), P2(rMono,n,1), P2(rMono,n,2));
}
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "Wn");
// Positions of ACPs
for(n = 0 ; n < nAcp ; n++) {
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "%lfWt%IfWt%IfWn", P2(rAcp,n,0), P2(rAcp,n,1), P2(rAcp,n,2));
}
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "Wn");
// chMono
for(n = 0 ; n < NATOM ; n++) {
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "%dWt%dWt%dWt%dWn", P2A(chMono,n,0,4)
P2A(chMono,n,1,4), P2A(chMono,n,2,4), P2A(chMono,n,3,4));}
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "Wn");
// chAcp
for(n = 0 ; n < nAcp ; n++) {
fprintf(fpAllCoord, "%dWt%dWt%dWn", P2A(chAcp,n,0,3), P2A(chAcp,n,1,3),
P2A(chAcp,n,2,3)):
}
fclose (fpAllCoord):
}
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// Record the kind of errors
void RecordError(int kind) {
char temp[100]="";
FILE *fpError;
fpError = fopen(MakeFileName("Error"), "a");
fprintf(fpError, "%d : stepCount);
switch (kind) {
case 0
fprintf(fpError, "LJ between
break;
case 1
fprintf(fpError, "U between
break;
case 2
fprintf(fpError, "Li between
break;
case 3
fprintf(fpError, "Bond betwe
break;
case 4
fprintf(fpError, "Bond betwe
break;
case 5
fprintf(fpError, "BendingWn"
break;
case 6
fpr intf(fpError, "Total forc
break;
case 7
fpr intf(fpError, "Total forc
break;
case 8
fprintf(fpError, "Total forc
break;
case 9
fprintf(fpError, "Too large
break;
case 10
fpr intf(fpError,
break;
"Too large
bead and monomerWn");
bead and ACPWn");
monomer and ACPWn");
an monomersWn");
an monomer and ACPWn");
a of monomerWn");
) of ACPWn");
e of beadWn");
parameter for PacpWn");
)arameter for LJWn");
}
fclose(fpError);
}
// Record VMD data for still picture in VMD
void RecordVMD(void) {
int i, j, k, I, m, ji, j2, length, maxlength, range[4], atomtype, CS, tem;
int NATOMVMD, nAcpVMD, mulT, mul[3] = {1, 1, 1};
int *chMonoVMD, *chAcpVMD, atomtypenum, count, ind, amp = 1;
double dr[NDIM], rr, ofs[NDIM], *rVMD, *rAcpVMD, atomtypemass;
char **segtypeVMD, temp[5], ttm[10];
FILE *fpVMD;
// "mul[3]" is the number of duplication in each dimension
mulT = P1(mul,0) * P1(mul,1) * P1(mul,2);
chMonoVMD = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * mulT * NATOM * 4):
chAcp-VMD = (int *)malloc(sizeof(int) * mulT * nAcp * 3);
r-VMD = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * mulT * NATOM * NDIM):
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rAcpVMD = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * mulT * nAcp * NDIM):
segtypeVMD = (char **)malloc(sizeof(char*) * mulT * (NATOM + nAcp));
for (k = 0: k < mulT * (NATOM + nAcp); k++) {
segtype-VMD[k] (char *)malloc(sizeof(char) * 3):
}
for(i = 0; i < P1(mul,0): i++) {
for(j = 0; j < P1(mul,1);
for(k = 0; k < P1
ind = (
for (I
}
for (I =
}
}
}
}
j++) {
(mul,2); k++) {
(i * P1(mul,1)) + j) * P1(mul,2) + k );
0; I < NATOM; 1++) {
P2(r-VMD,+ind*NATOM,0) = P2(rMono,l,0)
P2(rVMD,+ind*NATOM,1) = P2(rMono,1,1)
P2(r-VMD,I+ind*NATOM,2) = P2(rMono,l,2)
for (m = 0; m < 4; m++) {
if (P2A(chMono,l,m,4) == -1) {
P2A(chMonojVMD,l + ind
}
else {
}
}
+-
+-
+
region *
region *
region *
* NATOM,m,4) = -1;
P2A(chMonoVMD,l + ind*NATOM,m,4) = P2A(chMono,l,m,4)
+ ind*((m < 2) ? NATOM : nAcp);
0; I < nAcp; 1++) {
P2(rAcpVMD,l + ind*nAcp,0) = P2(rAcp,1,0) + region *
P2(rAcpVMD,l + ind*nAcp,1) = P2(rAcp,l,1) + region *
P2(rAcpVMD,l + ind*nAcp,2) = P2(rAcp,l,2) + region *
for (m = 0; m < 2; m++) {
if (P2A(chAcp,l,m,3) == -1) {
P2A(chAcpVMD, l+ind*nAcp,m,3) = -1;
}
else {
}}
P2A(chAcpjVMD, I
i;
j;
k;
P2A(chAcpVMD, l + ind*nAcp,m,3) = P2A(chAcp, l,m,3)
+ ind*NATOM;
+ ind*nAcp,2,3) = P2A(chAcp,1,2,3);
NAT0MVMD = NATOM * mulT;
nAcpVMD = nAcp * mulT;
maxlength = 1;
for (i = 0; i < NATOMVMD; i++) {
if (P2A(chMonoVMD,i,0,4) == -1 && P2A(chMonoVMD,i,1,4) != -1) {
ji = i;
length 1;
while ( P2A(chMonoVMD,j1,1,4) != -1) {
length ++;
j1 = P2A(chMono-VMD,jl,1,4);}
if (length > maxlength) { maxlength = length; }}}
if (maxlength > 10) {
for (i = 0; i < 4 ; i++) {
P1(rangei) = (int) ( (double)maxlength / 6.) * (I + 1);
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}
for (i =0 i < NATOMVMD; i++) {
if (P2A(chMonoVMD,i,0,4) -1) {j1 = i;
length 1;
while ( P2A(chMonoVMD,jl,1,4) != -1) {
length ++;
i1 = P2A(chMonoVMD,jl,1,4);}
if (length < P1(range,0)) { strcpy(temp, "Fl"); }
else if (length >= P1(range,0) && length < P1(range,1)) {
strcpy(temp, "F2");
}
else if (length >= P1(range,1) && length < P1(range,2)) {
strcpy(temp, "F3");
}
else if (length >= P1(range,2) && length < P1(range,3)) {
strcpy(temp, "F4");
}
else if (length >= Pl(range,3) && length <= maxlength ) {
strcpy(temp, "F5");
}
while ( P2A(chMonoVMD,jl,0,4) != -1) {
strcpy(segtypeVMD[j1], temp);
ji = P2A(chMonoVMD,jl,0,4);}
strcpy(segtypeVMD[j1], temp);
}}}
else {
for(i = 0; i < NATOMVMD: i++) {
strcpy(segtypeVMD[i], "F");}}
for(i 0; i < NATOMVMD; i++) {
if (P2A(chMonoVMD,i,0,4) < 0 && P2A(chMonoVMD,i,1,4) < 0) {
strcpy(segtypeVMD[i], "G");}}
for (i = 0; i < nAcpVMD; i++) {
strcpy(segtype-VMD[i + NAT0MVMD], ""):
switch( P2A(chAcp-VMD,i,2,3) ) {
case 0:
strcpy(segtypeVMD[i + NAT0MVMD], "CR');
break;
case 1:
strcpy(segtypeVMD[i + NATOMVMD], "BU");
break;}
if (P2A(chAcpVMD,i,0,3) > -1 && P2A(chAcpVMD,i,1,3) > -1) {
strcat(segtypeVMD[i + NATOMVMD], "1");
}
else if (P2A(chAcpVMD,i,0,3) < 0 && P2A(chAcpVMD,i,1,3) < 0) {
strcat(segtypeVMD[i + NATOMVMD], "3"):}
else {
strcat(segtypeVMD[i + NATOMVMD], "2');}}
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fpVMD = fopen (MakeFileName("vmd.pdb"), 'w");
fprintf (fpVMD, "REMARKWn");
for (i = 0; i < NDIM: i++) {
P1(ofs,i) = region * (double)P1(mul,i) / 2.;
}
for (i = 0; i < NATOMVMD + nAcpVMD ; i++) {
if ( i < NATOMVMD ) { atomtype = 'C'; }
else { atomtype = 'N' }
fprintf (fpVMD, "ATOM %6d %c LYS 1 ", i + 1, atomtype);
if ( i < NATOMVIMD ) {
fprintf (fpVMD, "%8.3f%8.3f%8.3f 1.00 0.00 %sWn",
(P2(rVMD,i,O)-P1(ofs,0))*amp, (P2(r-VMD,i,1)-P1(ofs,1))*amp,
(P2(rVMD,i,2)-P1(ofs,2))*amp, segtypeVMD[i]);
}
else {
fprintf (fpVMD, "%8.3f%8.3f%8.3f 1.00 0.00 %sWn",
(P2(rAcpVMD,i-NATOMVMD,0)-P1(ofs,0))*amp,
(P2(rAcpVMD,i-NATOMVMD,1)-P1(ofs,1))*amp,
(P2(rAcpVMD,i-NATOMVMD,2)-P1(ofs,2))*amp, segtypeVMD[i]);}}
fprintf(fpVMD, "ENDMDLWn");
fclose (fpVMD);
fpVMD = fopen(MakeFileName("vmd.psf"), "w");
fprintf(fpVMD, "PSF CMAPWnWn");
fprintf(fpVMD, "%8d !NTITLEWnWn", 7);
fprintf(fpVMD, "%8d !NATOMWn", NATOMVMD + nAcpVMD);
for (i = 0; i < NATOMVMD + nAcpVMD ; i++) {
if ( i < NATOMVMD ) {
atomtype = 'C';
atomtypenum 11;
atomtypemass 12;
}
else {
atomtype = 'N';
atomtypenum 38;
atomtypemass = 14;
}
fprintf (fpVMD, "%8d %-4s 1 LYS %c%8d%11.5f%14.4f%11dWn",
i + 1, segtypejVMD[i], atomtype, atomtypenum, 0.0, atomtypemass, 0);}
fprintf (fpVMD, "%8d %s 1 LYS %s%7d%11.5f%14.4f%11dWn",
NATOMVMD + nAcpVMD + 1, "C1", "GY", 51, 0.0, 16, 0);
count 0;
for (i 0; i < NATOMVMD; i++) {
if (P2A(chMonoVMD,i,0,4) -1 && P2A(chMonoVMD,i,1,4) != -1) {
ji = i;
while ( P2A(chMono-VMD,jl,1,4) != -1) {
count++;
tem = j1;
ji = P2A(chMonoVMD,jl,1,4);
for ( k = 0 ; k < NDIM ; k++ ) {
P1(drk) = P2(rVMD,tem.k) - P2(r-VMD,jl,k)
I~
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rr sqrt(DotProd (dr, dr)):
if ( rr > regionH ) {
count
}
}
i < nAcpVMD: i++) {
0 ; j < 2 ; j++) {
if (P2A(chAcpVMD,i,j,3) > -1) {
for ( k = 0 ; k < NDIM ; k++ ) {
P1(dr,k) = P2(rAcpVMD,i,k) - P2(rVMD,P2A(chAcpVMD,i,j,3),k)
}
rr sqrt(DotProd (dr, dr));
if ( rr < regionH ) {
count ++;
}}
}}
fprintf(fpVMD, "Wn%8d !NBOND: bondsWn", count);
count = 0;
for (i = 0; i < NATOMVMD; i++) {
if (P2A(chMonoVMD,i,0,4) -1 && P2A(chMono-VMD,i,1,4) != -1) {
ji = i;
while ( P2A(chMonoVMD,j1,1,4) != -1) {
tem = 1 ;
j1 P2A(chMonoVMD,jl,1,4);
for ( k=0 ; k<NDIM : k++ ) {
P1(dr,k) = P2(rVMD,tem,k) - P2(rVMD,jl,k);
= sqrt(DotProd (dr, dr));
( rr < regionH ) {
fprintf(fpVMD, "%8d
count ++;
%8d", tem + 1, ji1 + 1);
(count == 4) {
fprintf(fpVMD,
count = 0;
}
rr
if
}
if
< nAcpVMD; i++) {
= 0 ; j < 2 ; j++) {
if (P2A(chAcpVMD,i,j,3) > -1) {
for ( k = 0 : k < NDIM k++ ) {
P1(dr,k) = P2(rAcpVMD,i,k)
}
- P2(r-VMD,P2A(chAcpVMD,i,j,3),k)
rr sqrt(DotProd (dr, dr));
if ( rr < regionH ) {
fprintf(fpVMD, %8d%8d", i + 1 + NATOMVMD,
P2A(chAcpVMD,i,j,3) + 1);
count ++;}
if (count == 4) {
fprintf(fpVMD, "Wn");
count = 0:
}
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}}
for (i 0;
for(j
}
}}
for ( = 0; i
for (1
}
}
}
free( rVIMD );
free( rAcpVMD );
free( chMonoVMD )
free( chAcpVMD );
for (k = 0: k < mulT * (NATOM + nAcp); k++) {
free( segtypeVMD[k] );
}
free( segtypeVMD );
fclose(fpVMD);
}
// Record VMD data for movie in VMD
void RecordVMDmovie(void) {
int i;
char segt[5], atomtype[5]:
FILE *fpVMD:
fpVMD = fopen (MakeFileName("vmdmovie.pdb"), "a");
if (cntRecVMDmov == 0) {
fprintf (fpVMD, "REMARKWn");
cntRecVMDmov++;
}
for (i = 0; i < NATOM ; i++) {
strcpy(atomtype, "");
strcpy(atomtype, "C"):
if (P2A(chMono,i,0,4) < 0 && P2A(chMono,i,1,4) <G) {
strcpy(segt, "G");
strcat(atomtype, "1"):
}
else {
strcpy(segt, "F");
strcat(atomtype, "2");
}
fprintf(fpVMD,"ATOM %5d %-3s LYS 1 %8.3f%8.3f%8.3f 1.00 0.00 %sWn",
i + 1, atomtype, P2(rMono,i,0) - regionH, P2(rMono,i,1) - regionH
P2(rMono,i,2) - regionH, segt);
}
for (i 0; i < nAcp; i++ ) {
strcpy(atomtype, "");
strcpy(atomtype, "N");
strcpy(segt, "");
switch( P2A(chAcp,i,2,3) ) {
case 0:
strcpy(segt, "CR");
break;
case 1:
strcpy(segt, "BU");
break;
}
if (P2A(chAcp,i,0,3) > -1 && P2A(chAcp,i,1,3) > -1) {
strcat(segt, "1");
strcat(atomtype, "1");
}
else if (P2A(chAcpi,0,3) < 0 && P2A(chAcp,i,1,3) <) {
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strcat(segt, "3');
strcat(atomtype, "3");
}
else {
strcat(segt, "2");
strcat(atomtype, "2");
}
fprintf(fpVMD,"ATOM %5d %-3s LYS 1 %8.3f%8.3f%8.3f 1.00 0.00 %sWn",
i + NATOM + 1, atomtype, P2(rAcp,i,0) - regionH, P2(rAcp,i,1) - regionH
P2(rAcp,i,2) - regionH, segt);
}
fprintf(fpVMD, "ENDMDLWn");
fclose (fpVMD);
}
// Record crosslinking angle at which filaments are joined
void RecordCrosslinkingAngle(void) {
double dr1[NDIM], dr2[NDIM], c, cD, c1l, c12, c22;
int k, n, monoB, monoT;
FILE *fpAngle;
fpAngle = fopen (MakeFileName("AngleData"), "w");
for (n 0; n < nAcp; n++ ) {
if ( P2A(chAcp,n,0,3) >= 0 && P2A(chAcp,n,1,3) >=0 ) {
monoB = P2A(chAcp,n,0,3);
monoT = P2A(chAcp,n,1,3);
for (k = 0; k < NDIM; k ++) {
P1(drl,k) = P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,monoB,1,4),k)
- P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,monoB,0,4),k);
P1(dr2,k) = P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,monoT,1,4),k)
- P2(rMono,P2A(chMono,monoT,0,4),k);
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(dr2);
CalCosine(drl, dr2, &c11, &c12, &c22, &cD, &c);
if (c < 0) { c *= -1.; }
fprintf(fpAngle, "%IfWn", acos(c)*180./acos(-1.));
}
}
fclose(fpAngle);
}
// Check distribution of filament length
void RecordFilamentLength (void)
{
int k, I, n, len, tot, curr, totFibers, filaLen[NATOM + 2];
double avgFilaLen, stdFilaLen, sqrDisp;
FILE *fpChain;
// Initialization
memset(filaLen, 0, sizeof(int) * (NATOM + 2) );
totFibers = 0; avgFilaLen = 0.; stdFilaLen = 0.; sqrDisp = 0.;
for (n 0; n < NATOM; n ++) {
// Count free monomers
if (P2A(chMono,n,0,4) < 0 && P2A(chMono,n,1,4) < 0) { P1(filaLen,1)++; }
// Find pointed end to measure filaments
if (P2A(chMono,n,0,4) >= 0 && P2A(chMono,n,1,4) < 0) {
len = 2; // If two monomers meet, min length of chain is 2
curr = P2A(chMono,n,0,4);
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while (P2A(chMono,curr,0,4) >= 0) {
curr = P2A(chMono,curr,0,4);
len++;
}
P1(filaLen, len)++;
}
}
// The array is (NATOM + 2) long
// for case having only one filament formed by all monomers
I = NATOM + 1;
while (P1(filaLen,l) == 0) {
if (P1(filaLen,l - 1) == 0) { I--; }
else { P1(filaLen,l) = -1; }
}
fpChain = fopen (MakeFileName("FilaLength"), "w");
I = 2;
// Print in dimensionless scale
while (P1(filaLen,l) != -1) {
fprintf (fpChain, "%8d %8dWn", I, P1(filaLen,l) );
I++;
}
// Compute average filament length and standard dev.
I = 2;
while (P1(filaLen,l) != -1) {
totFibers += P1(filaLen,l);
avgFilaLen += I * P1(filaLen,l);
stdFilaLen += I * I * P1(filaLen,l);
++;
}
avgFilaLen = avgFilaLen / totFibers:
stdFilaLen = stdFilaLen / totFibers;
stdFilaLen -= Sqr (avgFilaLen);
stdFilaLen sqrt (stdFilaLen);
fprintf (fpChain, "# Avg Len:%7.2f, Std Dev:%7.2fWnWnWn",
avgFilaLen, stdFilaLen);
fclose (fpChain);
}
// Record mesh size
void RecordMeshSize(void) {
int i, j , k, curr, length, max, CS, ML[NATOM, sum, sum2;
FILE *fpMeshSize;
fpMeshSize = fopen(MakeFileName("MeshSize"),"w");
memset(ML, 0, sizeof(int) * NATOM);
// Find pointed ends of filaments and search ACPs on them
for (i = 0; i < NATOM; i++) {
if ( P2A(chMono,i,1,4) < 0 && P2A(chMono,i,0,4) > -1 ) {
length 1;
CS = 0;
curr =
while(P2A(chMono,curr,0,4) >= 0) {
length++;
curr = P2A(chMono,curr,0,4);
if (P2A(chMono,curr,2,4) >= Q) {
if (P2A(chAcp,P2A(chMono,curr,2,4),0,3) >=
&& P2A(chAcp,P2A(chMono,curr,2,4),1,3) >=0) {
if (CS != 0) {
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P1(ML, length)++;
}
length 1:
CS 1;
}
}
}
}
}
for (I 1; i < NATOM: i++) {
if (P1(ML,i) > 0) max = i
}
sum = 0;
sum2 = 0;
for (I = 3; i < max+1; i++) {
fprintf(fpMeshSize, "%dWt%dWn",i,P1(ML,i));
sum += P1(ML,i)*i;
sum2 += P1(ML,i);
}
fprintf(fpMeshSize, "Wn%IfWn",(double)sum/(double)sum2);
fclose(fpMeshSize);
}
// kind = 0 -> simple percolation
// kind = 1 -> percolation of bundles
void RecordConnectivity(int kind) {
int i, j, k, I, curr, ChainNum[NATOM], *conn, *perc, *perctemp;
int *coun, num, temp, temp2;
FILE *fpConnectivity;
char FN[100] = "";
if (kind == 0) { strcpy(FN, "Connectivity"); }
else { strcpy(FN, "Bundle"); }
fpConnectivity = fopen(MakeFileName(FN),"w");
memset(ChainNum, -1, sizeof(int) * NATOM);
// Mark the number of each filament
num cntFilaldx;
conn = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * num * num);
perc = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * num * num);
perctemp = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * num * num);
coun = (nt *)malloc(sizeof(int) * (num + 10));
memset(conn, 0, num * num * sizeof(int) );
memset(perc, 0, num * num * sizeof(int) );
memset(coun, 0, (num + 10) * sizeof(int) );
// Check whether two filaments are cross-linked or not
for (i = 0; i < nAcp; i++) {
if (P2A(chAcp,i,0,3) > -1 && P2A(chAcp,i,1,3) > -1) {
if (P1(filaldx,P2A(chAcp,i,0,3)) <= P1(filaldx,P2A(chAcp,i,1,3)) ) {
P2A(conn,P1(filaldx,P2A(chAcp,i,0,3)),P1(filaldx,P2A(chAcp,i,1,3)),
num) += 1;
else{
P2A(conn,P1(filaldx,P2A(chAcp,i,1,3)),P1(filaldx,P2A(chAcp,i,0,3 )),
num) += 1;
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}
}
(i 0; i < num * num; i++) {
if (kind == 0) {
if ( P1(conn,i) > 0 ) { P1(conn,i) = 1; }
}
else {
if ( P1(conn,i) >= NUM-FILAFORBUNDLE ) { P1(conn,i) = 1; }
else { P1(conn,i) = 0; }
}
// Count total cases at connectivity = 2
for (i = 0; i < num * num; i++) {
if (P1(conni) == 1) { P1(coun,2)++; }
P1(perc,i) = P1(conn,i);
I
// By multiplying the adjacent matrix, count
for (i = 0; i < num-1; i++) {
memset(perctemp, 0, (num * num) * size
for( j = 0; j < num; j++) {
for (k = j+1; k < num: k++) {
temp = 0;
for (I = 0; I < num.
temp += P2A
I
for( j
I
cases at conn = n
of(int) );
I++) {
(perc, j, I,num)
I
P2A(perctemp,j,k,num) = temp;
* P2A(conn,l,k,num);
= 0; j < num; j++) {
for (k = j+1; k < num; k++) {
P2A(perc,j,k,num) = P2A(perctemp,j,k,num);
if (P2A(perc,j,k,num) != 0) {
P1(coun,i + 3) += P2A(perc,j,k,num);
}}
I
printf("%dWt%dWn", i+3, P1(coun,i + 3));
if (P1(coun,i + 3) == 0) {
printf("Wn");
break;
}
temp2 = i + 3;
for (i = ( (kind == 0) ? 3 : 2 ); i < temp2; !++) {
fprintf(fpConnectivity, "%dWt%dWn",i,P1(couni));
I
fclose(fpConnectivity):
free(conn);
free(perc);
free(perctemp);
free(coun);
// Meaure pore size distribution
void RecordPoreSize(void) {
int i, j, k, CS, CS2, CS3, count, count2, xx. yy.
int max = 0, hist, ind:
zz, curr, histo[1000]:
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I
for
I
}
double pos[NDIM], *old, dr[NDIM], rr, rComp, rPore, ddr[NDIMI, temp, interval:
double gapdiv = 3., sum, wid:
FILE *fpPoreSize;
fpPoreSize = fopen(MakeFileName('PoreSize"),"w");
interval = GAP / gapdiv;
wid = region / interval;
old = (double *)malloc(sizeof(double) * (int)(wid * wid * wid) * 7);
hist = 5;
curr = 0;
memset(histo, 0, sizeof(int) * 1000 );
for (xx 0; xx < wid; xx++) {
for (yy 0; yy < wid; yy++) {
for (zz = 0; zz < wid; zz++) {
P1(pos,0) = (double)xx * interval;
P1(pos,1) = (double)yy * interval;
P1(pos,2) = (double)zz * interval;
CS = 1;
// Check whether the region was already measuared before
for (j = 0; j < curr; j++) {
for ( k = 0 ; k < NDIM ; k++ ) {
P1(dr,k) = P2A(old,j,k,7) - P1(pos,k);
}
AppBound(dr);
rr = sqrt( DotProd(dr, dr) );
if ( rr < P2A(old, j,3,7) ) { CS = 0; }
}
if ( CS == 0 ) { break;}
// Check whether it overlaps with monomers
for (j = 0; j < NATOM; j++) {
if ( !( P2A(chMono,j,0,4) < 0 && P2A(chMono,j,1,4) <0 ) ) {
for ( k = 0 ; k < NDIM ; k++ ) {
P1(dr,k) = P2(rMono,j,k) - P1(pos,k);
}
AppBound(dr);
rr = sqrt( DotProd(dr, dr) );
if ( rr < 0.5 + 0.5 ) { CS 0; }
}
}
if ( CS == 0 ) { break;}
CS2 0;
rPore = 0.5;
do {
for (k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) { P1(ddr, k) = 0.; }
count 0;
for (j = 0; j < NATOM ; j++) {
for ( k = 0 ; k < NDIM ; k++ ) {
P1(dr,k) = P2(rMono,j,k) - P1(pos,k):
rComp = 0.5;
}
AppBound(dr);
rr = sqrt( DotProd(dr, dr) ):
if ( rr < rPore + rComp && !(P2A(chMonoj,0,4) < 0
&& P2A(chMono,j,1,4) < 0) ) {
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for ( k = 0; k < NDIM: k++ ) {
P1(ddr,k) += -0.1 * P1(dr,k) / rr:
}
count ++:
}
}
for ( k= 0 ; k < NDIM :k++) {
P1(pos,k) += P1(ddr,k);
if (P1(pos,k) < 0) P1(pos,k) += region;
if (P1(pos,k) >= region) P1(pos,k) -= region;
}
if (count > 10) CS2 1:
rPore += 0.01:
if ( rPore > regionH ) { break: }
} while (CS2 == 0):
CS3 = 1;
// Consider redundant pores
for (j = 0; j < curr; j++) {
count2 = 0;
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k++) {
if ( fabs(P1(pos,k)-P2A(old, j,k,7)) < 2.0 ) { count2++; }
}
if ( count2 NDIM ) {
CS3 0;
break;
}
count2 = 0;
if ( fabs(rPore - P2A(old,j,3,7)) < 1) {
if( abs( (int)(P2A(old,j,4,7) - xx)
<= (int)1*gapdiv ) { count2++; }
if( abs( (int)(P2A(old,j,4,7) - xx) )
>= (int)wid-(int)1*gapdiv ) { count2++; }
if( abs( (int)(P2A(old, j,5,7) - yy) )
<= (int)1*gapdiv ) { count2++; }
if( abs( (int)(P2A(old,j,5,7) - yy) )
>= (int)wid-(int)1*gapdiv ) { count2++; }
if( abs( (int)(P2A(old,j,6,7) - zz) )
<= (int)1*gapdiv ) { count2++; }
if( abs( (int)(P2A(old,j,6,7) - zz) )
>= (int)wid-(int)1*gapdiv ) { count2++; }
}
if ( CS3
}
if
}
count2 NDIM ) {
CS3 0;
break;
== 1 ) {
ind = (int)(rPore
P1(histo, ind)++;
if ( ind > max ) max
for(k = 0: k < NDIM:
P2A(old,cur
}
P2A(old,curr,3,7) =
P2A(old,curr,4,7) =
P2A(old,curr,5,7) =
P2A(old. cur r,6, 7) =
(double)hist):
= ind;
k++) {
r,k,7) = P1(pos,k);
rPore:
(double)xx:
(double)yy:
(double)zz:
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cur r++;
printf("%If %d %d %dWn", rPore*2., xx, yy, zz);
}}}}
sum = 0;
for(i = 0; i < max + 1; i++) {
fprintf(fpPoreSize, "%IfWt%dWn", i * hist * 2., P1(histo,i));
sum += 4. / 3. * P1 * pow(( (double)i * hist + (double)hist / 2. ), 3)
* (double)P1(histo,i);
}
fprintf(fpPoreSize, "Volume Percentage of Pores = %If Wn", sum
/ pow (region, 3.) * 100.):
fclose(fpPoreSize);
free(old);}
// Record bending and spring energy
void RecordEnergy(void) {
FILE *fpEnergy;
int n, k, nn, n1, n2, count, j2, m;
int CS = 1;
double Ek = 0, Eb = 0, drl[NDIM], dr2[NDIM], rr, c1l, c12, c22, cD, c;
count = 0;
for (n = 0; n < cntMonoCL; n++) {
if (P2A(monoCL,n,1,5) > -1 && P2A(monoCL,n,2,5) > -1) {
count += 1;
nn = P2A(monoCL,n,0,5);
n1 = P2A(monoCL,n,1,5);
n2 = P2A(monoCL,n,2,5);
for (k = 0; k < NDIM; k ++) {
P1(drl,k) = P2(rMono,nn,k)
P1(dr2,k) = P2(rMono,n2,k)
}
AppBound(dr1);
AppBound(dr2);
- P2(rMono,nl,k);
- P2(rMono,nn,k);
CalCosine(drl, dr2, &cll, &c12, &c22, &cD, &c);
Eb += 0.5 * STIFFMONOBEND * Sqr( acos(c) );
(count != 0) { Eb /= (double)count; }
count = 0;
for (n = 0; n
for (m
}
< cntMonoCL; n++) {
= 1; m < 3 ; m ++) {
j2 = P2A(monoCL,n,m,5);
if ( j2 > -1 ) {
for (k = 0; k < NDIM: k ++) { P1(drl,k) P2(rMono,P2A(monoCL,n,0,5),
k) - P2(rMono,j2,k); }
AppBound(dr1);
rr = sqrt( DotProd (dr1, dr1) ):
Ek += 0.5 * STIFFMONOSPR * Sqr( rr - 1.0 );
count += 1;
}
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}
}
if
if (count != 0) { Ek /= (double)count; }
fpEnergy = fopen(MakeFileName("Energy'), "a"):
fprintf(fpEnergy, "%dWt%IfWt%IfWn", stepCount, Eb, Ek):
fclose(fpEnergy);
}
// Record progress reports
void RecordProgress(void) {
timejt now;
now = time(NULL);
FILE *fpProg:
fpProg fopen(MakeFileName("Progress"), "a");
fpr intf(fpProg, "%9d %5d %5d %5d /5d %d %d /o5dWt", stepCount, cnt-freeM,
cnt-notAcpDC, cntAcpSCL, cntAcpDCL, cntAcpTL, cntAcpDis, cntFilaldx):
fprintf(fpProg, "%s", ctime(&now)):
fclose(fpProg):}
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6. Tools.cpp
This file includes all useful functions that conduct general processes and are used in several files.
// ##################################################
// # tools.cpp - finally revised on May 18, 2007 #
// # coded by Tae Yoon Kim #
// # Copyright (C) 2005 - 2007, Tae Yoon Kim, #
// # All rights reserved. #
// ##################################################
#include "header.h"
// Convert an integer value to string
char* Litoa(int val, int base){
static char buf[321 = {0};
int i = 30;
for(; val && i ; --i, val /= base)
buf[i] = "0123456789abcdef"[val % base];
return &buf[i+1];
}
// Calculate cross product of two vectors
void CrossProd(double *x, double *y, double *z)
{
int k, c1, c2;
for(k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
c1 = (k + 1) % 3;
c2 = (k + 2) % 3;
P1(z,k) = P1(x,c1) * P1(y,c2) - P1(x,c2) * P1(y,c1);}}
// Calculate inner product of two vectors
double DotProd (double *x, double *y)
{
return (P1(x,0) * P1(y,0) + P1(x,1) * P1(y,1) + P1(x,2) * P1(y,2) );
}
// Apply boundary conditions
void AppBound(double *val) {
int k;
if (TOGGLEPBC == 1) {
for (k = 0; k < NDIM; k++) {
if (fabs( P1(val,k) ) > regionH) {
P1(valk) -= SignR (region, P1(val,k) );}}}}
// Reverse the sign of a value if it's negative
double SignR (double x, double y)
{
if (y >= 0.) return (x);
else return (-x);
}
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// Square a value
double Sqr (double x)
{
return (x * x):
}
// A subroutine for ApplyBoundaryCond()
double ApplyBoundaryCondSub (double x) {
double y;
if (x >= region) { y = (TOGGLEPBC 1) ? x - region region - 0.01; }
else if (x < 0.) { y = (TOGGLEPBC 1) ? x + region 0.01; }
return y;
}
// Apply the periodic boundary condition on the positions of whole things
void ApplyBoundaryCond (void)
{
int i, k;
for (i = 0; i < NATOM * NDIM; i ++) {
if ( P1(rMono,i) >= region I P1(rMono,i) < 0. ) {
P1(rMono,i) ApplyBoundaryCondSub( P1(rMono,i) ):
}
}
for (i = 0; i < nAcp * NDIM; i ++) {
if ( P1(rAcp,i) >= region II P1(rAcp,i) < 0. ) {
P1(rAcp,i) = ApplyBoundaryCondSub( P1(rAcp,i) );
}
}
}
// Assign the data folder name to each file name
char* MakeFileName(char *FileName) {
int i, j, CC;
char temp[100] = , FNtr[100] = FNtr2[10] =
CC = 1;
for(i 0; i < strlen(FileName); i++) {
if (P1(FileName,i) == '.') {
for(j = 0; j < i; j++) {
P1(FNtr,j) = P(FileName,j);
}
P1(FNtr,j) = 0;
CC = 0;
for(j = i; j < strlen(FileName); j++) {
P1(FNtr2,j - i) = P1(FileName,j);
}
break;
}
}
if (CC 1) { strcpy(FNtr, FileName); }
strcpy(fileName, DATAFOLDER);
strcat(fileName, Litoa(nRun + 1, 10));
strcat(fileName, /);
strcat(fileName, FNtr);
strcat(temp, "'");
strcat(temp, Litoa((int)(nRun+1), 10) );
strcat(fileName, temp);
if (CC == 0) { strcat(fileName, FNtr2); }
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return(fileName);
}
// pre-defined arccos
double Myacos(double c) {
if (c > 1. ){c = 1.; }
if (c < -1. ){c = -1.; }
return P1( arr-acos,(int)( (c + 1.) * (double)DEGARRACOS ) ):
}
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7. Rng.cpp
This file generates random numbers based on the Mersenne Twister Random Number Generator
that is known as precise and fast generator. At the end of file, a function is added to convert
uniformly distributed random numbers into those having Gaussian distribution by the Box-Muller
transform.
#include <math.h>
A C-program for MT19937, with initialization improved 2002/1/26.
Coded by Takuji Nishimura and Makoto Matsumoto.
Before using, initialize the state by using init-genrand(seed)
or init-by-array(init-key, key-length).
Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
3. The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES: LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Any feedback is very welcome.
http://www.math.sci.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/-m-mat/MT/emt.html
email: m-mat @ math.sci.hiroshima-u.ac.jp (remove space)
#include <stdio.h>
/* Period parameters */
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#define N 624
#define M 397
#define MATRIXA Ox99O8bOdfUL /* constant vector a */
#define UPPERMASK 0x80000000UL /* most significant w-r bits */
#define LOWERMASK Ox7fffffffUL /* least significant r bits */
static unsigned long mt[N]; /* the array for the state vector */
static int mti=N+1; /* mti==N+1 means mt[N] is not initialized */
/* initializes mt[N] with a seed */
void init-genrand(unsigned long s)
{
mt[0]= s & OxffffffffUL;
for (mti=1; mti<N; mti++) {
mt[mti] =
(1812433253UL * (mt[mti-1] ^ (mt[mti-1] >> 30)) + mti);
/* See Knuth TAOCP Vol2. 3rd Ed. P.106 for multiplier. */
/* In the previous versions, MSBs of the seed affect */
/* only MSBs of the array mt[. */
/* 2002/01/09 modified by Makoto Matsumoto */
mt[mti] &= OxffffffffUL;
/* for >32 bit machines */
}
}
/* initialize by an array with array-length */
/* init-key is the array for initializing keys */
/* key-length is its length */
/* slight change for C++, 2004/2/26*/
void init-by-array(unsigned long init-key[], int key-length)
{
int i, j, k;
initgenrand(19650218UL);
i=1; j=0;
k = (N>key-length ? N : key-length);
for (; k; k--) {
mt[i] = (mt[i] A ((mt[i-1] A (mt[i-1] >> 30)) * 1664525UL))
+ init-key[j] + j; /* non linear */
mt[i] &= OxffffffffUL; /* for WORDSIZE > 32 machines */
i++; j++;
if (i>=N) { mt[0] = mt[N-1]; i=1; }
if (j>=key-length) j=0;
}
for (k=N-1; k; k--) {
mt[i] = (mt[i] A ((mt[i-1] A (mt[i-1] >> 30)) * 1566083941UL))
- i; /* non linear */
mt[i] &= OxffffffffUL: /* for WORDSIZE > 32 machines */
i++;
if (i>=N) { mt[0] = mt[N-1]; i=1; }
}
mt[0] = Ox80000000UL; /* MSB is 1; assuring non-zero initial array */
}
/* generates a random number on [0,Oxffffffff]-interval */
unsigned long genrand-int32(void)
{
unsigned long y:
static unsigned long mag01[2]={OxOUL, MATRIX-A};
/* mag0l[xl = x * MATRIXA for x=0,1 */
if (mti >= N) { /* generate N words at one time *7
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int kk;
if (mti == N+1) /* if init-genrand() has not been called, */
init-genrand(5489UL); /* a default initial seed is used */
for (kk=0;kk<N-M;kk++) {
y = (mt[kk]&UPPERMASK)I(mt[kk+]&LOWERMASK):
mt[kk] = mt[kk+M] ^ (y >> 1) A mag0l[y & Ox1UL1;
}
for (;kk<N-1;kk++) {
y = (mt[kk]&UPPERMASK)I(mt[kk+1]&LOWERMASK):
mt[kk] = mt[kk+(M-N)] A (y >> 1) A mag0l[y & OxiUL];
}
y = (mt[N-1]&UPPERMASK)I(mt[0]&LOWERMASK):
mt[N-1] = mt[M-1] A (y >> 1) A mag0l[y & Ox1UL];
mti = 0;}
y mt[mti++];
/* Tempering */
y A= (y >> 11);
y ^ = (y << 7) & 0x9d2c5680UL:
y A= (y << 15) & 0xefc60000UL:
y A= (y >> 18):
return y:}
/* generates a random number on [0,Ox7fffffff]-interval */
long genrand-int3l(void)
{
return (long)(genrand-int32()>>1);
}
/* generates a random number on [0,1]-real-interval */
double genrand-reall(void)
{
return genrand-int32()*(1.0/4294967295.0);
/* divided by 2^32-1 */
}
/* generates a random number on [0,1)-real-interval */
double genrand-real2(void)
{
return genrand int32()*(1.0/4294967296.0);
/* divided by 2^32 */
}
/* generates a random number on (0,1)-real-interval */
double genrand-real3(void){
unsigned long y;
static unsigned long mag01[2]={0x0UL, MATRIXA};
/* mag0l[x] = x * MATRIXA for x=0,1 */
if (mti >= N) { /* generate N words at one time */
int kk:
if (mti == N+1) /* if init-genrand() has not been called, */
init-genrand(5489UL); /* a default initial seed is used */
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for (kk=0:kk<N-M;kk++) {
y = (mt[kk]&UPPER-MASK)I(mt[kk+1]&LOWERMASK);
mt[kk] = mt[kk+M] A (y >> 1) A mago1[y & OxiUL];
}
for (;kk<N-1;kk++) {
y = (mt[kk]&UPPERMASK) I (mt [kk+1]&LOWER-MASK);
mt[kk] = mt[kk+(M-N)] A (y >> 1) A mag01[y & Ox1UL];
}
y = (mt[N-1]&UPPERKMASK)I(mt[0]&LOWERMASK);
mt[N-1] = mt[M-1] A (y >> 1) A mag01[y & Ox1UL];
mti = 0;}
y = mt[mti++];
/* Tempering */
y A= (y >> 11);
y A= (y << 7) & 0x9d2c5680UL;
y A= (y << 15) & Oxefc60000UL;
y ^ = (y >> 18);
return (((double)y) + 0.5)*(1.0/4294967296.0);
/* divided by 2A32 */}
/* generates a random number on [0,1) with 53-bit resolution*/
double genrandjres53(void)
{
unsigned long a=genrand-int32()>>5, b=genrand-int32()>>6;
return(a*67108864.0+b)*(1.0/9007199254740992.0);
}
/* Added by Tae Yoon Kim in January 2006 */
void genrand-gauss(double *rl, double *r2)
{
double x1l, x2, w, yl, y2;
do {
x1 = 2.0 * genrand-real3() - 1.0;
x2 = 2.0 * genrand-real3() - 1.0;
w = xl*xl + x2*x2;} while (w >= 1.0);
w = sqrt(( -2.0 * log( w )) / w);
yl = x1l * W;
y2 = x2 * w;
if (y1 >= 3.0) yl = 3.0;
else if (yl <= -3.0) yl = -3.0;
*rl = y1;
*r2 = y2;}
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